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Abstract
Optical cell manipulation allows precise and non-invasive exploration of mammalian
cell function and physiology for medical applications. Plants, however, represent a vital
component of the Earth’s ecosystem and the knowledge gained from using optical tools
to study plant cells can help to understand and manipulate useful agricultural and
ecological traits. This thesis explores the potential of several biophotonic techniques in
plant cells and tissue.
Laser-mediated introduction of nucleic acids and other membrane impermeable
molecules into mammalian cells is an important biophotonic technique. Optical in-
jection presents a tool to deliver dyes and drugs for diagnostics and therapy of single
cells in a sterile and interactive manner. Using femtosecond laser pulses increases the
tunability of multiphoton effects and confines the damage volume, providing sub-cellular
precision and high viability. Extending current femtosecond photoporation knowledge
to plant cells could have sociological and environmental benefits, but presents different
challenges to mammalian cells.
The effects of varying optical and biological parameters on optical injection of a
model plant cell line was investigated. A reconfigurable optical system was designed
to allow easy switching between different spatial modes and pulse durations. Varying
the medium osmolarity and optoinjectant size and type affected optoinjection efficacy,
allowing optimisation of optical delivery of relevant biomolecules into plant cells.
Advanced optical microscopy techniques that allow imaging beyond the diffraction
ii
iii
limit have transformed biological studies. An ultimate goal is to merge several biopho-
tonic techniques, creating a plant cell workstation. A step towards this was demon-
strated by incorporating a fibre-based optical trap into a commercial super-resolution
microscope for manipulation of cells and organelles under super-resolution. As proof-
of-concept, the system was used to optically induce and quantify an immunosynapse.
The capacity of the super-resolution microscope to resolve structure in plant organelles
in aberrating plant tissue was critically evaluated.
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1 | Introduction
1.1 Preface
The application of light to biological systems is known as biophotonics. Using light
it is possible to gently and non-invasively image and manipulate microscopic objects,
such as biological cells, performing high-precision surgery and accurate biological mea-
surements. The properties of light affect its interactions with matter. Changing the
wavelength, intensity and spatial and temporal shape of incident light can elicit dif-
ferent effects in biological tissue; from sub-cellular ablation to photothermal therapy,
creating a wide range of applications within this rapidly-expanding field.
1.1.1 Light for therapy, manipulation and imaging
Light is inherently multifunctional and can perform both therapeutic and diagnostic
roles. Combining different light-based techniques into a multimodal tool can be a trivial
task. Using different modalities it is possible to span a wide range of specimens, from
whole organisms to single molecules.
Interactions of light with biological tissue are dependent on the incident light pa-
rameters. Careful selection of parameters can create specific and gentle, yet effective
therapeutic effects. Light-based therapies invoke light for treatment of cancers and
skin conditions, such as vitiligo, psoriasis and acne [1]. Many techniques employ light
1
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for delivery of drugs into tissue and cells. At the cellular level, it is possible to use
a tightly-focused laser to introduce drugs, dyes and nucleic acids into single cells and
sub-cellular components, in a technique known as photoporation [2].
Optical imaging and sensing can provide important information in clinical and re-
search fields. The development of optical imaging modalities such as optical coherence
tomography [3], photoacoustic tomography [4] and diffuse optical imaging [5], have
allowed imaging of previously optically inaccessible areas of the body with increased
depth, contrast and resolution. The capacity to guide light along optical fibres also
makes many optical imaging techniques applicable to non-invasive in vivo imaging in
endoscopic arrangements. Incorporating spectroscopic techniques allows the remote
determination of molecular composition, providing highly sensitive biosensors for di-
agnostics and non-invasive “optical biopsies” [6]. Moving to cell imaging, it is possible
to track specific cellular proteins in real-time using optical microscopy techniques. In
the past two decades, the achievable resolution has been squeezed beyond theoretical
limits, allowing super-resolution imaging of single molecules [7].
The high precision of many biophotonic techniques is owed to the development of
the laser. Laser light is temporally and spatially coherent, making it possible to focus
down to sub-micrometre sizes, smaller than a cell. In this way, light has been used to
activate neuron spiking (optogenetics [8]) and gene expression within cells with high
spatial and temporal resolution, precisely controlling single cells within an organism
or network. Light can also be used to gently move and manipulate individual cells
and biomolecules, known as optical trapping [9], to investigate cell and biomolecule
function.
1.1.2 Plants in biophotonics
The majority of biophotonics studies concentrate on mammalian cells. These cells
can be highly representative of the in vivo environment of the human body and as such
3 1.2. Synopsis
provide a useful surrogate in medical research, a wide and important field. Investigation
of plant biology, however, can be deemed to be an equally important, yet challenging,
task. Harnessing light to create energy, plants are primary producers and provide a basis
for feeding nearly every other organism on Earth. An understanding of plant physiology,
genetics and breeding is needed for crop improvement. Artificial manipulation can
provide advantages in targeted breeding approaches.
Using light as a tool for manipulating plant cells and tissues is hampered by cellular
components absent in mammalian cell systems. A thick cellulosic cell wall introduces
distortions into incident light that are magnified by absorptive and light-scattering
plant tissue, reducing the transparency of the tissue and the depth to which light can
penetrate. Overcoming these limitations requires careful choices of incident light param-
eters to minimise these effects and increase the effectiveness of biophotonic techniques
in plant research.
1.2 Synopsis
This thesis will consider three biophotonic techniques and their potential applications
in plant cell research. By structuring the light, spatially and temporally, it is possible
to improve on standard techniques, making them more effective and increasing their
usefulness and versatility.
Two of these biophotonic tools are introduced in Chapter 2: photoporation - the
ability to inject membrane impermeable substances into cells using light - and optical
trapping - using light to pick up microscopic objects and move them around. The moti-
vation, mechanisms and uses of these methods are discussed in relation to mammalian
cells initially. Chapter 3 then discusses the role of photoporation in plant cell research.
The differences between plant and mammalian cells are highlighted and reasons for
genetically modifying plant cells and common techniques used to do so are discussed.
A comprehensive review of plant photoporation literature is then presented.
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Chapters 4-6 are concerned with the development and optimisation of photoporation
of a model plant cell suspension line. Chapter 4 discusses the design, construction and
characterisation of a photoporation system optimised for plant photoporation. Chapter
5 presents the results of photoporating tobacco BY-2 cells when optical and biological
parameters are varied. In particular, the spatial intensity is modified to produce an “op-
tical syringe” and the effect on photoporation efficacy is monitored. Chapter 6 discusses
the role of pulse duration in selected biophotonic techniques and investigates the effect
of using broadband ultrashort pulses on plant and mammalian cell photoporation.
Chapter 7 demonstrates the characterisation of a novel fibre-based optical trap for
integration onto various microscope systems, including fluorescence microscopy. A com-
mercial structured illumination microscope (SIM) is used as a basis for the induction
of immune cell interactions; using the optical trap to demonstrate its versatility. The
microscope is then used to image plant cells at super resolution for comparison with
other SIM studies in plant science.
Chapter 8 concludes on the results documented in the previous chapters and dis-
cusses ways in which the investigations performed in this thesis can be expanded upon
and improved.
2 | Optical manipulation of
mammalian cells
2.1 Introduction
Light can create sub-micrometre sized holes in a cell membrane, a technique known
as photoporation. These transient pores allow the passage of membrane-impermeable
molecules into cells for functional studies. Light is also able to exert picoNewton forces,
enough to move microscopic objects such as cells, in an optical trap [10]. These laser-
mediated manipulations allow precise control over biological systems.
This chapter describes and evaluates photoporation and optical trapping as tools
that are part of a wider biophotonic toolbox. The background, mechanisms and theory
behind these techniques are presented, along with reviews of the biological uses and key
achievements.
2.2 Photoporation
Photoporation is a generic term that can be applied to any technique that uses light
("photo-" taken from the Greek for light) to make holes (or pores) in a cell membrane.
A tightly-focused laser beam created by a high numerical aperture (NA, see Figure 2.1
for an aside on numerical aperture) objective applied to a single point on the cell mem-
5
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2α2 
2α1 wd1 
wd2 
low 
NA 
high 
NA 
Figure 2.1 – Comparison of low and high numerical aperture (NA) objectives. The NA of
a lens is sinα. A larger NA allows light to be collected from/illuminated at higher angles,
reducing the size of the focused spot imaged/produced but increasing the divergence before
and after the focal point. The highest NA objectives allow the highest possible resolution
(both laterally and axially) but also tend to have short working distances (wd) and require
oil as an immersion medium.
brane can transiently increase the permeability in a highly localised area (Figure 2.2).
Membrane-impermeable molecules can then be taken up by the cell through the pore,
this is termed optical injection (or optical transfection if nucleic acids are injected and
expressed by the cell). Use of a mediator can allow light to create multiple pores in
large numbers of cells at the same time, called optoporation or cellular laserfection [11].
A summary of the terminology used in this thesis is listed in Table 2.1.
2.2.1 Bypassing the cell membrane
Cells are the basic units of structure and function for all life; ranging from simple, single-
celled organisms to complex bodies such as plants and animals. If we can understand
the function, interactions and structure of single cells then we can begin to understand
the mechanisms behind how complex organisms function.
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objective 
cell 
glass coverslip 
MIM 
focal spot 
A B 
nucleus 
Figure 2.2 – Mammalian cell photoporation. The schematic (A - adapted from Mthunzi
et al. [12]) depicts a cell adhered to a glass coverslip in medium containing the membrane-
impermeable molecule (MIM) of choice. The objective is focused to align the focal point
of the laser to the cell membrane. Induced multiphoton effects lead to a localised and
transient increase in membrane permeability, allowing the MIM to diffuse into the cell.
An inverted microscope set-up is usually used for photoporation, as in (B), which shows
a glass-bottomed dish of mammalian cells in a Nikon microscope ready for photoporation
experiments. Scale bar (white line) denotes 20 mm.
The delivery of functional molecules into living eukaryotic cells is a common research
technique to study an organism’s physiology. Desirable compounds for introduction
into cells can include nucleic acids for gene function and protein expression studies [13],
biosensors for monitoring response to stimuli as well as proteins, antibodies, dyes and
drugs. However, the lipid bilayer of the cell membrane maintains the integrity of the
cell and acts as a barrier to defend the cell against foreign molecules. Photoporation
provides a protocol for molecular delivery into the cell that is more sterile and selective
than its counterparts (discussed in Table 2.2), making it ideal for single cell analysis.
All cells are bounded by a phospholipid bilayer (Figure 2.3), separating the intra-
cellular and extracellular environments and controlling transport of molecules into and
out of the cell. These bilayers can also be found in many sub-cellular structures such as
the Golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), mitochondria and nuclear envelope.
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Term Description
Photoporation
Temporarily increasing the cell membrane permeability
using light. A generic term.
Optoinjection
Laser-mediated injection of membrane-impermeable
molecules into single cells.
Optical
transfection
Laser-mediated injection of nucleic acids into single cells
and the subsequent expression of the desired phenotype.
Optoporation
Delivering membrane-impermeable molecules and nucleic
acids into multiple cells at once using light.
Table 2.1 – Explanation of photoporation terminology used in this thesis as defined in
the literature [11].
Bilayers provide compartmentalisation, giving each organelle a distinct function, and
aid the packaging of molecules for numerous uses such as exo- and endocytosis [14].
Phospholipids consist of a phosphate polar head and two non-polar, fatty acid tails.
The bipolar nature of phospholipids causes them to spontaneously self-assemble into
bilayers when in water, with the hydrophilic heads facing outwards to shield the hy-
drophobic tails from the water. The ends of the bilayers can then join to create a double
membrane-bound vesicle, such as a cell. Along with phospholipids, the cell membrane
also contains cholesterol and proteins. Cholesterol helps to maintain membrane fluid-
ity at temperature extremes. Membrane proteins have many uses including transport
of molecules across the membrane, receptor sites, cell-cell recognition, enzymes and
cytoskeleton anchoring. These membrane constituents do not remain stationary but
instead diffuse laterally within the plane of the membrane according to the fluid-mosaic
model [15].
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polar head 
fatty 
acid 
tail 
lipid 
bilayer 
membrane 
proteins 
lipid 
bilayer 
Figure 2.3 – The structure of the cell membrane showing the basic phospholipid bilayer
and examples of integral and surface proteins, which have differing functions. Magni-
fication of the bilayer shows the arrangement of the hydrophilic phosphate heads (blue
circles) and the hydrophobic lipid tails (red lines). From [15]. Reprinted with permission
from AAAS.
Cells employ a variety of mechanisms to transport molecules through the cell mem-
brane. The phospholipid membrane is selectively permeable; very small molecules, such
as polar water molecules, can diffuse across. Larger non-polar molecules can also easily
pass through the hydrophobic region. Both ions and large polar molecules, into which
category DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) falls, cannot easily pass across the membrane,
specialised proteins or externally applied effects are required for their transport.
Common research methods to bypass the membrane fall into two categories. High-
throughput methods can target a large population of cells at once but lack selectivity
whereas single-cell methods possess high efficiency of injection and sub-cellular precision
but are slow and usually require highly skilled workers. A short summary of some of
the most common transfection and injection methods are highlighted in Table 2.2.
The ability of photoporation to maintain single-cell selectivity, while possessing the
capability for high throughput, through the use of beam multiplexing and holography
[16] or in conjunction with microfluidic systems [17, 18], makes it an accessible and
useful tool in mammalian cell research. The mechanisms by which photoporation,
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particularly pertaining to femtosecond lasers, can achieve such precision and efficiency
are outlined in the next section.
Method Description SCT Advantages Disadvantages
Photoporation
Focused laser
beam
Y
Moderate
throughput,
selective
Low penetration
depth
Electroporation Applied voltage N
High
throughput
Low cell
viability
Viral vector
Engineered
virus
N
High efficiency
and viability
Slow to produce,
biosafety issues
Chemical
methods
Cationic
polymers or
lipoplexes
N
High
throughput
Low cell
viability
Microinjection Microneedle Y High efficiency
Slow and highly
technical
Single-cell
electroporation
Glass pipette
and
microelectrode
Y Selective Slow
Table 2.2 – Summary of transfection/injection methods [19]. SCT = single cell targeting
possible.
2.2.2 Photoporation mechanisms
It is possible to vary the damage mechanism by which pores are induced in a cell mem-
brane by changing the laser parameters: primarily the irradiance, wavelength and pulse
duration, although focal spot size and pulse repetition rate also influence photoporation.
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Continuous wave (CW) lasers
For poration to occur, first absorption of the incident light must take place. In the case
of CW and long pulse durations (µs and longer), linear absorption drives membrane po-
ration [20]. The amount of absorption is dependent on the absorption coefficient of the
tissue at the laser wavelength. Near-ultraviolet (NUV) lasers have been employed suc-
cessfully for stable optical transfection because membrane constituents absorb at these
wavelengths [21]. Absorption of cellular tissue, however, is not very high at NUV and
visible wavelengths, leading to the use of highly absorptive dyes, such as Phenol-Red
to enhance linear absorption. In the linear absorption regime, membrane permeabili-
sation is attributed to localised heating and a subsequent membrane phase change to
increase fluidity (488 nm [22–24]) or oxidative stress (405 nm [25]). NUV and visible
CW lasers are comparatively inexpensive and compact, making them ideal for adding
a photoporation modality to any microscopy system.
Pulsed lasers
Using pulsed lasers, the higher field strengths created by the temporally-confined pho-
tons leads to high photon densities at the focal spot and allows multiphoton absorption.
Multiphoton absorption (Figure 2.4) involves multiple photons being absorbed simulta-
neously to drive an atomic transition that a single low-energy photon could not. High
densities of low energy, near-infrared (NIR) photons can be used to induce multiphoton
effects. The multiphoton absorption rate is ∝ Ik, where I is the incident intensity and
k is the number of photons absorbed (therefore ∝ I in the case of linear absorption).
Multiphoton effects therefore only become important at high intensities made possible
with pulsed lasers.
Multiphoton absorption in biological tissue leads to plasma formation as molecules
are excited (Figure 2.4). Biological tissue primarily consists of water so theoretical
models of laser-tissue interactions are usually concerned with the excitation of water.
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bandgap = Δ γλ = Δ γ2λ = 0.5Δ 
excitation band 
 
lower orbital 
Figure 2.4 – Linear and multiphoton excitation of water. A bandgap of ∆ requires
the absorption of either a single photon of wavelength λ or multiple photons of longer
wavelength (2λ, 3λ...kλ) to supply the requisite energy for ionisation to occur.
Water is treated as an amorphous semiconductor with a bandgap of ∆ = 6.5 eV [26].
When energy is absorbed, bound electrons are promoted into the conduction band and
become “quasi-free” (the transition and the electron state are termed “ionisation” and
“free” for simplified discussion in the literature and the following section).
The creation of free electrons in the focal spot by multiphoton ionisation (MPI) [27]
creates a localised low-density plasma. Once these “seed” electrons have been created
they can impact ionise further electrons, in a cascade effect (Figure 2.5). Electrons re-
quire a finite time to gain enough energy for cascade ionisation [20] so shorter pulses rely
more on the seed electrons to create plasma-mediated effects. Longer pulses, however,
have more time for cascade electrons to contribute to the plasma [28].
Optical breakdown of biological tissue occurs when a critical plasma density (ρcrit ≥
1021 cm−3) is reached. For nanosecond pulses, damage effects are strongly delineated
around the threshold irradiance, IR. Below IR no MPI and free electron generation can
occur and above IR very large free electron densities are produced as cascade ionisation
dominates free electron generation (Figure 2.6A).
Reducing the pulse duration increases IR (average power per unit area) but decreases
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Figure 2.5 – Cascade ionisation schematic. Once an electron has been photoionised, it
can gain energy by inverse Bremsstrahlung (absorbing photons in the presence of an ion).
Once enough photons have been absorbed, the electron can impact ionise a molecule to free
a second electron, both free electrons can continue to absorb photons and ionise further
electrons in an avalanche process. With kind permission from Springer Science+Business
Media [20].
the necessary radiant exposure threshold, Φth (pulse energy per unit area, Φth = τIR
where τ is the pulse duration) for optical breakdown [28]. As the time for effects to occur
is shortened, damage mechanisms rely more on MPI than cascade ionisation, increasing
the necessary irradiance. The overall pulse energy, however, decreases because at shorter
pulse durations, the critical irradiance can be reached with smaller input pulse energies
(Figure 2.7). When reducing the pulse duration to femtosecond length, the majority of
electrons are generated by MPI. The free electron density has a smooth dependence on
input irradiance, making it possible to finely tune the plasma density by changing the
irradiance (Figure 2.6B) [20]. It is therefore possible to elicit cellular surgery without
exceeding the breakdown threshold and associated damaging effects. At low irradiances,
the primary poration mechanism is through photochemical effects such as the creation
of reactive oxygen species, which are damaging to cells [20].
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A B 
Figure 2.6 – Variation in the maximum free electron density created as the irradiance
changes for nanosecond (A) and femtosecond (B) pulses. Dotted line represents the role of
multiphoton ionisation only. Nanosecond pulses rely much more on cascade ionisation to
create a high free electron density. Below the threshold for cascade ionisation very few free
electrons are created, the density increases by nine orders of magnitude as the irradiance
threshold is reached. Femtosecond pulses, however, have a much greater proportion of
free electrons created by multiphoton ionisation, creating an electron density that varies
smoothly with input irradiance. Picosecond pulses reflect a middle ground between the
two. A representative ps graph would display a discontinuity as in (A) but with a higher
electron density at I < IR. With kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media
[20].
The poration mechanism is also dependent upon the pulse repetition rate. There
are two regimes that are usually used for laser nanosurgery studies: low energy pulses
with high repetition rate (typically 80 MHz, the regime used in this thesis) and high,
around threshold, energy pulses with kHz repetition rates. The first regime relies on
the accumulation of chemical effects over multiple pulses for damage to occur. The
irradiances used for optical transfection lie just below the level where thermal effects
begin to occur. As the irradiance level is increased large bubbles, with lifetimes of a
few seconds are seen caused by dissociation of biomolecules and leading to cell death
[20]. In between these effects, small transient bubbles that allow optoinjection occur.
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Figure 2.7 – Graphs depicting the change in threshold irradiance and threshold radiant
exposure with pulse duration for different wavelengths. In (A), as the pulse duration
decreases, less time is available for avalanche ionisation to take place so plasma formation
is dominated by MPI, requiring a larger threshold irradiance to provide the necessary
electrons. This increase plateaus after 10 ps because then only a threshold irradiance high
enough to provide seed electrons for avalanche ionisation is required. The threshold radiant
exposure (B), however, decreases with decreasing pulse duration because the threshold
irradiance can be reached with smaller radiant thresholds. Recombination of free electrons
and ions (reducing the plasma density) also matters less at shorter timescales. With kind
permission from Springer Science+Business Media [20].
The mechanism behind these bubbles is not elucidated in the literature but is probably
due to an interplay between chemical and thermal effects. The second regime (a few
kHz), conversely, has long gaps between pulses so cumulative chemical effects cannot be
relied upon and the energy must be raised to a point where thermomechanical effects are
dominant [20]. This leads to the creation of more violent, less confined effects, although
recent studies have optimised photoporation with kHz femtosecond lasers to achieve 30
% transfection efficiency [29].
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Indirect and multiple cell targeting methods
CW and pico- and femtosecond photoporation create small areas of cellular injury
in the cell membrane for localised delivery of exogenous molecules. This efficient and
highly viable method provides many opportunities for single cell studies but is relatively
low throughput compared to other traditional methods. It is, however, possible to
use optical techniques to target large numbers of cells at once for high throughput
molecular delivery while retaining some advantages of optical methods [30–32], such as
easy integration into standard microscopes.
Nanosecond lasers provide limited precision in photoporation, owing to the produc-
tion of high energy plasmas and propagating shockwaves at high pulse energies. By
focusing a single nanosecond pulse 10 µm above a cell monolayer (Figure 2.8A), the
laser energy is deposited faster than temperature diffusion can take place, leading to
thermal confinement within the focal volume, invoking high tensile stresses [28]. This
leads to stresswave propagation outside the focal volume causing mechanical damage
and even large shockwaves at I >> IR, that can propagate over large distances span-
ning many cells [33]. The pressure generated by the shockwave itself is too low to induce
membrane permeabilisation but the creation, expansion and subsequent collapse of a
cavitation bubble exerts shear stresses capable of lysing cells at radii greater than a few
cells’ widths. Spreading out from the point of energy deposition, the maximum shear
stress cells are subjected to decreases, reducing the extent of the cell injury incurred.
Hellman et al. [30] identified four distinct regions of cellular injury under optical break-
down; lysis, necrosis, permeabilisation and unaffected (Figure 2.8B). The third region is
crucial; where cells were subjected to shear stresses 8-16 kPa, cells were permeabilised
but remained viable.
Further studies have investigated the effect of changing experimental parameters to
reduce the number of lysed cells and optimise the number of permeabilised and viable
cells. Compton et al. [34] reduced the pulse duration to the picosecond regime, reducing
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C D laser-induced stresswave nanoparticle-mediated photoporation 
optical breakdown of water 
rubber sheet 
high NA 
objective 
gold nanoparticles 
weakly focused ns laser ns laser 
10 μm 
Figure 2.8 – Summary of the main indirect photoporation methods, using an intermediary
agent to induce membrane permeabilisation. (A) A single tightly focused nanosecond
pulse, using a high NA objective, just above a cell monolayer causes optical breakdown
of the medium, leading to a cavitation bubble, exerting shear stress on the cells. As the
shear stress experienced by the cells drops with distance from the point of irradiation, the
damage incurred by the cells decreases too ((B) - (a) is a brightfield image and (b) is the
corresponding schematic). In the centre, cells are lysed or killed. At large radii, cells are
unaffected but in between these regions cells experience shear stress just large enough to
permeabilise the membrane while retaining viability. [30] Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission. (C) When a rubber sheet adjacent to
the cell chamber is irradiated by a nanosecond laser beam, a stresswave propagates into the
chamber and permeabilises cells [31]. (D) Gold nanoparticles absorb photons from a weakly
focused nanosecond laser beam and subsequent heating effects cause permeabilisation of
the cell membrane [32].
the required pulse energy for optical breakdown and producing smaller damage regions.
Arita et al. used a more complex, but effective, method by inducing optical breakdown
in polystyrene [35] and gold [36] nanoparticles rather than the water itself. An optical
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tweezer was used to lift the nanoparticle from the monolayer by a defined amount and a
co-aligned nanosecond pulse initiated optical breakdown of the nanoparticle. The lower
breakdown threshold for these materials compared to water or buffer requires pulse
energies 1-2 orders of magnitude lower to induce optical breakdown and subsequent
cavitation bubble formation. The size of the cavitation bubble is therefore reduced and
it was possible to induce membrane permeability and transfection in up to 30 cells per
nanoparticle without loss of viability.
Other optical techniques employ nanoparticles for membrane permeabilisation by
exploiting absorptive effects. Generally, nanometre gold particles are adhered to cell
membranes and irradiated by a weakly focused nanosecond pulsed laser (Figure 2.8D).
Absorption of the light by nanoparticles leads to heating effects and, combined with
plasmonic near-field enhancement creating low-density plasma effects surrounding the
nanoparticle, induces permeabilisation of the cell membrane [32, 37, 38]. While the pre-
cise mechanism is not well understood and DNA transfection has not been consistently
demonstrated, nanoparticles can be conjugated to a specific sub-population of cells,
combining cell specificity with high throughput [39].
Terakawa et al. [31] also employ nanosecond pulses for indirect optical transfection,
with a rubber sheet as a mediator. The irradiation of the rubber sheet, upon which
a dish of cells can be placed, creates stresswaves that then propagate to permeabilise
the cells (Figure 2.8C). Again, cavitation and shear stress are cited as the poration
mechanisms. This technique has greater potential for deep in vivo photoporation than
other methods due to the large propagation distance of the stresswave.
Both laser-induced shockwaves and laser-nanoparticle interactions have been em-
ployed to photoporate plant cells too, and will be discussed in a plant study context
in Section 3.4. While high numbers of cells can be permeabilised at once when using
indirect methods, high numbers of targeted cells can be lost or killed and injection and
transfection efficiencies are typically low or inconsistent.
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Comparison of photoporation techniques
Changing the laser parameters can dramatically affect the mechanism by which pho-
toporation occurs. These can be broadly grouped into two groups, direct and indirect
laser targeting.
The former group, where the laser is focused onto the cell membrane, causes localised
damage to a small area on the cell membrane, inducing permeabilisation with sub-
cellular precision. This group can be divided further by considering CW and pulsed
lasers.
CW lasers are inexpensive and readily accessible, making them a useful entry-level
tool for novices in photoporation. The damage region is confined to the area of linear
absorption; the laser focal spot size is reduced due to the use of short wavelengths (NUV
and visible). The necessity for sensitisers, however, introduces additional complexity
and potentially toxic effects. Required irradiation times are also up to 250 times longer
(up to 10 s) than typically used with femtosecond lasers (40 ms), substantially increasing
the time taken to photoporate multiple cells.
The multiphoton nature of pulsed laser damage negates the need for sensitisers.
Highly penetrating and minimally absorbed NIR pulsed lasers can be exploited for
MPI of water, reducing the size of the damage region to the centre of the focal spot,
a similar volume to NUV CW lasers. Femtosecond pulses allow fine, highly precise
effects that are controlled by varying the input power. The, potentially prohibitive,
high cost of femtosecond lasers can limit their accessibility. As technology improves, the
expense of advanced lasers such as these will drop, widening the scope of femtosecond
photoporation to many research applications. Indeed, many laboratories already possess
suitable femtosecond lasers in multiphoton microscope systems.
Indirect methods use relatively inexpensive nanosecond lasers with a mediator to
apply shear stress to cells by cavitation. Permeabilising multiple cells significantly
increases throughput compared to direct methods, proving useful when large numbers of
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a cell line are desired. While antibody conjugation of nanoparticles allows specificity to
a single (immune) cell line, all single-cell selectivity, to perhaps investigate interactions
between adjacent cells, is lost. The large numbers of cells lysed or detached using these
indirect methods also makes them unsuitable for studies where few cells are available.
As a highly selective and minimally invasive photoporation tool, Chapters 5 and 6 of
this thesis will be concerned with using femtosecond lasers for single-cell photoporation
of plant and mammalian cells. The next section will concentrate on important biological
and optical advances made in femtosecond photoporation of mammalian cells.
2.2.3 Femtosecond photoporation in mammalian cells
The damage mechanisms highlighted in Section 2.2.2 clearly identify femtosecond lasers
as the single-cell photoporation tool of choice. The low pulse energies required and sub-
cellular damage areas create highly precise and efficient injection and transfection (typ-
ically 40-60 %) while maintaining high viability (> 90 %). Femtosecond photoporation
has proven a useful technique to target a variety of cell types and molecules.
Table 2.3 considers some important cell lines that have been successfully transfected
or injected using femtosecond lasers. Many of these cell lines are hard to transfect by
conventional methods. The mechanical (rather than biological) poration mechanism
allows even recalcitrant cell types, such as stem cells, neurons, embryos and in vivo
applications, to be efficiently transfected (Figure 2.9). The laser irradiation protocol
varies between applications; multiple tightly-focused irradiation sites allow multiple
points of entry for maximum delivery of exogenous molecules, which has proven effective
for transfecting post-mitotic primary neurons [40–43]. For in vivo applications, lenses
[44] or low NA (numerical aperture) objectives scanned over a region [45, 46] are used
to target a wider area. While the efficacy of this technique is evident from increased
expression of injected DNA, the mechanism of membrane permeabilisation is unknown,
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particularly considering high NAs (& 0.9) are required to minimise nonlinear propaga-
tion effects in the focal volume and maintain localised energy deposition [20].
Femtosecond photoporation has also been successfully employed to inject a variety
of exogenous substances, for various different applications, listed below.
• DNA: important examples include the ChR2 plasmid for optogenetics [40, 49].
• mRNA: for differentiation of embryonic stem cells [12], eliciting region-dependent
mRNA effects in neurons [41, 43] and for fate-manipulation of cells [52].
• Morpholinos: a highly stable synthetic oligonucleotide used in embryo gene
expression studies [52].
• Transcriptome: multiple transfections of astrocyte transcriptome into a primary
neuron induced an altered phenotype [42].
• Nanoparticles: quantum dots [54] and gold nanoparticles [55].
• Sucrose: for biopreservation applications [56]
Several advances in femtosecond photoporation have been directed at improving
efficiency and increasing throughput. This can be achieved by spatial shaping of the
focused laser light, combined with computer control of multiple laser beams. The
small size of the multiphoton region of a tightly focused Gaussian laser beam has been
previously discussed in Section 2.2.2. While this reduces collateral damage to the sur-
rounding region, it also constrains the throughput of this technique; precise alignment
of the multiphoton region with the cell membrane is required to induce photoporation
(Figure 2.10A). Misalignment of the laser focus from the cell membrane by more than a
few microns can adversely affect photoporation, reducing the photoporation efficiency
significantly [58]. To increase the throughput of photoporation, it is important to relax
this stringent and time-consuming alignment process.
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Figure 2.9 – Examples of optical transfection in mammalian cells. (A) Model CHO-
K1 cells optically transfected with mitochondrially-tagged DsRed protein. [57] Copyright
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission. (B) Adjacent pri-
mary neurons optically transfected with different fluorescent proteins [40]. (C) Spatially
selective expression of GFP only in a targeted area of cells in goldfish retina. Reprinted
with permission from SPIE and the author [49]. (D) in vivo application, only the side
where femtosecond laser irradiation was applied (LGBT + plasmid) shows expression of a
bioluminescent protein. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Molec-
ular Therapy [45], copyright (2003).
In 2008, exploration of optical transfection using a novel photoporation laser beam
geometry paved the way for increased throughput of optical transfection and injection.
A Bessel beam, which consists of a non-diffracting core surrounded by concentric rings,
was used to optically transfect a model cell line. The long axial propagation of the
central core, which extended over 100 µm, created a larger axial range over which
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multiphoton effects that contribute to photoporation can occur. This “optical syringe”
allowed efficient transfection over a much greater axial range (20 times) than a Gaussian
beam of matched lateral diameter [58]. Combining Bessel beam photoporation with a
microfluidic geometry (Figure 2.10B), to flow cells through the central core for a specific
exposure time, has allowed throughput of up to 10 cells/s [18]. We will build upon this
work in this thesis.
Another technique to increase the efficiency of photoporation is to apply a tightly-
focused Gaussian beam at multiple irradiation sites, varying axial or transverse beam
position [16]. Although this takes a greater amount of time to apply the multiple doses
manually (a time delay between each dose is required to prevent accumulative effects
between doses), the Gaussian beam is simpler to implement and more power efficient
then the Bessel beam. It is therefore feasible to use a spatial light modulator (SLM)
for automatic targeting and multiple dosing of each cell [59].
Both techniques provide a means to increase the efficiency of photoporation and
provide different benefits, especially depending upon the available optomechanics and
software control. A comparison of these two techniques in achieving efficient photopo-
ration has not been performed previously but will be considered in Section 5.3.2. The
basic irradiation protocol (a single Gaussian beam exposure) is compared to multiple
Gaussian exposures and a single Bessel beam exposure. This is converse to the com-
parison performed in Tsampoula et al. where multiple doses of both the Gaussian and
Bessel beams were applied to match total fluence [58]. This technique is potentially
unnecessary for the Bessel beam where the membrane should be targeted with a single
laser exposure.
The capacity for light to gently inject exogenous substances into cells has experi-
enced significant uptake and development as a biophotonic tool in the past decade.
Light is able to precisely and transiently injure a cell membrane (or other organelle in
cellular surgery) while maintaining cell viability. In another capacity, it is possible to
use a tightly-focused laser beam at vastly reduced irradiance levels to manipulate cells
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Figure 2.10 – The small axial extent of the multiphoton region of a tightly focused beam
limits the axial range over which multiphoton effects can occur (A). If the cell membrane
(green) is not aligned with the Gaussian beam focus then photoporation cannot occur.
Application of multiple axially separated Gaussian doses can increase the possibility of
targeting a misaligned membrane (dashed green). A Bessel beam acts like an “optical
syringe” [60] to allow multiphoton effects to occur over much larger axial distances, relaxing
the requirement for tight membrane focusing. The Bessel beam has proven useful in
microfluidic applications (B) where it is possible to photoporate large numbers of cells in
a short time by flowing them parallel to the central core (in red) [18].
in an entirely non-damaging way. Optical trapping is a biophotonic technique that has
many important biological implications in moving cells, organelles, biomolecules and
other objects. The next section concerns optical trapping as a highly sensitive tool to
manipulate and quantify microscopic objects and forces.
2.3 Optical trapping
The ability of light, consisting of massless particles, to exert forces has been evident
since the observation of comet tails in the sky. The comet dust tail points away from the
Sun during its orbit, pushed by the radiation pressure from the Sun [61]. The huge flux
of photons from massive objects such as stars has shaped the Universe we see around
us, helping to drive galaxy formation and stellar evolution.
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When moving from the astronomical to the microscopic scale, the forces involved
drop significantly, as long as the objects being manipulated are equally small then
optical manipulation is still possible. In 1970, Arthur Ashkin [62] demonstrated that it
was possible to propel tiny particles (1-2 µm) using focused beams of laser light and even
hold a particle in place between two counter-propagating beams. Further development
using tightly-focused beams made it possible to trap a particle using a single beam [63].
Use of a single beam simplifies the optical system required and makes optical trapping
an easily-implemented biophotonic tool, realising what is now commonly termed optical
tweezers. Crucially in biophotonics, optical traps can be used as highly-sensitive force
transducers, capable of measuring picoNewton cellular forces with no detrimental laser
damage of cells or biomolecules.
2.3.1 Optical trapping theory
To consider the forces acting on an optically-trapped particle using a single beam, two
regimes are considered, the Mie and Rayleigh regime, dependent upon the particle size.
Mie regime
When the particle size is much greater than the wavelength of light, then a simple
ray-optics approach is sufficient to describe optical trapping. As light passes through
a particle, it will scatter in all directions. If homogeneous light impinges on one side
of a particle then the scattered light will emerge isotropically on the other side. Each
photon will change direction as it scatters from the particle but the dominating effect is
from photons reflected backwards off the particle. Light carries momentum so a change
in direction corresponds to a change in momentum. According to Newton’s third law,
the change in momentum of light will cause an equal and opposite force on the particle,
pushing the particle in the direction of the light propagation [10]. This scattering force
causes radiation pressure and is present in all optical traps. Homogeneous light has the
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capacity to push a particle forwards; to trap a particle and manipulate it, there must
be some variation in spatial intensity in the incident light, inducing a gradient force.
Considering a transparent particle with a higher refractive index than the medium,
the light passing through the particle will be refracted. If the light passing through the
particle is inhomogeneous in intensity then the change in momentum of light passing
through will no longer be equal on either side of the particle (Figure 2.11A). The change
in momentum of the higher intensity portion of the beam will be greater than the lower
intensity portion, drawing the particle towards the former point by Newton’s 3rd law.
If the incident light is circularly symmetric with a central intensity peak (such as a
Gaussian beam) then the force acting on the particle will always be towards the centre
of the beam. The particle will then be held in the centre of the laser beam [10].
For weakly focused beams, the scattering force will hold the particle against a sur-
face, allowing transverse movement only. If, however, the beam is tightly focused (NA
> 1.0) then axial as well as transverse trapping can occur. Following the same ray
optics principles, the gradient force acts towards the point of highest intensity axially
too. This is termed an optical tweezer because the particle can now be picked up and
moved in any required 3D direction [10].
The forces created by the passage of light rays of power P and incident angle θ in a
medium of refractive index nm through a spherical bead with reflection and transmission
coefficients R and T respectively were calculated by Ashkin [64]:
FS =
nmP
c
[
1 +Rcos2θ − T
2(cos(2θ − 2r) +Rcos2θ)
1 +R2 + 2Rcos2r
]
(2.1)
Fg =
nmP
c
[
Rsin2θ − T
2(sin(2θ − 2r) +Rsin2θ)
1 +R2 + 2Rcos2r
]
(2.2)
For trapping to occur, the gradient force Fg must be larger than the scattering force
FS. Increasing the incident angle relatively increases the gradient force, reinforcing the
suggestion that higher NAs, contributing a greater number of high angle off-axis rays,
create higher gradient forces and therefore greater trapping efficiency. The total force
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Figure 2.11 – Understanding optical trapping in two limits. The higher intensity in
the centre of the applied beam causes the particle to be drawn towards the centre of the
trap. When the particle size (a) is much larger than the wavelength of light (λ) then
optical trapping can be understood using ray-optics (A). The change in momentum of
light as it refracts through the off-centre particle is greater away from the point of highest
intensity, the resulting change in momentum on the bead is therefore towards the trap
centre. When a << λ, the bead is approximated to a point dipole. The force acting on
it is then proportional to the intensity gradient when the refractive index of the bead is
greater than that of the medium (B). Adapted from Dholakia et al. [61].
on the particle is therefore:
Ftrap =
QnmP
c
(2.3)
Where Q represents the Q value, a dimensionless measure of trapping efficiency. Theo-
retically 0 < Q < 2 (from the transfer of photon momentum) but is experimentally <
0.3 [64].
Cells are generally 10-30 µm in diameter and therefore fall into this regime. Cell
trapping and trapping of 10 µm beads using a novel optical fibre-based trap is demon-
strated in Section 7.2, where the ray optics approximation is valid.
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Rayleigh regime
When a dielectric particle is much smaller than the wavelength of light, it can be
approximated as a point dipole. The forces acting on this dipole from the applied
electric field is [63]:
FS =
Inm
c
128pi5r6
3λ4
(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)2
(2.4)
Fg =
n3mr
3
2
(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)
∇E2 (2.5)
Where r is the size of the particle and m = nsphere/nm and E is the amplitude of
the electric field. Given that the intensity of the light, I ∝ E2, the gradient force is
dependent on the gradient of the light intensity whereas the scattering force depends
linearly on intensity. As long as the beam is focused tightly, increasing the intensity
gradient, the particle will be drawn towards the point of highest intensity when nsphere >
nm (Figure 2.11B).
In between these two particle sizes is where most optical trapping occurs. The force
analysis behind this parameter space (the Lorentz-Mie regime [61]) requires detailed
numerical analysis for an accurate description of this regime where neither approxi-
mation discussed above is valid, though often researchers use the ray optics approach
which gives reasonable agreement. Trapping of 1 and 2 µm beads, which fall into this
regime, are performed for calibration purposes in Section 7.2.2.
Dual-beam traps
The trapping described above uses a single beam to trap particles, if instead two
counter-propagating beams are used the particle is trapped between them. The trap-
ping geometry usually employed is two opposing weakly focused beams, in this case the
axial trapping is provided by gradient forces and the lateral trapping is provided by the
scattering forces (Figure 2.12).
Dual-beam traps require precise alignment and potentially limiting geometry but
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Figure 2.12 – Counter-propagating dual-beam traps employ scattering forces from two
weakly-focused beams facing each other to hold a particle between them. The gradient
force keeps the particle in the middle of the trapping region.
provide many advantages. The lower NAs used allow the use of longer working distance
objectives or even optical fibres. The lack of a high intensity focal spot also reduces
heating in the surrounding area. Using this trapping geometry, it is possible to trap
larger objects than can be trapped with a single beam, including 100 µm beads [65],
embryos [53] and microorganisms [66].
Dual-beam traps are also used for cell-stretching experiments [9], where cell popula-
tions can be distinguished based on their deformability, and are useful for incorporation
into microfluidic systems for high-throughput biophotonics experiments.
2.3.2 Trap calibration
The displacement, x, of a bead in a trap displays a Hookean proportionality to force,
F , for small displacements F = −αx [67]. The trap stiffness, α, is typically on the
order of tens of pNµm−1. Calibrating an optical trap by determining this constant of
proportionality allows precision force measurements to be performed, it also allows a
trap to be compared to other optical traps. These are important points when testing a
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novel trap type and important for later chapters, as in Section 7.2.2. There are many
techniques for finding the trap stiffness that possess benefits and limitations.
Applying hydrodynamic drag by movement of the stage or optical trap can calibrate
an optical trap (Figure 2.13). If small movements are made then α can be determined
from the bead displacement [67].
α =
Fdrag
x
=
βvfluid
x
(2.6)
β is the Stokes’ drag and vfluid is the velocity of the fluid. Usually a piezo-driven stage
is moved sinusoidally and the appropriate force variation applied to determine α. The
dependence on β necessitates calculation of drag in the system, which is dependent
on medium viscosity and the distance between the bead and the coverslip. When the
bead is close to the coverslip, Faxen’s correction must be applied, which corrects for a
spherical body of diameter, r, moving at a distance, z, from a boundary in a viscous
fluid (viscosity ν) [67]:
β =
6piνr
1− 9
16
(
r
z
)
+ 1
8
(
r
z
)3 − 45
256
(
r
z
)4 − 1
16
(
r
z
)5 (2.7)
If the bead displacement is large then the linear proportionality between force and
displacement is broken. While α is not measurable in this case, breaking this linearity
allows the Q value to be determined. Increasing the stage or trap velocity to a point
where Ftrap < Fdrag will cause the bead to be lost from the trap. The velocity at which
the trap was translated is then proportional to the Q value [68].
Q =
βvfluidc
nmP
(2.8)
The escape method is useful when only a basic detector and stage are available to quan-
tify the efficiency of a trap but, without knowledge of α, accurate force-displacement
experiments are not feasible.
The optical trap acts as a harmonic potential well in which Brownian motion occurs.
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Figure 2.13 – Exerting hydrodynamic drag on an optically trapped bead can be used to
calibrate an optical trap (A). Moving the optical trap or stage at a known velocity, v1 exerts
a drag force on the bead, causing it to be displaced a distance x, directly proportional
to the force applied, from the centre of the trap (B), allowing determination of the trap
stiffness. Applying a larger drag force (greater velocity v2) breaks this proportionality and
the bead will fall from the trap when the drag force exceeds the force exerted by the trap.
The force at which the bead escapes can be used to determine the Q value.
If we track the position of a trapped bead, the nature of these fluctuations can determine
the strength of the optical trap [10].
The power spectrum (Sxx(f)) of the bead’s displacement follows a Lorentzian dis-
tribution [67].
Sxx(f) =
kBT
pi2β(f 20 + f
2)
(2.9)
kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature. The rolloff frequency, f0, can
be determined from fitting this distribution to experimental data and is proportional
to the trap stiffness following α = 2piβf0 (Figure 2.14D). Again, Faxen’s correction
(Equation 2.7) must be applied. Measurement of α by this method is independent
of noise and misalignment in the optical system is evident in changes to the shape
of the curve. A large bandwidth detector is, however, required to allow for Nyquist
sampling of the roll-off frequency (at least 10f0 is suggested, usually kHz). A quadrant
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photodiode (QPD) provides large bandwidths but also requires another calibration step
to link signal to bead position (Figures 2.14A and B), a high-speed camera typically
achieves lower bandwidths but position calibration is trivial.
A second method of determining α from the bead displacement considers the vari-
ance, which provides a drag-independent measure of α following equipartition [10].
1
2
kBT =
1
2
α〈x2〉 (2.10)
〈x2〉 is equivalent to the variance (Figure 2.14C). Equipartition is a simple method to
implement but requires an assumption of the temperature of the trap and the variance
increases in the presence of drift or noise in the system, entangling these properties
with α. There is no hard limit for the detector bandwidth, unlike the power spectrum
method (although a low bandwidth detector does filter the movement and lead to a
lower variance [10]).
The fibre-based optical trap developed in Section 7.2 possesses a relatively low NA
that does not allow axial trapping. The equipartition method is independent of drag
and is therefore highly suitable for calibrating this system. To avoid cumbersome posi-
tion calibration with a QPD, a high speed camera is used to image bead displacement,
simplifying displacement measurements but at the cost of potential noise and misalign-
ment and reduced bandwidth filtering the movement.
2.3.3 Developments and applications
Many optical advances have improved the capacity of optical traps to manipulate and
measure microscopic particles. Using acousto-optic deflectors, a single trap can be
time-shared across multiple particles, creating optical landscapes for cell sorting [69]
and tissue regeneration [70, 71]. The shape and polarisation of the trapping beam also
affects trapping, providing the capacity to guide [72], sort [73] and spin [74] particles
and increasing the types of particles that can be trapped (large metallic particles, for
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Figure 2.14 – Determination of trap stiffness from knowledge of bead Brownian motion.
(A) A typical optical trapping set-up using forward scattering from a diode laser (DL) onto
a QPD to measure the bead displacement. (B) Displacement to QPD signal calibration
curve created by scanning a bead across the field of view and monitoring the QPD voltage.
Bead displacement should lie within the linear region around xbd = 0 for accurate mon-
itoring of displacement for power spectrum or equipartition experiments. The variance
of the bead motion in a trap can be used to determine α by the equipartition theorem.
(C) shows the bead displacement for three different values of α (blue = 417 pNµm−1, red
= 130 pNµm−1, green = 47 pNµm−1). The black line shows the effect of reducing the
bandwidth of the blue line from 120 to 100 Hz, filtering the bead movement. The rolloff
(corner) frequency of the power spectrum density (PSD, D) of bead displacement is pro-
portional to α, the same colour legend applies with black lines denoting fitted Lorentzian
curves. Reprinted by permission from John Wiley & Sons: Laser and Photonics Review
[67].
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example [75]). SLMs [76] are routinely used to create dynamic traps [77], utilising
multiple traps of differing beam types for complex manipulation of a variety of objects.
Optical trapping of micrometre objects has enhanced understanding in many fields,
such as photonics, atomic and quantum physics, but the main beneficiary has been the
biological sciences. Optical trapping has proven useful in a variety of biological contexts,
from biochemistry up to blood flow in living animals [78]. A typical mammalian cell is
10-30 µm in size, easily trapped and manipulated using optical methods, allowing non-
invasive and gentle studies of cellular mechanics. It is also possible to trap intracellularly
[79], using either inserted particles or organelles, to quantify the cellular environment.
In the field of biochemistry, in vitro experiments involving the manipulation of bi-
ological structures, such as molecular motors and nucleic acids, have allowed precision
measurements of biological processes involving nanoscale forces and distances. By mon-
itoring the displacement of a particle in a calibrated trap, it is possible to accurately
measure the strength of forces exerted on it. By conjugating biological molecules to
optically trapped beads, the piconewton forces behind molecular reactions such as un-
zipping DNA [80] and molecular motors walking along cytoskeletal filaments can be
measured.
2.3.4 Optical trapping and fluorescence microscopy
While a large majority of biological optical trapping studies are performed using only
brightfield illumination to image the microscope field-of-view, much more information
about cellular and biomolecular mechanics can be obtained by the use of fluorescent
tags. Using fluorescence microscopy, cell function studies monitoring the movement
of proteins under mechanical perturbation and advanced fluorescent techniques such
as Förster resonance energy transfer (used to determine the proximity and conforma-
tion of certain biomolecules under optical tension in single molecule studies [67]) are
possible. Epi-fluorescence is a standard microscopy technique that can easily be used
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in combination with optical tweezers but, for some studies, higher spatial resolution
is required, in the form of confocal, multiphoton or super-resolution microscopy tech-
niques. The optical sectioning provided by these microscopy methods allow precise 3D
localisation of regions of interest but require an increase in complexity in the combined
optical system. Movement of the objective to capture a z-scan of an object also moves
the trapping plane of the optical tweezer so it is only possible to capture a single plane
of a trapped object. Several methodologies have been used to alleviate this problem,
ranging from simple to highly complex.
For specialised applications, once the necessary optical manipulations have been per-
formed, the trap can be turned off and imaging performed in any requisite plane. This
technique has been employed for imaging cell-pathogen interactions [81] and virological
synapses [82], events where once the initial connection has been induced, will proceed
autonomously. In other applications, only a single plane is required for imaging so no
movement of the objective is necessary, although this does not allow for any possible
movement out of the plane that might occur during trapping and imaging.
To decouple the movement of the trapping and imaging planes when using the same
objective, additional optics are required in the trapping or imaging beam path. This
was first explored in Hoffman at al [83], who coupled a trapping laser into a confocal
microscope. The trapping laser was directed in by means of a laser-coupled fibre and
lens combination, the fibre was seated on a translation stage so that axial movement
of the fibre changed the axial position of the trapping plane. The movement of the
fibre was synchronised to the movement of the objective so the absolute height of the
trapping plane remained the same, enabling trapping and 3D imaging of highly motile
plant chloroplasts and axial displacement of granules in mammalian cells. Goksör et
al. [84] employed an opposite technique; by keeping the objective height the same but
moving a lens in the trapping beam path to change the height of the optical trap, it was
possible to scan an object through the imaging plane. The dual-path trapping system
(with different paths for confocal or multiphoton imaging) was based on a dual-trap
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tweezer designed by Fallman et al. [85]. This system was also coupled into a STED
(stimulated emission by depletion) microscope for super-resolution imaging of proteins
on optically trapped DNA [86]. Both systems described above are highly complex,
requiring precise software control and complex optical set-up respectively.
SLM-based optical tweezers can be used to change the height of an optical trap
at the microscope focus. An SLM placed into the optical trapping beam path can
shape the light into traps of varying axial positions. These dynamic traps have been
used to create arrays of trapped yeast cells at different heights so each nuclei is in the
same plane [87], increasing acquisition speed because only a single plane needs to be
imaged to collect all the required nuclear information. They have also been used to
create multiple dynamic traps for controlled rotation of immune cells, which were seen
to rotate passively in a single trap, adversely affecting 3D imaging [88].
A third option, negating the use of expensive but highly reconfigurable HOTs, is
to decouple the imaging and trapping beam paths completely. By bringing a trapping
laser in to the opposite side of the sample to the imaging objective, by means of an
objective or optical fibre, the trapping and imaging planes are independent of each
other. Yevnin et al. [89] mounted a second objective above the trapping objective for
confocal imaging of arrays of silica particles and yeast cells. Decoupling in this way
also allows lower magnification imaging, if required, than that provided by the trapping
objective, which requires high NA and therefore suffers from a restricted field of view.
Although low achievable NAs (< 1.0) limit their axial trapping efficiency, single
beam optical fibre traps provide a simple-to-implement and easily configurable optical
trap [90] that can be introduced to any inverted microscope and therefore combined
with any number of imaging modalities. Surprisingly, the combination of an optical
fibre trap with a fluorescence microscopy platform has yet to be reported, opening up
an avenue for investigation in this thesis. The use of a fibre trap for epi-fluorescence
imaging of immune cells is reported in Section 7.3, with the potential for combination
with super-resolution imaging.
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2.4 Combining optical trapping and photoporation
The influence of the two biophotonic techniques discussed in this chapter is undeni-
able, but only very rarely have they been combined, even though the microscope-based
systems generally used for these experiments make adding extra modality in the form
of optical tweezers or a photoporation beam a simple endeavour. A few studies have
shown it is possible to optically tweeze a nanoparticle to the cell membrane and then
use a femtosecond laser to transiently disrupt the membrane and allow passage of the
particle into the cell. In this way, DNA coated particles for transfection [91] or potential
biosensors [55] can be gently inserted into cells. A potentially more valuable protocol is
employed in Brown et al. [60], where a tweeze-porate-tweeze system is designed. A cell
is moved into a capillary and injected with molecules in the surrounding medium before
being moved to an observation chamber. Different cells could therefore be sequentially
dosed with different molecules and sorted for high-throughput drug testing or other
single-cell assays.
2.5 Conclusions
The deployment of photoporation and optical tweezers has been beneficial in under-
standing biological function. It is impossible to cover all applications in a single chapter.
Instead, highlights of the most interesting studies have been presented here, along with
an understanding of the underlying theory, as an introduction to these topics. Plant
cell applications of these techniques will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Using a laser to gently and precisely inject nucleic acids and other biologically
important molecules into selected cells has enabled efficient transfection of hard-to-
transfect cell lines such as primary neurons. The sub-micron size of the damage region
created by a tightly-focused femtosecond laser confers high viability to the porated
cells and allows molecules to be injected into specific sub-cellular locations not readily
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achievable with other injection techniques. The effect of changing beam type (from
Gaussian to Bessel) and irradiation geometry to increase photoporation efficiency has
been discussed in this chapter. An optical system developed to directly compare these
different protocols is presented in Section 4.2. Section 5.3.2 then applies this system to
optimise plant photoporation.
With the microscopic forces created through optical trapping, precise measurements
of biological interactions can be performed. Optical displacement of cells and organelles
can non-invasively perturb tissue and intracellular environments in real time, enhancing
our understanding of biological functions. Section 7.2.2 builds on previous studies to
develop a fibre-based trap for cellular studies integrated onto a commercial fluorescence
microscope.
3 | Biophotonic methods for plant
cells
As a critical component of the food chain, understanding plant biology is crucial. Plant
cells are, however, challenging to biophotonic applications owing to physiological dif-
ferences to mammalian cell systems. The cell wall introduces aberrations and its con-
stituents, along with the photosynthetic compound chlorophyll, make plant cells more
absorptive at a broader range of wavelengths than mammalian cells. Turgor pressure
within the cell also causes cytoplasmic extrusion upon breaching the cell membrane (or
protoplast extrusion if the wall is breached but membrane stays intact).
This chapter will present the basic differences between plant and mammalian cells.
A critique of genetic modification (GM) of plant cells is discussed, highlighting the
beneficial uses of this contentious technique. The standard methods for creating GM
plants are briefly covered, along with advantages and disadvantages, before a detailed
review of the current plant photoporation literature is presented.
3.1 Plant physiology
There are numerous physiological differences between plants and animals, most of which
can be traced to a tissue or cellular level. Although plant and mammalian cells are both
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eukaryotic, they differ in form and function. A summary of the differences discussed in
more detail below are presented in Figure 3.1A and B and Table 3.1.
cell wall 
chloroplasts 
vacuole 
B – plant cell C 
D 
cell wall 
nucleus 
vacuole 
membrane 
nucleus 
A – mammalian cell 
vacuoles 
Figure 3.1 – (A) and (B) are simplified mammalian and plant cell diagrams respectively
showing the main physiological differences between plant and mammalian cells, namely
the presence of a cell wall, chloroplasts and a large central vacuole. Brightfield plant cell
images of tobacco BY-2 cells (C) and Elodea leaf tissue (D) are shown with important
visible organelles highlighted. The latter is taken from www.lima.ohio-state.edu [92].
The most prominent difference is the presence of a cell wall, composed primarily
of polysaccharides such as cellulose (glucose molecules) [93]. Cellulose molecules are
cross-linked by other polysaccharides (hemicelluloses) to form microfibrils, which twist
to form cable-like macrofibrils [94]. Cellulose fibres made in this way can have a higher
tensile strength than steel. The cell wall provides structure and rigidity to the organism
and prevents rupture of the protoplast, the part of the cell bounded by the plasma
membrane [95].
The plant cell plasma membrane is very similar to that of a mammalian cell, al-
though there are differences that reflect the different functions of plant and animal
cells. Crop plants are usually field-grown and so exposed to the elements. Therefore,
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Cell physiology Mammalian cells Plant cells
Membrane sterols Mainly cholesterol Many different sterols
Membrane fluidity Varies with temperature
Maintained with varying
temperature
Cell wall None Rigid cellulose cell wall
Vacuoles Small, numerous
Large, fewer, additional
functionality
Plastids None
Various, including
chloroplasts for
photosynthesis
Size Tens of µm Tens to hundreds of µm
Table 3.1 – Summary of some basic physiological differences between plant and mam-
malian cells.
they are subject to fluctuating temperature changes when compared to homeotherms
(constant body temperature). These temperature changes can cause the mammalian
plasma membrane to set to a gel at low temperatures, halting membrane activities, or
become too fluid to maintain the permeability barrier at high temperatures. Plant cells,
however, can change the composition of the membrane as the temperature changes,
maintaining fluidity and function [95]. The plasma membrane throughout a plant is
continuous with membranes of adjacent cells connected through pores in the cell walls,
called plasmodesmata, allowing direct communication between cells [93].
A large proportion of the water in a turgid cell is contained within the vacuole.
Vacuoles are very small in mammalian cells but make up as much as 90% of the volume
of a mature plant cell [95]. A high concentration of solutes in the vacuole creates turgor
pressure, driving water uptake into the cell. Active transport of solutes into the vacuole
maintains the osmotic potential difference. The pressure exerted by the plasma mem-
brane on the cell wall helps to support plant tissue and drives cell growth [93]. When
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a plant cell is placed in a high concentration solution, water moves out of the cell into
the solution. The turgor pressure decreases and the cell membrane detaches from the
cell wall (plasmolysis).
Plastids are double membrane-bound organelles found only in plant and algae cells.
Chloroplasts are plastids that manufacture sugars by photosynthesis and store them as
starch grains [95]. Photosynthesis requires chlorophyll, which gives plants their green
colour because chlorophyll absorbs all other colours in the visible spectrum and reflects
green wavelengths. Many plastids emit broadband autofluorescence that can adversely
affect fluorescence imaging of other plant organelles, particularly if fluorescent protein
expression is low.
These physiological differences between plant and mammalian cells reflect the dif-
ferent functions and forms of these organisms. Some of these changes present new
challenges when considering femtosecond photoporation of plant cells when compared
to mammalian cells. The cell wall in particular adds many challenges. Not only is
it an additional barrier for membrane-impermeable molecules to cross, it is also aut-
ofluorescent and counterbalances turgor pressure within the cell. Judicious choices of
fluorophores and photoporation medium can aid in minimising these issues (the latter is
addressed in Section 5.3.3). The difficulties in membrane targeting caused by large sizes
of plant cells when compared to cultured mammalian cells is addressed in Section 5.3.2
by beam shaping. Manipulating light can increase photoporation efficiency, potentially
increasing the possibility of obtaining genetic modification of plant cells, a difficult but
necessary task.
3.2 Genetic modification of plants
Members of the plant kingdom are primary producers on which all food chains are based,
taking in sunlight and converting it to usable energy by photosynthesis. In 2011, the
World’s population exceeded 7 billion [96]. It continues to grow and require nutrition.
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The need for large tracts of arable land on which crops can be grown increases as we
head towards a food deficit, requiring aggressive, environmentally-damaging farming
techniques. GM crops can help to alleviate these problems by creating plants with
greater nutritional content [97] and higher drought and disease resistance. Current
plant breeding methods are slow, taking 10-15 years to develop new cultivars of cereals
or potato. Targeted introduction of genes for desired traits by genetic modification
techniques can speed up the introduction of improved crop plants.
There are a multitude of other uses for plant transformation, ranging from efficient
renewable energy sources, through biomedical applications to novel examples such as
bioluminescent plants for street-lighting [98]. Listed below are a few current avenues of
GM research.
• Agricultural: Resistance to drought, disease, pathogens, herbicides, insects and
insecticides are all important agricultural traits currently under research and, in
some cases, in production in crops around the World. GM plants are also being
developed to clean contaminated, and potentially toxic, soil [99].
• Medical: “Pharming” is the production of recombinant proteins in GM plants for
low-cost production of biomolecules such as vaccines and other drugs [100, 101].
Additional micronutrients can be engineered into staple crops, the most famous
example is Golden Rice, which produces beta-carotene for vitamin A deficient
diets [97].
• Renewable energy: Algae are being engineered to produce hydrogen gas [101]
and GM plants with reduced lignin content can provide more effective feedstock
for biofuel production [102].
With many important applications, it is evident that efficient transformation methods
are required to fully explore the benefits of plant transformation. Genetic modification
of plant cells is a difficult task and often very low numbers of genetically modified plants
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are recovered at the end of a long process (2-3 months [103]). This low efficiency is due
to a lack of homologous recombination, making gene insertion occur at random sites
in the genome [104] and plant, and difficulties in whole organism regeneration from
transformed cells.
3.3 Current plant transformation protocols
There are several commonly-used methods for plant transformation. The most widely-
used technique uses the organism Agrobacterium tumefaciens as a bacterial vector to
transfer plasmid DNA to plant cells [105]. Wild-type Agrobacterium induces tumours
in host plants by transfer of a section of DNA (known as T-DNA) from the tumour-
inducing (Ti) plasmid. Virulence proteins act to coat and target the T-DNA to the
host cell nucleus. T-DNA is transferred to the host cell where, with the assistance of
recruited host proteins, it passes through the cytoplasm and nuclear pore complex to the
nucleus. There the protective proteins are proteolysed to allow the T-DNA to integrate
into the host cell genome. By deletion of the tumor-inducing gene and addition of a gene
of interest, the Ti plasmid can become a useful vector for plant transformation [105].
Direct incorporation of the DNA to the plant genome allows stable and reproducible
gene expression, highly desirable traits in GM [106].
Biolistics [107], a portmanteau of biology and ballistics, fires high velocity particles
at plant tissue or cells. The particles, usually tungsten or gold, are coated in the desired
plasmid that is active once inside the cell. This method does not require a biological
vector to circumvent the thick cell wall. The host range is therefore not limited by
biological factors, as with Agrobacterium, but large amounts of damage can occur within
the tissue, and the achievable efficiency is low due to lack of targeting [106]. Yamashita
et al. [108] showed that in 90 % of cases, the bombarded particle was required to enter
the nucleus for transformation to occur. This is in contrast with mammalian cells where
the particle is usually observed in the cytoplasm and is only in the nucleus in a few
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cases [109]. Published efficiencies for Agrobacterium and bombardment methods are
relatively low at 1-10 % [110] and 0.3 % [108] respectively.
Other transformation methods usually have more specific uses characterised by the
protocol. The application of an electric field, known as electroporation, to protoplasts
[111], cells [112] and even tissue [113] can cause an increase in cell wall and membrane
permeabilisation for many cells but at the cost of decreased viability. Microinjection
[114] is a very labour intensive method but can yield high transformation efficiencies.
PEG fusion [115] uses polyethylene glycol to fuse protoplast membranes with liposomes
containing the plasmid but the use of very fragile protoplasts presents regeneration
problems [116].
The protocol used also determines whether stable or transient transformation is
more likely to occur. Stable transformation is where the inserted gene is incorporated
into the plant genome and can be passed onto progeny, making it necessary for plant
GM [117]. In transient transformation the gene is only expressed for a few days before
it is lost due to cell division, this is a useful technique in research [118]. Agrobacterium
is most suited to stable transformation because the gene is inserted directly into the
host genome. Other techniques, particularly those that inject naked DNA into the cell
such as electroporation, are more suitable for transient transformation. Photoporation
comes under the latter and is mainly used for transient transformation in mammalian
cells, although it has been employed for stable transformation [21, 119].
When considering injection of other biomolecules such as dyes, drugs and proteins,
common mammalian cell delivery techniques are not always effective in plant cells.
Acetoxymethyl (AM) ester-conjugated dyes are cleaved by esterases in the apoplast,
between the protoplast and cell wall, leading to insufficient or inhomogeneous load-
ing [120]. Microinjection [121], electrophoretic injections [122], nanoparticles [123], cell
penetrating peptides [124] and biolistic methods [125] have been employed successfully.
The main problems with the current techniques for molecular delivery is that they are
either slow or non-specific. This study will start to address these problems, among
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others, by the use of a novel optical injection method. Photoporation of plant cells
has been explored previously [126, and references therein] but is an under-developed
technique in comparison to mammalian cell photoporation. The next section represents
the first detailed and fully comprehensive review of plant photoporation literature.
3.4 Plant photoporation review
J. C. Sanford, inventor of biolistics for transformation, first identified lasers as a possible
tool to inject exogenous DNA into plant cells in 1982 [127], five years prior to the
publication of the first biolistics article [128]. He investigated the interactions of 532 nm,
100 ns laser pulses with Periwinkle pollen, finding it was possible to create large holes
in dried pollen and initiate extrusion of cytosol in hydrated pollen. The application
of Ficoll in the medium reduced the osmotic pressure of the pollen and reduced the
severity of cytosolic expulsion.
Crucially, Sanford discovered it was possible to create holes in the pollen wall and
membrane and, in the case of pollen tubes, the hole healed and cells remained viable
(similar effects were seen in lily pollen in Broglia et al. [129]). It was not, however,
possible to reduce the osmotic pressure enough to allow uptake of exogenous medium in
this study without losing cell viability. Varied lasers and cell types have been employed
since to further develop plant photoporation.
3.4.1 Nanosecond UV studies
Nanosecond (3-15 ns) UV (337-355 nm) lasers have proved ubiquitously popular in
plant photoporation.
The research group of Weber, Monajembashi, Greulich and Wolfrum were prolific
in the field of plant photoporation in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Their first study
presented single UV nanosecond pulses for perforation of isolated chloroplasts, allowing
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uptake of fluorescently-labelled DNA [130], proposing that they could then be reinserted
into a cell. Plastid transformation presents an interesting challenge to crop engineers.
Chloroplasts possess their own DNA (like mitochondria) and plants with transformed
plastids run a significantly smaller risk of gene transfer to other organisms [131], making
them a useful target for optical transformation studies. Further study showed that the
photosynthetic qualities of algae (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) were intact after chloro-
plast irradiation [132], suggesting that laser irradiation did not irreparably damage the
cell.
The sub-cellular precision afforded by photoporation was exploited to progress this
topic. DNA could be microinjected into a protoplast, and introduced into individual
chloroplasts within the cell by laser irradiation. In this way, injection of fluorescent
DNA [133] and functional DNA for stable plastid transformation with an efficiency of
2 % was demonstrated [134].
Turning to whole cells, Weber et al. also investigated photoporation of single cell
suspensions of Brassica napus, otherwise known as rapeseed. This economically im-
portant plant is closely related to the Arabidopsis family, making it useful to be able
to transfer the knowledge gained in this heavily-researched model organism into an
agriculturally relevant crop [103]. The totipotent nature of the majority of plant cells
[135] makes the choice of cell type to photoporate a theoretically arbitrary one, based
on ease of laser application and research goal rather than dictating the possibility of
regeneration into whole GM models (although some plant and cell types produce much
greater regeneration frequencies in practice). Suspension cell cultures are therefore a
sensible choice for optical injection studies, where access to the cell wall and membrane
is enhanced and cells are homogeneous and easy to culture. However, the non-adherent
nature of plant cells adds increased difficulty when performing follow-up observations.
Nevertheless, Weber et al. were able to inject osmotically treated (with 0.6 M sorbitol
in Tris buffer [134]) B. napus suspension cells and microspores with both fluorescent (80
% with 40-60 % viability (30 % for pollen)) and functional DNA. Achieving transient
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transformation efficiencies of 19-41 % [134] and stable transformation efficiencies of
8.5-20 % [133].
Laser irradiation of B. napus tissue was also investigated. Targeting cells within
tissue can present challenges owing to the thicker cell walls and presence of surrounding
cells. Single pulses were sufficient to induce cell damage in hypocotyl tissue [136]. Fur-
ther studies investigated optical transformation of embryos, citing transformation effi-
ciencies of 44 % [134, 137]. In an agriculturally-relevant study by another research group,
B. napus cotyledon tissue was successfully transformed to stably express a sclerotia-
resistant gene; sclerotia is a highly prevalent and devastating rapeseed pathogen [138].
The studies described above all used single nanosecond pulses focused onto the cell
wall or membrane to induce poration. A potentially higher throughput method was
employed by Guo et al. and Badr et al. Laser pulses were delivered to a sample on a
motorised stage moving so that each pulse should target a single cell. This reduces the
accuracy of targeting but significantly increases throughput. Using this technique, the
first optical transformation of suspension cells of an important food source, rice (Oryza
sativa) [139] was demonstrated, followed by wheat embryos, Triticum aestivum [140,
141]. Transfection efficiencies were low at 0.5 % of single rice cells and 0.5 % of embryos
(the efficiency per targeted cell will be even lower). This is possibly exacerbated by
the minimal targeting, Guo et al., in particular, assumed that each laser pulse targets
a separate cell, the number of cells targeted will be lower, leading to an increased
efficiency.
When using UV nanosecond lasers, photoporation is attributed to components of
the cell wall and cell membrane absorbing UV, leading to thermomechanical damage.
The fluences used range from well below (2 x 105 Jm−2 [139]) to well above (5.2 x 109
Jm−2 [138]) the optical breakdown threshold of water [33], suggesting that for higher
energies, large numbers of cells might be targeted at once by a shockwave.
Lowering the incident wavelength further reduces the irradiance threshold [33].
Deep-UV (193 nm) nanosecond lasers, corresponding to single-photon excitation of
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water, allows very low fluences of 300-2000 Jm−2 [142, 143] to elicit cell injury. Both
Kajiyama et al. [143] and Buer et al. [144] demonstrated deep-UV nanosecond lasers
allow precise cell wall ablation while keeping the cell membrane intact (Figure 3.2).
In the case of Kajiyama et al. [143], a single pulse of variable spatial extent ablated a
portion of the cell wall and allowed access for a microinjection needle, which has a high
probability of breaking on the cell wall, into single cells in plant tissue of various species
for injection of fluorophores and DNA. Buer et al. [144] used multiple pulses (10-100) to
create a hole in the cell wall through which it was then possible to tweeze polymer beads
and Agrobacterium rhizogenes into the apoplast, with applications for transformation
without a plasmid purification step. Membrane permeabilisation at this wavelength is
attributed to chemical bond breaking by Turovets et al. [142], who exposed multiple
Asparagus suspension cells to a single nanosecond pulse, irradiating a metal plate with
holes in it to split the beam up into many microbeams.
Figure 3.2 – Laser profiling of plant cell wall after application of a low intensity UV
nanosecond laser beam. A 10 x 10 µm depression in the cell wall has been created,
allowing access to the protoplast for a microinjection needle. Reprinted by permission
from John Wiley & Sons: Biotechnology and Bioengineering [143].
The Kajiyama group subsequently used the same laser system to introduce gold
nanoparticles into Torenia tissue and tobacco guard cells. Mammalian nanoparticle
laser transfection typically targets multiple cells, but this was done on an individual
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cell basis, akin to optical transfection. Transfection efficiencies were 0.4 and 2 % for
the different cell types respectively [145, 146].
3.4.2 Picosecond IR studies
The use of less damaging and more precise picosecond lasers has also been explored in
plant cell photoporation. Schinkel et al. [147] used a tightly focused NIR laser beam
(1064 nm, 17 ps) for protoplast photoporation. 1-10 pulses were applied tangentially
to the cell membrane until a twitch was observed. Up to 73 % injection of propidium
iodide was observed but only 2.5 % transformation.
Although investigative studies have shown that ns and ps laser irradiation create
shockwaves that span many cells [33, 34], there is also evidence that it is possible to
target single cells too. Krasieva et al. [148] were able to optoporate mammalian cells
by focusing a single ns pulse onto the cell substrate; reducing the irradiation four times
and instead focusing on the cell membrane allowed optical injection to take place too.
Although the experimental practise has been demonstrated, the exact mechanism be-
hind ps and ns optical injection is unsure. We can postulate that optical breakdown
has not been initiated because the subsequent shockwave is highly damaging, the po-
ration mechanism for ns and ps optical injection of mammalian cells and protoplasts is
therefore likely to be photochemical or heating effects.
The absence of the cell wall in protoplasts helps to minimise the problems asso-
ciated with the cell wall but also causes other issues. Protoplasts are highly fragile
and osmotically sensitive, resulting in low yield of viable protoplasts long-term and low
regeneration frequency.
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3.4.3 Femtosecond NIR studies
Tirlapur et al. [149] first documented the use of a minimally invasive high repetition
rate (80 MHz) femtosecond regime for plant photoporation. A single 40 ms exposure
was sufficient to inject the fluorophore propidium iodide into central cells in Arabidopsis
root meristem. The high penetration depth and limited damage zone of the femtosecond
laser was useful in investigating symplastic connections in central root meristem cells,
extending a previous microinjection-based study that could only access the epidermal
layer [150].
Arabidopsis epidermal cells within plant stems were efficiently and quantitatively
injected with high repetition rate 200 fs pulses in LeBlanc et al. [151]. Short exposure
times (0.64 µs) at comparatively high irradiances (5 x 1010 Jm−2) were used to perforate
epidermal stem cells and allow uptake of fluorescently-labelled dextrans. This study
used a multiple targeting technique (seven exposures separated by 0.5 µm and 30 s)
to ensure accurate targeting of the membrane. This technique was slow but effective,
allowing injection of up to 68 %, with cells remaining viable over long time-scales.
Despite their comparatively more damaging effects, higher energy single femtosecond
pulses have been used successfully to transform lily pollen with 4.4 % efficiency [152].
mRNA transformation was also demonstrated but not quantified [153] (although the
same figure is attributed to DNA transformation in [152]). Using genetically engineered
pollen to fertilise plants can avoid tedious and difficult regeneration and sterile explant
tissue culture [154]. Pollen also provides a quick viability test by observing germination
post-irradiation.
3.4.4 CW studies
Although their low cost and availability make CW lasers a promising transformation
tool, CW lasers have experienced minimal success in plant photoporation. Tirlapur et
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al. initially tested a CW laser for their symplastic coupling study before turning to a
femtosecond laser. The large damage region caused by linear absorption of the 488 nm
confocal laser was detrimental when attempting to dye-load single cells deep in tissue,
causing non-specific effects [149].
In an extension to the Schinkel et al. picosecond paper, highly efficient protoplast
injection (83 %) was demonstrated using a 500 ms exposures from a 405 nm diode laser
using brome cresol violet as a sensitiser. The transformation efficiency, however, was
only half that when compared to a picosecond laser [155].
3.4.5 Optoporation
A few laser-based photoporation techniques have eschewed tightly-focused laser beams
for multicell targeting methods.
Irradiating a rubber sheet to induce a stresswave for membrane permeabilisation
in mammalian cells has been previously covered in Section 2.2.2. Tang et al. used
this technique to introduce siRNA into a variety of callus types for gene silencing
experiments [156].
Awazu et al. [157] used a defocused tunable free-electron laser (FEL) at far-IR
wavelengths (approximately 6 µm) for injection and transformation of suspension cells
by specific bond absorptions. Injection and transient transformation efficiencies were
low (up to 3 and 0.3 % respectively) but many cells could be targeted with a single
macropulse (FEL pulses are highly complex, consisting of bunches of 10 ps pulses).
3.4.6 Osmolarity effects
The majority of studies require a reduction in cell turgor pressure before optical injection
can be achieved. Standard cell medium is hypotonic with respect to the intracellular
environment and extrusion from the cell is observed upon photoporation.
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Figure 3.3 – Osmotic effects on photoporation of rice suspension cells. (A) A cell in
hypotonic medium prior to laser irradiation. Upon photoporation, the cell extrudes cytosol
(B). When pre-treated in hypertonic medium (C), the turgor pressure is reduced and the
cell instead gains volume upon photoporation (D). Reprinted by permission from John
Wiley & Sons: Physiologia Plantarum [139].
Hypertonic pre-treatment in high osmolarity medium reduces the turgor pressure in
the cell. Studies observed a reduction in apoplast or cell volume upon application of the
hypertonic treatment followed by an increase as the cell is photoporated and extracellu-
lar solution can flow back into the cell (Figure 3.3). Organic solutes (sorbitol [137, 138,
144], mannitol [140–142], sucrose, Ficoll [127] and dextrans [151]) are usually chosen
as an osmoticum because they show high cell viability upon plasmolysis-deplasmolysis
cycles [158]. CaCl2 has also been used successfully [139], although in this case the os-
motic gradient was increased by placing the cell back into normal medium just prior to
photoporation so no CaCl2 entered the protoplast. When investigating stomatal cells,
Kajiyama et al. [146] found that viability was significantly higher when stomatal cells
were closed prior to irradiation, closed guard cells show much lower turgor pressures
than open cells. The optimum osmoticum and osmolarity (0.3-1 M has been used) for
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maximum cell uptake and maximum viability will be dependent on cell type and should
be optimised in preliminary experiments.
3.4.7 Summary
Using light for the injection of exogenous substances into plant cells is a technique that
received attention a few decades ago. Between 1987-1991, ten papers were published
on the subject, only two have been published in the last five years. With the advances
made in scientific research in the last few decades it might be expected that researchers
would be employing photoporation routinely but this is obviously not the case.
Table 3.2 shows the transformation efficiencies of various studies are typically low
(0.3-5 %), apart from a few studies. Even the lowest stated efficiency is higher than
that achieved with biolistic techniques but the need to target each cell individually
reduces the throughput to a few thousand cells at most. It should be noted that the
transformation efficiency can also be defined differently in different studies, considering
transient or stable efficiency or even the number of regenerated fertile plants. Also,
in the case of low transformation efficiencies, careful analysis of statistics is important
to separate optically transformed cells from spontaneous transformation. Often, large
numbers of cells are photoporated but the number of repetitions of an experiment is
not noted, preventing rigorous statistical analysis.
To advance plant photoporation, progress should be two-fold.
1. Is it possible to increase the absolute efficiency of injection and transformation?
2. Is it possible to increase the throughput of plant photoporation?
For point one, it is notable that high-repetition rate femtosecond lasers have proven
highly effective tools for photoporating mammalian cells, more effective than other laser
types, but have only been minimally investigated for plant photoporation. Femtosecond
lasers should be able to provide increased injection and transformation efficiencies in
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Cell type Gene Laser
Transient
eff. (%)
Stable
eff. (%)
Ref.
Rice GUS UV ns 0.5 Y [139]
Wheat
embryos
GUS UV ns 0.5 0.3 [140, 141]
B. napus
GUS/sclerotia
resistance
UV ns 10-71 0.4-40
[133, 134, 137,
138]
Tobacco
cells
hygromycin
resistance
UV ns Y 0.4 [159]
Tobacco
BY-2
GFP FEL 0.5 N [157]
Lily pollen Mito-RFP
kHz, fs,
NIR
4.4 N [152]
BY-2
protoplasts
peroxisomal
YFP
ps, NIR 2 N [147]
Table 3.2 – Summary of optical transformation in plant cells. Y means transformation
was observed but no efficiency reported. N means no stable transformation achieved.
plant cells too. Other parameters can also be changed to increase the efficiency of pho-
toporation in plant cells, namely medium osmolarity (Section 5.3.3) and pulse duration
(Section 6.3.2) in this thesis.
Point two considers that, if the photoporation efficiency is low, a larger number
of cells need to be targeted to output many photoporated cells. Section 2.2.3 already
highlighted that it is possible to reduce time spent targeting the membrane and therefore
increase throughput by beam-shaping, a Bessel beam to be precise. A Bessel beam could
also provide better targeting of intracellular membranes such as chloroplast and nuclear
membranes, which can be at varying heights within a deep plant cell, opening up the
possibility for femtosecond organelle transformation. The effect of beam shaping on
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plant photoporation has not previously been investigated and presents an interesting
point for investigation in Section 5.3.2.
Chapters 5 and 6 in this thesis will consider the application of high repetition rate
femtosecond lasers to plant cells for potentially efficient injection and transformation
of plant cells. Irradiation methods previously employed to increase cell targeting to
increase throughput will be tested, optimising the number of successfully photoporated
cells obtained from an experiment. In this way, plant photoporation could become an
effective and routine tool for plant cell and GM crop research.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter has highlighted the relevance of studying plant biology as well as the
challenges introduced by variations in cell structure and composition from the standard
mammalian cell. The implications for sociological, environmental and biological benefits
of genetically manipulating plant cells make the challenge a relevant and necessary one
[160].
Photoporation has been employed to enhance our understanding of plant science.
While not a routine technique currently in plant science laboratories, the benefits seen
from proof-of-concept experiments demonstrate its potential. Plant cells present unique
challenges to photonics experiments, some of which will be addressed through the use
of spatial and temporal shaping of light in this thesis for enhanced optical manipulation
of plant cells.
4 | Development of a reconfigurable
photoporation system
Parts of this chapter are adapted from the article "Femtosecond Optoinjection of Intact
Tobacco BY-2 Cells Using a Reconfigurable Photoporation Platform" [171] published in
PLoS ONE.
4.1 Introduction
The efficacy of photoporation is dependent on the optical parameters used. The ability
to quickly change beam shape, input irradiance (power and exposure time) and pulse
duration allows easy and rigorous comparisons to be made among these variables for a
full exploration of parameter space.
Section 2.2.3 highlighted a significant problem in femtosecond photoporation; the
difficulty of aligning the small focal volume with the cell membrane. When consider-
ing photoporation of plant cells, this becomes even harder because the plant cell wall
adjacent to the membrane can introduce aberrations. Plant cells are also relatively
inhomogeneous and bulky when compared to typically flat mammalian cells, further
increasing the difficulty in targeting the membrane. Using multiple, axially or laterally
separated, exposures or using a different beam shape (a Bessel beam) have both previ-
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ously been demonstrated to improve photoporation efficiency and could therefore assist
in optimising photoporation of plant cells.
Pulse duration is another important parameter that can affect or enhance photopo-
ration. With n-photon processes, such as femtosecond photoporation, the time-averaged
intensity, 〈S〉, is dependent on the pulse duration according to 〈S〉 ∝ Enp τ 1−np [172]. For
a two-photon process, by halving the pulse duration, τp, the pulse energy, Ep, can be
reduced 1.4 times and the intensity is maintained. Reducing the input energy while
maintaining the same multiphoton effects allows maximum viability of cells. Rudhall
et al. [172] explored the effect of changing pulse duration on mammalian photopora-
tion and found that using broadband ultrashort pulses (17 fs) allowed highly efficient
optoinjection at much lower pulse energies and reduced exposure times.
While being able to change both spatial mode and pulse duration within an optical
system is a useful technique in itself, an interesting proposition is raised at the prospect
of being able to choose a broadband ultrashort pulsed Bessel beam. This system has not
yet been tested in photoporation studies but combining the benefits of both a reduced
constraint on axial position and higher efficiencies and increased viability with lower
exposure times could greatly increase the achievable throughput.
A system was designed, and is outlined in this chapter, that could switch between
two different beam types: a Gaussian and a Bessel beam, and two different lasers
supplying different pulse durations at the microscope focus. In this way, it was possible
to compare the effect of changing pulse duration and beam shape on plant cell optical
injection and exploit the benefits of each variable as required.
This chapter considers the physical properties behind Gaussian and Bessel beams
and the most rigorous ways to directly compare them for photoporation experiments.
The design of an optical system is presented here, including descriptions of lasers used,
designing and building of the optical system and subsequent characterisation of the
generated beams to assess their suitability for the proposed experiments.
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4.1.1 Gaussian beams
Gaussian beams are exact solutions to the paraxial wave equation [173]. The transverse
intensity profile (I(r, z)) follows a Gaussian function (Figure 4.1).
I(r, z) = I0
(
ω0
ω(z)
)2
e
2r2
ω(z)2 (4.1)
I0 is the maximum intensity, ω(z) is the beam radius at an axial position z, ω0 is the
minimum beam radius and r is the radial position from the centre of the beam. Simple
Gaussian beams are used widely in photonic studies owing to their useful properties;
as the beam propagates or passes through simple optics, such as a lens, a Gaussian
distribution is maintained, although the parameters vary [173]. Gaussian beams can be
focused to very small spot sizes, making them useful in inducing multiphoton effects.
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Figure 4.1 – Transverse behaviour of a focused Gaussian beam. (A) 1D transverse
intensity profile for a Gaussian beam plotted at three values of z (z = 0 (red), z = zR
(green), z = 2zr (blue)). The transverse intensity at z = 0 has a 1/e2 diameter of 1 µm,
the full-width half-maximum (I = 0.5) has also been plotted. As z increases, the diameter
increases (to 1.4 and 2.2 µm respectively) as the beam diverges and the central intensity
drops accordingly (0.5 and 0.2 of maximum respectively). (B) 2D transverse profiles of
the diverging beam at each axial position. Intensities are not to scale for clarity.
When a collimated Gaussian beam is directed through a lens, the beam spot size
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reaches a minimum at the focal point. This is ideal for the creation of multiphoton
effects because the small focal volume creates a high photon density. This point of
minimum radius is termed the beam waist, ω0 (Figure 4.2), and is measured at the
point at which the intensity drops to 1/e2 the maximum value. Outside of this focused
spot, the beam diverges according to (Figures 4.1 and 4.2).
ω(z) = ω0
√
1 +
(
z
zR
)2
(4.2)
Where zR is the Rayleigh range, the point at which the area of the beam is twice that
of the beam waist.
ω(±zR) =
√
2ω0 (4.3)
The Rayleigh range is defined by.
zR =
piω20
λ
(4.4)
λ is the wavelength of the laser light. The more tightly the beam is focused (smaller ω0),
the smaller the Rayleigh range and therefore the greater the beam divergence around
that point (beam area reaches twice that of the beam waist in a shorter axial distance)
[173]. The axial range in which multiphoton events can be initiated is therefore reduced.
Gaussian beams possess many beneficial characteristics for use in biophotonic sys-
tems, they can be easily multiplexed for beam splitting and recombination. Gaussian
beams are also highly power efficient with 50 % of the power carried by the beam
located within the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) [173]. The incident laser power
required to deliver the same intensity dose at the cell membrane is therefore reduced
compared to less efficient beam shapes, increasing the cell viability. The ability to focus
to a small beam waist creates axial confinement too, leading to high photon densities
only within a highly confined volume. While this allows high axial precision, greatly
beneficial in many biophotonics modalities such as multiphoton imaging, it also requires
precise alignment of the focal volume with the desired target, such as a cell membrane.
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Figure 4.2 – Axial behaviour of a Gaussian beam focused to a beam waist of diameter
2ω0. The beam diameter increases either side of the beam waist. At distance zR from the
beam waist, known as the Rayleigh range, the beam diameter is
√
2 times larger than at
the waist. The total axial distance between ω(±zR) is termed the confocal parameter, b.
Figure adapted from Siegman [173].
4.1.2 Bessel beams
Bessel beams, in contrast to Gaussian beams, are “non-diffracting” and can theoretically
propagate along an infinite length without diverging. They are propagation-invariant
solutions to the Helmholtz equation. The transverse electric field of a Bessel beam
follows a Bessel function [73].
E(r, φ, z) = A0e
ikzzJ0(kr, r) (4.5)
E is the electric field amplitude, J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind
and kz and kr are the longitudinal and radial wave-vector components respectively. The
transverse intensity is then:
I(r, φ) = |E(r, φ, z)|2 = |A0|2J20 (kr, r) (4.6)
The transverse intensity profile of a Bessel beam consists of concentric rings around a
central spot, as shown in Figure 4.3B. This transverse intensity profile does not depend
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on z, and as such does not vary with propagation, leading to a theoretically infinite
axial length.
A Bessel beam can be considered as a set of plane waves propagating on a cone [73].
In the far field therefore, it becomes a ring (evident in Figure 4.3A). Conversely, the
Fourier transform of a ring is a Bessel beam. An illuminated annulus and lens combi-
nation was used to experimentally reproduce the first Bessel beam [174]. A true Bessel
beam could propagate infinitely and therefore require an infinite amount of power. In
practice, only a quasi-Bessel beam (QBB), non-diffracting over a large, but finite, dis-
tance, is achievable. Conical lenses called axicons [175] or holograms are commonly
used today to create Bessel beams. For this system, an axicon is used to produce the
Bessel beam owing to its high power efficiency when compared to holograms, SLMs or
annuli.
Figure 4.3A demonstrates how a QBB is generated from an axicon. When a beam
is incident upon an axicon, light either side of the cone tip are refracted inwards. At
the point of overlap, interference of the k-vectors creates a Bessel beam [176].
The choice of input beam waist and axicon opening angle, γ, control the parameters
of the generated QBB. The size of the central core (central core radius = r0) and the
propagation distance, Zmax (the point at which the on-axis intensity drops to 32.27 %
of the maximum), vary according to [73]:
r0 =
2.405
kr
=
2.405λ
2pi sin θ
(4.7)
Zmax ≈ ω0
θ
(4.8)
θ = (n−1)γ where n is the axicon refractive index. The choice of axicon is crucial, a low
opening angle will increase Zmax but will also increase r0, reducing photon density. The
beam waist affects Zmax and the number of concentric rings in the QBB. The power in
the Bessel beam is shared out equally between the rings so it is important to choose the
correct parameters to maximise axial propagation while limiting the number of rings
and core size.
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Figure 4.3 – An axicon-generated Bessel beam. (A) Ray diagram of light incident on
an axicon of opening angle γ. Light exits the axicon at an angle θ to the axis. The
Bessel beam (of axial propagation Zmax) is created in the overlap of light emerging from
either side of the cone tip. (B) A 2D transverse intensity profile of an axicon-generated
Bessel beam at the point of highest axial intensity, showing a central core surrounded by
concentric rings. (C) Calculated intensity profile of a Bessel beam created from a 1.2 µm
diameter beam incident on a 5◦ axicon, Zmax = 13 mm. (D) Transverse intensity profile
of B, highlighting the central core diameter, 2r0.
The spread of Bessel beam power among the rings makes them less power efficient
than Gaussian beams; only the central spot possesses high enough photon density to
allow multiphoton effects. Bessel beams also suffer from difficult alignment, outlined
in Section 4.2. The long axial propagation, however, makes Bessel beams an important
tool for enhancing photoporation by reducing the stringent membrane alignment re-
quirements. Bessel beams can also self-reconstruct if obstructed [177], a property that
has proven useful in optical manipulation [178], imaging [179, 180] and photoporation
studies [18, 58]. The longer depth of focus and beam reconstruction abilities were pos-
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tulated to aid in plant cell photoporation. The reconfigurable beam system designed
provided a way to quickly switch between the two beam shapes and thus utilise the
properties of either beam when required.
4.1.3 Beam comparison
When attempting to compare two different beam types, the comparison made should
be as fair as possible. By matching the Gaussian beam waist to the Bessel beam’s
central core radius we ensure that the intensity applied at the image plane is kept the
same, we can then consider the depth of focus (DOF) for each beam. For a given beam
waist diameter, 2ω0, the depth of focus can be defined as twice the Rayleigh range
(Equation 4.4) [73]. One Rayleigh range from the beam waist, the area of the beam
has expanded to twice that at the beam waist and the intensity has therefore halved
because the total power contained within the beam is the same.
In the case of an axicon-generated Bessel beam, the propagation length can be
tuned independently of the central core radius (r0), which is only dependent on beam
wavelength and axicon opening angle (γ). The on-axis intensity of the Bessel beam
varies according to z2e(−2z2/z2max) (Figure 4.3C) [176]. The central core size stays the
same but the total power carried in the core changes as the number of rings increases
along the direction of propagation. The axial propagation length is usually defined
as the point at which the intensity drops to 32.27 % of its maximum [73]. Given the
definition of the DOF for the Gaussian beam, we can define the Bessel beam DOF to
be the point at which the intensity drops to 50 % of the maximum instead, which is
determined experimentally.
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4.2 An optical system to select between Gaussian and
Bessel beams
4.2.1 Laser parameters
A high-power, turn-key Chameleon Ultra II laser (Coherent Inc., USA) was used for the
optical system described below. The Ti:sapphire laser was tuned to a central wavelength
of 800 ± 2 nm, 4 W maximum average output power, 140 fs output pulse duration and
80 MHz pulse repetition rate.
Beam profile
A tomographic beam profiler (Melles-Griot, USA) was used to analyse the beam cross-
section (Figure 4.4). The beam profiler works using a knife-edge method. A rotating
disc with an aperture with a knife-edge allows light from a certain portion of the beam
to fall upon a detector. The amount of light falling upon the detector can then be found
at each position of the knife-edge across the beam and from this the beam shape can be
reconstructed. An accurate 3D image of the beam can be achieved using tomographic
techniques, which require at least three knife-edged apertures aligned at different angles
to the beam. The 1/e2 beam diameter along the major and minor axes were 1186 ± 3
µm and 1143 ± 3 µm respectively.
M2 measurements
The M2 value is a measure of how close a given laser beam is to an ideal Gaussian
beam. Theoretically, a laser should focus down to a diffraction-limited spot size. The
M2 value defines a lower limit to which that particular beam can be focused, which will
be larger than the diffraction-limit allows and therefore needs to be taken into account
when designing and building a system. The M2 value here was measured by focusing the
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A B 
Figure 4.4 – Example screen captures from the tomographic beam profiler displaying (A)
the Gaussian-like beam profile in the x (w) direction and a 2D intensity plot (B).
laser using a lens and taking tomographic beam profile measurements of the changing
beam diameter, taking data inside and outside the Rayleigh range.
This data was then analysed using least-squares optimisation (see below) to find M2
using [181].
ω2 = ω20 + [M
2(
λ
piω0
)(x− x0)]2 (4.9)
For the x direction, M2 was 1.02, which is within the manufacturer’s specified value
of <1.1. The y direction was 0.993 but, considering the M2 value cannot be less than
one, this was assumed to be 1 for the fit shown in Figure 4.5, indicating a measurement
error of approximately 0.7 %.
Least-squares optimisation
Least-squares optimisation was performed using the Solver function in Microsoft Excel.
The sum of the least-squares, S, is minimised.
S =
∑
(f(x)− ft(x))2 (4.10)
Where x is the independent variable (e.g. x in the above case), f(x) is the measured
variable (ω), ft(x) is the theoretical variable, calculated from a known equation, with
parameters initially estimated. The estimated parameters are then varied to minimise
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Figure 4.5 – Orthogonal M2 values for the Chameleon laser. Dotted and dashed line
denotes the least squares fit to measured x (red) and y (green) data.
S. As long as initial estimates were accurate enough, optimal minimisation was achieved
with a single iteration.
For example, to find the M2 value using Equation 4.9, ω is measured for a range of x
values. For each known x value, a theoretical value of ω is calculated based on (initially)
estimated values of ω0, M2 and x0 (λ is already known from the laser parameters). The
difference between the measured and theoretical values of ω is found and squared to
ensure it is positive. The squared differences are then summed to find S, which is
minimised by optimising ω0, M2 and x0. This gives an estimate of the M2 value of
the laser (ω0 and x0 are dependent on the lens chosen and are therefore non-requisite
values).
4.2.2 Optical set-up
A laser system was designed that used flip mirrors to switch between different paths
and enable selection of the Gaussian beam or Bessel beam. A rotating half-wave plate
and polarising beam splitter (Thorlabs, Germany) were inserted just after the laser for
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varying power and a shutter (capable of producing millisecond exposure times, Newport,
USA) to control irradiation times for photoporation.
The optics required for generation of Bessel and Gaussian beams at the same ob-
jective focus was considered to design a system. A moderately high-NA (60x, 0.8 NA,
Nikon, UK) air objective is used for Gaussian beam photoporation. This creates a
minimal focal spot at the focal plane of the microscope without immersion oil, which
is toxic and undesirable for live-cell studies.
The objective was just underfilled, creating a focused spot at the microscope focus.
A system of telescopes were used for this task, a 4x telescope to magnify the diameter
of the beam and a 1x telescope to relay the beam from the bench into the microscope.
This final telescope and the objective were used as the final optical elements in the
Bessel beam set-up too, all other optics were mounted at bench level for safety. A
flip mirror was placed before the 1x telescope in the Gaussian beam path and used to
couple in the Bessel beam.
A Bessel beam is generated directly after the axicon tip [176]. This beam will gen-
erally be too large for photoporation so needs to be demagnified using telescopes. A
lens between the axicon and 1x telescope and objective was required to translate the
Bessel beam to the objective focal plane, outlined in Figure 4.6. The choice of incident
beam waist, axicon angle and lens was vital to determining the parameters of the Bessel
beam at the focal point.
The beam diameter was not varied before passing through a 5◦ axicon (Comar
Optics, UK). A QBB of central spot size r0 = 7 µm and propagation distance Zmax = 13
mm was formed according to Equations 4.7 and 4.8.
A 50 mm lens was used to relay the Bessel beam to the 1x telescope and objective,
giving 15 times total demagnification. The Bessel beam parameters are then changed
according to:
r′0 =
r0
x
(4.11)
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Figure 4.6 – Schematic of Bessel beam and Gaussian beam optics. The Bessel beam
(BB) is generated by an axicon and then demagnified using two telescopes (50 and 200
mm lenses and 200 mm lens and 60x objective, 15 times demagnification overall) to create
a Bessel beam at the focal plane of the objective. A collimated Gaussian beam is magnified
to just underfill the objective using two sets of lenses, a 4x and 1x telescope. Dotted and
dashed lines represent conjugate planes. Box represents optics that are shared by both
beams.
Z ′max =
Zmax
x2
(4.12)
Where x is the demagnifying power of the telescope. This produces a Bessel beam
with a theoretical central spot radius of 468 nm and propagation distance 59 µm in
air. Using this system of optics, a Bessel beam with a theoretical central core diameter
less than 1 µm and propagation distance of tens of µms could be formed. A useful
compromise between small focal spot and long propagation length while limiting the
number of rings (and therefore reduced power in central spot) was therefore found. A
schematic of the optical system is seen in Figure 4.7.
Co-alignment of different beams onto the same focal plane requires careful align-
ment of the system. The Bessel beam was aligned first through the system and the
reflection from a coverslip imaged onto a CCD camera (Clara, Andor, UK). Alignment
was optimal when the Bessel beam imaged at the focus was evenly illuminated and
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Figure 4.7 – Schematic diagram of the reconfigurable laser system used for the plant
photoporation experiments. Output from the 140 fs laser was passed through a rotating
half-wave plate (HWP) and polarising beam splitter (PBS) combination for power vari-
ation, a shutter was used to allow millisecond exposure times. The beam was directed
into either of two arms using a flip mirror (dashed lines). A Bessel beam was generated
using an axicon and a Gaussian beam spot was created using a system of telescopes. The
beam paths were relayed into a commercial inverted microscope where all imaging was
performed. Brightfield illumination consisted of a bulb and condenser lens (CL) imaged
through the microscope objective (obj.) and dichroic mirror (DM) onto a CCD camera.
The 16 fs laser was passed through a HWP, PBS and shutter, magnified and directed into
the MIIPS. The MIIPS compensated for introduced dispersion and achieved transform-
limited pulses at the microscope focus. The output beam was demagnified and flip mirrors
were used to couple it into the optical system. For comparing spatial modes, L1 = 100
mm, L2 = 400 mm, for comparing pulse duration, L1 = 150 mm, L2 = 300 mm and lens
positions were changed accordingly. L3 = 50 mm, L4 = 200 mm, L5 = 200 mm, L6 =
100 mm, L7 = 200 mm, L8 = 200 mm, L9 = 150 mm.
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the central core propagated perpendicularly to the microscope stage (no lateral move-
ment was seen when the objective was translated up and down). Perpendicular and
centred alignment of the incident beam through the tip of the axicon ensured optimum
alignment [182]. If this was done then the ring imaged in the far-field would be evenly
illuminated. Changing the axial position of the axicon varied the axial position of the
Bessel beam, the point of highest intensity was matched to the focal plane.
Once the Bessel beam alignment was optimised, the Gaussian beam was co-aligned.
Mirrors in the Gaussian beam arm prior to coupling into the 1x telescope varied the
lateral position and perpendicularity of the beam. Slight underfilling of the objective
yielded an Airy disc at the focal plane. Defocusing the objective revealed rings, sym-
metrical illumination of these rings indicated optimal alignment [183]. Movement of the
100 mm lens varied the axial position of the focal spot to ensure matching of the beam
focal planes.
4.2.3 Beam characterisation
Beam characterisation ensures optimum alignment of the optical system. If the beam
characteristics closely match the calculated values then the system is optimised for
photoporation experiments.
Gaussian beam
Gaussian beam characterisation was performed by imaging the focal spot onto a glass-
bottomed dish, the reflected image was then directed to a CCD. Least squares optimisa-
tion was used to fit a Gaussian curve and the beam waist was determined from the fitted
standard deviation. Uncertainties in the beam waist measurement were determined by
re-focusing the objective onto the dish several times (usually n = 3) and taking the
standard deviation of the multiple measurements. A calibration for converting pixels
into distance was obtained by imaging a graticule at the focus.
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The Gaussian beam waist was 2ω0 = 1.0 ± 0.1 µm, giving a confocal range (DOF)
of 2zR = 2.0 ± 0.2 µm according to Equation 4.4.
Bessel beam
Axial scans through the Bessel beam were performed by moving the objective with
respect to the coverslip. Plotting the central spot intensity for each successive image
then revealed the propagation distance of the beam by taking the distance between the
points where the intensity falls below the desired cut-off.
The experimental Bessel beam profile is shown in Figures 4.3B and D showing the
characteristic rings around the central spot. The measured Bessel beam parameters
are plotted in Figure 4.8. The spot size is very large initially but quickly reduces to
a constant radius. The average spot size, excluding the first 5 µm, was 2r0 = 1.0 ±
0.2 µm, in very good agreement with the Gaussian beam spot size. The 1/e2 axial
propagation, Zmax, was 34 ± 2 µm, nearly half the theoretical length. The DOF, as
defined in Section 4.1.3, was 26 ± 2 µm, 13 times longer than the Gaussian beam. Plant
photoporation using this system to compare the effect of changing the axial propagation
of the irradiating beam is discussed in Section 5.3.2.
4.3 Optical system development for controlling pulse
duration
Varying the pulse duration has previously been shown to affect photoporation behaviour
in mammalian cells [172] and was employed here to investigate the effect on plant cells
too. To allow different pulse durations at the microscope focus, a second laser capable
of producing 16 fs pulses was coupled into the optical system. To compensate for
the large dispersion inevitably introduced by the optical system and the detrimental
effect on pulse width, a system that can both measure and compensate ultrashort
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Figure 4.8 – Measured parameters of the axicon-generated Bessel beam at the microscope
focus. The intensity (red) peaks at 7 µm and displays some oscillations, particularly at
greater distances from the objective. Black solid and dotted lines show the 50 % and
32.27 % limits used to define the DOF and Zmax respectively. r0 (blue) starts off large
and rapidly decreases to an approximately constant value for the length of the Bessel
beam. Images show the variation of the transverse QBB with increasing axial distance,
from 4 to 22 µm. Plots below represent the respective transverse intensity profiles. Scale
bars represent 5 µm.
pulses, known as MIIPS (multiphoton intrapulse interference phase scan) was inserted
between the laser and the optical system. Further details on the MIIPS can be found
in Appendix B.
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4.3.1 Laser parameters
The 75 MHz laser (Swift 10, KM Labs, USA) used for this study possessed moveable
prisms in the laser cavity, moving them could change the output parameters of the laser.
Larger bandwidths could produce pulse durations of 10-12 fs but severely reduced the
output power to less than 600 mW. The transmission efficiency of the MIIPS was 28 %
so using larger bandwidths significantly affected the power available at the microscope
focus. Maximising the power to greater than 1 W reduced the bandwidth to 30-35 nm
(approximately 25 fs pulse duration). For the experiments performed in Section 6.3.2,
the prism positions were selected as a compromise between large bandwidth and high
output power, which were 58 nm (16 fs) and 900-1020 mW respectively. Using these
laser parameters, it was possible to compensate and retain 22 fs at the microscope focus
using the MIIPS. Changing the prisms varied the central wavelength slightly but it was
typically between 780 and 800 nm.
Beam spot size
The beam spot size was 1510 ± 10 µm by 1365 ± 10 µm. The beam possessed a
higher aspect ratio and less Gaussian shape than the 140 fs laser, making accurate
measurements difficult.
M2 measurements
M2 values were measured as described in Section 4.2.1 and are displayed in Figure 4.9.
The beam diameters showed a greater deviation from the theoretical curve, which could
be due to difficulty in the tomographic beam profiler fitting a Gaussian profile to the
beam (which might not be Gaussian). The M2 values, however, are still low with 1.22
and approximately 1 (calculated to be 0.973, indicating less than 3 % uncertainty) in
orthogonal directions.
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Figure 4.9 – Orthogonal M2 values for the Swift laser. Plotting x (red) and y (green)
values on the same axes highlights the contrasting beam qualities in either direction.
Dotted (x) and dashed (y) lines display least squares fits of the measured curves. The
y-direction shows a poor fit to theoretical values owing to a large deviation prior to the
focal plane, possibly due to a less Gaussian beam shape (compared to the 140 fs laser).
4.3.2 Optical set-up
The 16 fs laser was initially passed through a combination of a rotating half wave plate
and polarising beam splitter for power adjustment. The laser beam was then magnified
twice before entry into the MIIPS to allow adequate optical resolution on the SLM.
After passing through the MIIPS, the beam was magnified by 0.75 before being
coupled into the reconfigurable optical system described above by means of a flip mirror,
as shown in Figure 4.7.
Considerations for Gaussian beam comparisons
To quantitatively compare the effects elicited by using the different lasers, it was nec-
essary to match the focal spot sizes. The large bandwidth of the 16 fs laser (up to 90
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Laser
x-axis
(µm)
y-axis
(µm)
Average
(µm)
Area
(µm2)
16 fs 0.77(2) 1.03(4) 0.90(5) 0.62(3)
140 fs 0.91(1) 1.02(2) 0.97(2) 0.73(2)
Table 4.1 – Comparison of different pulse duration laser beam waists at the microscope
focus. x and y-axis data were measured by Gaussian fits of camera images of the beams.
Average and area were calculated from the measured data. Brackets denote uncertainty
in the final digit.
nm) compared to the 140 fs laser (6.35 nm) causes a larger diffraction-limited spot due
to chromatic aberrations, limiting the minimum spot size (the larger M2 value in one
direction should also be taken into account).
Beam waist matching was achieved by measuring the size of the diffraction-limited
spot from the 16 fs laser and then changing the size of the 140 fs laser at the objective BA
(back aperture) to create a similar spot size. This was achieved with a 2x magnifying
telescope in place of the 4x telescope used in the above system, creating a 140 fs
laser spot size of 0.97 ± 0.02 µm at the focus. Both laser beams pass through the
same telescope optics before entering the objective so the 16 fs laser beam size needed
further adjustment prior to the entering the optical system to create the diffraction-
limited spot at the focal plane. Minimal overfilling of the objective BA created a close-to
diffraction-limited spot with minimal power losses. The 16 fs laser was magnified 0.75x
before entering the reconfigurable photoporation set-up, leading to a focal beam waist
of 0.90 ± 0.05 µm, slightly smaller than the 140 fs laser beam waist. Measured focal
spot parameters are listed in Table 4.1 and comparative transverse intensity profiles
are displayed in Figure 4.10. Photoporation of plant and mammalian cells using this
optical system is described in Section 6.3
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Figure 4.10 – Intensity profiles for focal spots produced by 140 fs (A) and 16 fs (B) lasers
at the microscope focus. Corresponding orthogonal 1D intensity profiles are displayed by
black lines. The 140 fs laser shows a less distorted profile but a slightly larger spot size
than the 16 fs laser. Scale bars represent 2 µm.
4.3.3 Ultrashort Bessel beam generation
It was possible to create and compensate an axicon-generated Bessel beam at the mi-
croscope focus using the 16 fs laser and MIIPS system. The Bessel beam (Figure 4.11)
had a slightly smaller propagation length than the longer pulse duration Bessel beam
(DOF = 18 ± 2 µm, Zmax = 26 ± 2 µm) and a larger central spot. The central spot
diameter (1.8 ± 0.4 µm) shows large variations, possibly due to noisy background mak-
ing it difficult to find the point at which the intensity drops to below 13.5 %. The
FWHM was also plotted, which was less affected by noise and was calculated as 0.9 ±
0.1 µm - implying 2r0 = 1.6 ± 0.3 µm. The transverse intensity profiles of both the
ultrashort and longer pulse duration Bessel beams were plotted at the point of highest
intensity (Figure 4.11D). The spot sizes at this point appear similar but the intensity
of the ultrashort rings is much lower than for the longer pulse duration Bessel beam.
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Figure 4.11 – Bessel beam created using ultrashort pulses. The 16 fs laser was directed
into the optical system and compensated using the MIIPS at the microscope focus. The
Bessel beam created (A) shows a slightly reduced propagation length (on-axis intensity
displayed in red) compared to Figure 4.8. The central core radius (blue) is very noisy
so the FWHM was also plotted (dashed blue). The transverse intensity, plotted in D,
shows decreased fringe visibility at shorter pulse duration (C - blue) when compared to
the longer pulse duration Bessel beam (B - red).
4.4 Discussion and conclusions
An optical system was designed to allow changing spatial modes and pulse duration
at the microscope focus. These parameters have previously been shown to enhance
photoporation in mammalian cells and so this system was built to test these benefits
in plant cells.
The long axial propagation of Bessel beams reduce the requirement for precise axial
focusing on the mammalian cell membrane but are highly power inefficient and difficult
to align and manipulate, in contrast to Gaussian beams. A system that can switch be-
tween beams can then exploit the benefits of either beam as required. Flip mirrors were
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employed to switch between an axicon-generated Bessel beam and close-to-diffraction-
limited Gaussian beam.
The measured Gaussian beam was smaller than the theoretical diffraction limited
spot size of 1.22 µm. This discrepancy is probably due to the using the same NA
objective for imaging. A more accurate measurement technique might be to either use a
second objective of higher NA in transmission mode or to use a knife-edge measurement
technique. The former measurement technique would require accurate mounting of a
second objective above the microscope stage. The latter is not suitable for Bessel beam
characterisation, making it impossible to provide a fair comparison between the two
beams using this method.
The measured Bessel beam showed a central spot size close to that of the theoretical
value (936 nm) but the axial propagation was greatly reduced. This reduction in prop-
agation distance is probably caused by an imperfect axicon tip [184]. It is impossible to
manufacture an axicon with a perfectly conical tip, the tip will always be rounded-off
slightly. The large initial central spot size and oscillations in the on-axis intensity are
artefacts of the imperfect tip. Using demagnifying telescopes after the axicon, as was
necessary in this system, enhances intensity oscillations, further decreasing the axial
propagation. It is possible to introduce a spatial filter in the Fourier plane of the axi-
con (where the beam takes the form of ring) to reduce the effect of an imperfect tip
[184] but this was found to reduce the power prohibitively. Non-optimal positioning of
telescope lenses after the axicon can also reduce the propagation distance but tend to
lead to decreasing spot size with axial distance too, implying this is probably not the
case in this system, where the spot size stays constant.
To create a system that can also vary pulse duration at the microscope focus, two
lasers were coupled into the system: a high-powered, 140 fs, turn-key system and a
laser capable of producing sub-12 fs pulses combined with a pulse dispersion system
to achieve transform-limited pulses at the microscope focus. To compare these two
different pulse durations quantitatively it was necessary to match the spot sizes at
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the focus. The lasers had different initial spot sizes, aspect ratios, M2 values, and
bandwidths, making it necessary to fill the objective BA by different amounts to yield
similar focal spot sizes.
The greater difference in orthogonal M2 values for the Swift created a larger aspect
ratio focal spot than the Chameleon. To compare spot sizes between the two lasers,
the average beam waist and focal spot area were found. The average spot sizes varied
by less than 10 % and were just within the measured uncertainties of each other. The
difference in area was larger than the difference in average spot size but still under 20
%. Use of a CCD to image the spot sizes is not the most accurate method, as described
above, and at large bandwidths the sensitivity of the camera to different wavelengths
might have an effect on the measured values.
Grunwald et al. [185] found that ultrashort-pulsed (< 30 fs) Bessel beams displayed
different behaviour to CW Bessel beams, some observed properties are also seen in
the ultrashort Bessel beam created in this chapter. Pulse duration is inversely propor-
tional to laser bandwidth. Short pulses contain more wavelengths and this translates
to spatial variation when an ultrashort pulse is incident on an angularly dispersive el-
ement, such as an axicon (dispersion of ultrashort pulses is discussed in more detail in
Section 6.1.2) [186]. This spatiotemporal coupling, when the spatial and time coordi-
nates are interdependent, decreases the contrast and intensity of the Bessel beam rings.
Fischer et al. [187] showed that Bessel beams using ultrashort pulses exhibited fringe
extinction beyond a certain radius as superpositions of different spectral components
occur. Decreased ring intensity at low pulse duration was visible in Figure 4.11D.
An increase in ring spatial frequency was possibly in evidence, although the de-
creased intensity makes this difficult to discern. The Bessel beam produced here also
showed slightly reduced axial propagation but this could also be due to a difference
in beam waist incident on the axicon. The spatial frequency change and decrease in
axial length observed here is interesting. Grunwald et al. attributed the effect to re-
duced contributions from other axicons within an array when the distance exceeds the
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coherence length. The same observation here for a single axicon suggests another pos-
sible source of these effects. A nearly two-fold increase in beam spot size was observed
here, contrary to Grunwald et al., this could be due to different camera sensitivities or
difficulty in extracting the central spot radius from the noisy data.
This chapter has designed and constructed a system to switch between different
optical configurations and change optical parameters, such as spatial mode, pulse du-
ration and power at the microscope focus, while keeping important parameters, such as
the transverse area of induced multiphoton effects, the same. These optical parameters
have all previously been proven to affect photoporation in mammalian cells but have
yet to be tested in plant cells. The next two chapters will describe the use of this optical
system to investigate photoporation in plant cells.
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5 | Femtosecond photoporation of
tobacco BY-2 cells
Parts of this chapter are adapted from the article “Femtosecond Optoinjection of Intact
Tobacco BY-2 Cells Using a Reconfigurable Photoporation Platform” [171] published in
PLoS ONE.
5.1 Introduction
The current literature concerning plant photoporation has been outlined in Section 3.4.
A large variety of plant types and laser parameters have been employed but there is still
much room for further investigation. The majority of the literature displays very low
efficiency of injection or transformation, not more than a few percent, which suggests
that not all parameters have been fully optimised to achieve efficient injection into plant
cells. This chapter varies optical and biological parameters to optimise and investigate
the delivery of membrane impermeable molecules into a model suspension plant cell
line, tobacco BY-2 cells (Nicotiana tabacum L., cv Bright Yellow 2 (BY-2) [188]).
The majority of plant photoporation studies employ nanosecond (ns) ablation with a
UV excimer laser [130, 132–134, 137, 139–141] for injection and transformation studies.
The shorter the pulse duration applied to the cell, the less collateral damage occurs
when irradiating the cell [20], which is reflected in the transformation efficiency. For ns
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irradiation in mammalian cells, the achieved transformation efficiency is between 0.6-10
%, much lower than the 40-60 % that can typically be achieved when using femtosecond
pulses (although the laser wavelength used also changes, from 355 nm to 800 nm so the
accompanied changes in absorption and penetration depth should also be taken into
consideration). Although only a few plant photoporation studies have been concerned
with using femtosecond lasers [149, 151, 152], the injection efficiencies achieved were
much higher (up to 68 %) than those cited in ns studies (a few percent), which lends
promise to femtosecond lasers as efficient plant photoporation tools.
The relatively small pool of femtosecond plant photoporation papers have varied in
aim and experimental protocol. Jeoung et al. [152] studied perforation of lily pollen
grains with a 1 kHz repetition rate laser, inducing poration by a different damage
mechanism to the other two studies (and this thesis) using 80 MHz repetition rates,
making direct comparison difficult. Tirlapur et al. [149] used photoporation as a tool to
investigate symplastic connections within Arabidopsis root meristem unachievable by
other methods. This demonstrated a unique trait of photoporation, but included very
little experimental detail on the photoporation protocol and important variables such
as viability and efficiency.
The most similar study to the one presented in this chapter was that of LeBlanc
et al. [151], which investigated the injection of dextrans into Arabidopsis epidermal
cells from plant stems. While it is useful to explore single cell photoporation in higher
plant tissue, it cannot be considered particularly representative of the plant cell system
due to the individual cells’ specialised states. The tobacco BY-2 cells used in this
chapter were chosen for their homogeneity and predictability, which makes them a
widely accepted representative model system [189–191]. LeBlanc et al. [151] also use a
slow injection protocol using seven separate irradiation doses 0.5 µm and 30 seconds
apart to maximise the probability of targeting the membrane. A Bessel beam, as
outlined in Section 2.2.3, can increase the chance of targeting the membrane with a
single irradiation dose, significantly reducing the time taken to target a single cell.
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Bessel beam photoporation of plant cells is therefore investigated in this chapter as a
possible method to increase throughput.
Nearly every photoporation study concentrating on intact plant cells describes the
use of a change in the external osmotic pressure to facilitate entry of extracellular
medium into the cell. Standard plant culture medium is hypotonic with respect to
the cell interior so the creation of a pore in the membrane initiates an outward flux of
cytosol as the osmotic pressure is equalised. Hypertonic treatment of the cell causes
plasmolysis, creating a “temporary protoplast” as the membrane is pulled away from
the cell wall and laser access to the cell membrane is enhanced [112]. A breach of the
cell membrane will then cause uptake of extracellular medium by the cell.
Ferrando et al. [158] showed that subjecting plant cells to high osmolarities dur-
ing plasmolysis-deplasmolysis cycles can cause high cell death rates. Guo et al. [139]
reported a transformation efficiency of only 0.5 %. The reasons for the low transfor-
mation efficiency were not elucidated and could be due to frequent cell death induced
by the large osmotic change in medium applied for the poration of cells in this study.
Media that are only weakly hypertonic, however, reduce the void area produced [158]
and therefore decrease the maximum possible medium uptake by the plasmolysed cells.
By incrementally changing osmolarity and studying the effects on both cell death and
medium uptake, it would be possible to optimise photoporation in plant cells.
In this chapter, the optimal parameters that determine femtosecond optical injection
of intact plant cells were evaluated and described. An experimental set-up, described
in Section 4.2, allowing reconfiguration between a Gaussian and a Bessel beam at the
focus by switching optical components, was used to vary optical parameters. Compar-
isons between the two optical geometries were conducted on tobacco cells in culture
to determine the effect of beam geometry on plant cell optoinjection and subsequent
viability.
Identifying a strategy to investigate photoporation of plant cells, first we employed
the fluorophore propidium iodide (PI) as a binary measure of optical injection success
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to efficiently optimise photoporation, comparing different powers, beam shapes and
medium osmolarity. We then injected different fluorophores to glean more information
about the injection process, such as calcein to monitor the dynamics of injection and
different-sized fluorescent dextrans to determine the effect of molecular size. Weber
et al. successfully photoporated fluorescently-labelled DNA into plant cells [136] as a
precursor to achieving optical transformation [137]. We therefore investigated photopo-
ration of fluorescent oligonucleotides before discussing applications to optical transfor-
mation of plant cells.
5.2 Materials and methods
5.2.1 Photoporation of BY-2 cells
BY-2 culture is described in Section A.1 [188]. Prior to the experiment, cells were col-
lected by centrifugation of 1 ml of a 3-5 day-old culture at 500 g for 2 min. The standard
culture medium was aspirated and replaced with 500 µl of medium containing varying
sucrose concentrations (from 0.09-0.69 M sucrose) depending on the experimental con-
dition. The cells were then left at room temperature for 30 minutes to allow plasmolysis
to occur. 100 µl of this solution was plated on a 10 mm glass-bottom dish (World Pre-
cision Instruments, USA) with an optical thickness of 0.17 mm. The dish of cells was
placed onto the stage of the inverted microscope into which the optical system described
in the previous chapter is coupled. A 60x objective was used for imaging and delivering
laser irradiation to the imaged cell. The cell membrane of individual cells was then
targeted with 40 ms laser doses: a single shot with the Gaussian beam, a single shot
with the Bessel beam or three 2 µm axially separated shots with the Gaussian beam
(one shot focused on the membrane, the other two 2 µm above and 2 µm below the
membrane) using the optical system described in Section 4.2.2 [171]. Axial separation
was performed manually using a calibrated stage.
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The osmolarity of each solution was measured using a freezing-point osmometer
(Type 15, Löser, Germany) with each solution measurement performed in triplicate.
5.2.2 Propidium iodide optical injection
Just prior to laser irradiation, propidium iodide (PI) was added [147, 149] to a final
concentration of 1.5 µM (Life Technologies, USA). The working concentration was
empirically determined so that cell death was minimised after 1 hour in solution. PI
was added post-incubation to reduce contact time with cells and therefore maximise
cell viability.
Determination of optoinjection success was performed 2-3 minutes after photopora-
tion using epi-fluorescence imaging with a cooled CCD camera (Clara, Andor, UK) and
a TRITC filter cube (Nikon UK). Successful, viable optoinjection manifested as a low-
level fluorescence over the protoplast interior. Extracellular fluorescence was indicative
of optoejection having occurred. Unsuccessful photoporation would display either no
fluorescence or only localised autofluorescence, which could be identified by scanning
the imaging plane over the entire cell volume; autofluorescence was only present at the
site of laser irradiation. Photoporated yet non-viable cells, were identified by a strong
PI fluorescence in the cell nucleus.
5.2.3 Measurement of plasmolysis
The degree of plasmolysis induced at different solution osmolarities was determined
by two methods. First, cells were incubated in osmotic solutions as described above.
Then, for each medium osmolarity, 20 cells were selected at random and the CCD was
used to image a cross-section in brightfield. To measure the void space, both cell and
protoplast were outlined manually in ImageJ to measure their areas. The number of
cells that displayed plasmolysis for each experiment was also noted.
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5.2.4 Optoinjection of calcein
A 30 µM working concentration of calcein (Life Technologies) was added just prior
to irradiation. Calcein uptake was monitored using the 488 nm laser attached to a
confocal imaging head (C1, Nikon UK); a cross-sectional image of the cell in the plane
of laser irradiation was taken every 5 seconds for 6 minutes. Analysis of the images
was performed using ImageJ [192]. The normalised fluorescence within the whole cell
relative to the background was established. No photobleaching was observed for these
imaging parameters.
Confocal imaging did not reliably observe bubbles, which generally lasted for less
than 5 seconds. It was therefore impossible to screen the cells for bubble formation
(assumed to be the catalyst for optoinjection) during irradiation. Post-experiment
determination of optoinjection success was performed by using a 3σ threshold on the
fluorescent data: if the maximum fluorescence reached was greater than three times the
standard deviation of a control cell in the same field of view then the cell was assumed
to be optoinjected. Curve-fitting was performed by least squares optimisation of a
saturation curve of the form I(t) = Imax(1− e−
ln2
t1/2
t
) [193] relating relative fluorescence
intensity (I(t)) and time (t), where Imax is the maximum relative fluorescence intensity
and t1/2 is the time taken to reach 12Imax.
5.2.5 Optoinjection of dextrans
Fluorescein-conjugated dextrans of sizes 3-70 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) were
added to make a working concentration of 10 µM. For intact cells, dextrans were added
prior to incubation to help draw the dextran through the cell wall and maximise dextran
concentration in the apoplast [194].
Enzymatic digestion of the cell walls of intact cells to make protoplasts was per-
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formed as described in Section A.1.3 and experiments were performed within 24 hours.
Dextrans were added prior to the experiment, no incubation was required.
Single cross-sectional images of porated cells were taken before and 3 minutes after
irradiation using the confocal system described in the previous section. No imaging
during irradiation was required so real-time brightfield imaging could be used to pho-
toporate cells and protoplasts. Observation of a bubble upon laser irradiation was used
as a marker for successful optoinjection. Normalised cellular fluorescence relative to the
background was measured using ImageJ.
5.2.6 Optoinjection of nucleic acids
Fluorescein-conjugated morpholinos (MOs) (GeneTools, LLC, USA) and DY-547 la-
belled synthetic siRNA (Thermo-Scientific, USA) were added to cells at concentrations
of 30 µM and 2 µM respectively. MOs were imaged using the 488 nm confocal laser line
with emission detected using a green-sensitive photomultiplier tube (PMT) and siRNA
was imaged using the 534 nm laser line with a red-sensitive PMT for emission detec-
tion. Protoplast isolation, photoporation protocol and image analysis were performed
as described in the previous section.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Bubble formation and optoinjection success
Successful optoinjection by both beam geometries of the BY-2 cells was always preceded
by the creation of a gas bubble at the cell surface as seen in Figure 5.1B. These bubbles
are caused by multiphoton absorption leading to photoionisation within the focal vol-
ume. If the density of free electrons created exceeds the optical breakdown threshold
of the irradiated material then a cavitation bubble will be produced [195], disturbing
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the cell membrane and transiently increasing its permeability. By increasing the laser
fluence, long-lasting gas bubbles, of the order of a few seconds, with larger diameters (≥
5 µm) could be created; however, these forms of bubbles were observed to be followed
by cell death as damage to the membrane is permanent [17]. The transient nature of
the bubble at low laser intensities is shown in Figure 5.1C, which was taken 3 minutes
after a laser dose and shows no lasting visible damage to the area of irradiation.
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Figure 5.1 – Optical injection of PI into a plasmolysed BY-2 cell, plasmolysis was achieved
by incubation in standard culture medium made hypertonic by the addition of 0.488 M
sucrose (solution osmolarity = 699 mOsm/L). Shown in brightfield (A-C) and fluorescence
(D-F). (A) Before shooting, (B) transient bubble created on cell membrane during laser
dose, (C) no visible laser damage left post-irradiation. (D) Pre-irradiation showing faint
PI staining of the cell wall. (E) Laser induced transient auto-fluorescence at the point of
irradiation. (F) Permanent increase in cytosolic fluorescence as PI enters the cell. Arrows
indicate site of laser irradiation. Scale bars denote 10 µm.
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5.3.2 Determining the effect of changing optical parameters on
optical injection
The effect of the beam geometry on successful photoporation was determined by irra-
diating the cells with either a Gaussian beam or a Bessel beam. From the literature
and preliminary experiments, it was evident that osmotic pre-treatment of the cells
would be required to allow uptake into the cell protoplast. The initial experimental
conditions used standard culture medium made hypertonic by the addition of 0.29 M
sucrose (osmolarity of 320 mOsm/L) as the surrounding medium to induce plasmolysis
of cells. Sucrose was chosen as an osmoticum due to the high viability it allows during
plasmolysis-deplasmolysis cycles when compared to inorganic solutes [194].
The diameter of the central spot of the Bessel beam was matched to the beam waist
of the focused Gaussian beam (2r0 ≈ 2ω0 ≈ 1 µm). The axial extent (26 µm) was
approximately 13 times longer than the confocal range of the Gaussian beam (b = 2zR
= 2 µm). Two different modes of laser irradiation were employed using the Gaussian
beam; either a single dose or three doses separated by approximately 2 µm axially and
1 second temporally. The latter is intended to increase the chance of targeting the
cell membrane while avoiding any accumulative effect from multiple exposures [16]. In
mammalian cells, 1 µm separation is used but the larger size and shape of the plant
cells led to a decision to increase this separation to a more useful distance. A single
shot was applied with the Bessel beam. In this way we could compare the two methods
previously utilised to increase the chance of targeting the cell membrane alongside the
standard single Gaussian dose. The laser intensity applied to the cell was also varied
because it has previously been shown that the laser fluence affects the efficiency of
optoinjection [196].
PI was chosen as the optoinjection fluorophore for this part of the experiment since
the lack of background fluorescence makes small uptake volumes easy to image. PI
is membrane-impermeable unless the cell membrane is compromised and it is used as
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a standard proof-of-concept photoporation fluorophore [49, 53, 172]. Upon entry into
a photoporated cell, PI intercalates with nucleic acids present in the cytosol causing
enhanced fluorescence, which is seen experimentally in the cytoplasm. Optoinjection
of PI into the cell can be seen in the fluorescent images from Figure 5.1. Prior to
laser irradiation, no background fluorescence is seen except a weak staining of the
plant cell wall (Figure 5.1D) caused by PI binding to pectins in the cell wall [197].
Upon irradiation, a broadband autofluorescence was induced at the laser focus, as
shown in Figure 5.1E. This effect was either transient or permanent depending upon
laser intensity, with permanent autofluorescence indicating cell death. If photoporation
was successful, entry of PI into cells occurred and cytosolic fluorescence was observed
(Figure 5.1F).
The application of each of the three laser irradiation patterns displayed increasing
efficiency of optoinjection (O) as the intensity within the central spot (where all mul-
tiphoton effects are assumed to occur) increased (Figures 5.2A,B,C). Three doses with
the Gaussian beam (Figure 5.2B) displayed the highest efficiency, achieving up to 61
± 5 %. Viability (V ) was severely compromised in this regime, never rising above 65
%. Single shots with the Gaussian beam (Figure 5.2A) showed the lowest efficiencies
overall, (maximum efficiency of 32 ± 7 %) but with greater viability than with three
doses. The Bessel beam (Figure 5.2C) displayed the highest viabilities at the majority
of intensities and provided intermediate efficiencies, reaching a maximum at 51 ± 6
%. To compare quantitatively the beam geometries, we considered which irradiation
pattern would produce the highest proportion of cells that are both optoinjected and
viable (defined as N). To determine N , the product of the optical injection efficiency
and viability was calculated at each central beam spot intensity (Figure 5.2D). The per-
centage of the power in the central spot of the Bessel beam was 6.5 %. As the area of
the central spot is smaller than the surrounding concentric rings, only the central spot
has a high enough intensity to create multiphoton interactions and therefore contribute
to photoporation [20]. At low laser intensities, N is small due to the low optoinjection
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Figure 5.2 – Optoinjection efficiency (O) and viability (V ) of BY-2 cells. Cells were
plasmolysed prior to optical injection by incubation in cell culture medium with 0.29
M sucrose (osmolarity = 320 mOsm/L). Cells were then irradiated with different laser
powers using (A) a single 40 ms laser exposure or (B) three 40 ms laser exposures with
the Gaussian beam or (C) a single 40 ms laser exposure with the Bessel beam. For both
beam geometries the optoinjection efficiency (represented by open squares) increases with
power at the focal plane while viability (solid squares) usually decreases. (D) shows N (the
proportion of cells being both viable and optoinjected) for varying central spot intensities.
N increases as the intensity increases. The Bessel beam (black) shows a higher value for
N than the Gaussian beam (red) when considering a single shot. When comparing with
three axially separated shots of the Gaussian beam (blue), N is comparable to the Bessel
beam. Each data point represents the mean for n = 5 with 20 cells per experiment. Error
bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM).
efficiency even though the viability of the optoinjected cells can be up to 100 %. As
the intensity of the laser increases, so does N as O begins to increase with only a slight
reduction in viability. Figure 5.2D shows that at higher intensities, the single shot
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Gaussian provides the lowest values of N . For all intensities explored in this study, the
Bessel beam and three shots with the Gaussian beam display comparable values for N ;
the higher efficiencies achieved when using the Gaussian beam are counteracted by the
subsequent decrease in viability.
5.3.3 Effect of medium osmolarity on optoinjection efficiency
Having established that the Bessel Beam geometry was the optimal configuration for
time-efficient optoinjection of dyes into tobacco BY-2 cells, the role of the extracellular
medium on optoinjection efficiency was investigated in more depth. Prior to laser
irradiation in the presence of PI, cells were incubated in media using differing sucrose
concentrations to vary the osmolarity, starting with the standard hypotonic medium
used for culturing (total osmolarity of 171 ± 2 mOsm/L). Experiments were performed
using a single 40 ms dose from the Bessel beam with a power of 1.6 W at the focal
plane to maximise photoporation efficiency.
At each of the five osmolarities tested, cells were photoporated and studied for
either injection or ejection of cytosol from the protoplast (Fig 5.3A). Cells were also
screened for viability as described in the previous section. At low osmolarity (lower than
320 ± 2 mOsm/L) the primary effect observed was ejection of cytosolic medium into
the extracellular environment after laser treatment (Figure 5.3B,C). Extracellular PI
then binds to solutes ejected from the cell to cause an increase in fluorescence around
the exterior of the cell (Fig 5.3C). Conversely, at osmolarities greater than 320 ± 2
mOsm/L, the dominant effect was intake of extracellular medium (injection, Fig 5.3A).
In contrast to optoejection, optoinjection was characterised by fluorescence within the
protoplast (Fig 5.1F). The increase in injection frequency, however, was counteracted
by an increase in the occurrence of cell death in optoinjected cells. Figure 5.3A shows
that in media with an osmolarity of 320 ± 2 mOsm/L, optoinjection and optoejection
both occur in about 10 % of cells.
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Figure 5.3 – Optoinjection efficiency differs depending upon the osmolarity of the sur-
rounding medium. As we increase the osmolarity (A), the efficiency of optoinjection (black
squares) increases from zero to 50 % as the surrounding medium changes from hypertonic
to hypotonic. Conversely, the optoejection efficiency (red circles) falls from around 10 %
to 0 % above 320 ± 2 mOsm/L. As the molarity of the solution increases, cell death (blue
triangles) increases. At 320 mOsm/L the optoinjection and ejection efficiency are approx-
imately equal. Each data point shows the mean for n = 3 with 20 cells per experiment;
error bars represent SEM. (B) and (C) show brightfield and fluorescence overlays of a cell
prior to (B) and 2 minutes after (C) laser irradiation in standard culture medium in the
presence of PI. Photoporation causes cytosol extrusion, the ejected cytosol is stained by
PI and fluorescence is seen outside the cell.
To relate these photoporation effects seen to plasmolysis changes within the cell,
the degree of plasmolysis at the different solution osmolarities was measured by the two
methods usually employed [198]: measuring the void space and counting the number of
plasmolysed cells. The void space fraction was determined by manually outlining both
the whole cell and cell protoplast and dividing the area of the latter by the former.
A cell was determined to be plasmolysed by observation; if the protoplast was visibly
pulled away from the cell wall then it was counted as plasmolysed.
By looking at the void space as a fraction of the whole cell (Figure 5.4A), a general
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increasing trend is observed as the osmolarity of the surrounding solution is increased.
This trend begins slowly at 171-279 mOsm/L, is steepest around 279-395 mOsm/L and
then starts to level off again after 395 mOsm/L. The number of plasmolysed cells seen
in each solution also shows an increase with osmolarity. Much sharper growth between
171-320 mOsm/L is followed by a saturation point at 399 mOsm/L, beyond which all
observed cells were plasmolysed. Examples of cells in low, medium and highly osmotic
solutions are shown in Figures 5.4B-D respectively.
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Figure 5.4 – The osmotic effect on plasmolysis of BY-2 cells (A). Both the void space
(blue) and fraction of plasmolysed cells (red) increases with the osmolarity of the surround-
ing medium but the red line shows a much steeper incline around the point of incipient
plasmolysis (50 %). Error bars denote the SEM for n=3 experiments with 20 cells counted
in each. (B-D) show example cells in standard culture medium (171 ± 2 mOsm/L), very
weakly hypotonic (320 ± 2 mOsm/L) and strongly hypotonic (699 ± 4 mOsm/L) solutions
respectively. The resulting plasmolysis occurs slightly in (C) but seen very strongly in (D)
as the membrane pulls away from the cell wall in the highly osmotic solution. Scale bars
denote 10 µm.
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5.3.4 Exploration of optoinjection dynamics under hypertonic
treatment
Next we explored the dynamics of optoinjection in more detail. By determining the
rate and volume of uptake of an optoinjected molecule, we can begin to understand the
dynamics of pore formation and closing [49], crucial to optimising optical injection for
use as a potential research tool. Calcein was used to monitor the continuous uptake of
extracellular medium during photoporation of intact cells in media of differing hyper-
tonic osmolarities (395 ± 6, 699 ± 4 and 1024 ± 11 mOsm/L; abbreviated to 0.4, 0.7
and 1 Osm/L in the following section). These measurements allowed us to establish the
time-scales over which optoinjection occurs and also the volume of extracellular medium
that is taken up and how these change with extracellular osmolarity. The small size
and inert nature of calcein makes it an ideal fluorophore for monitoring cellular uptake,
moreover there is no time delay (as occurs with PI) in visibility of the fluorescence
inside the cell. As described above, three axially separated shots using the Gaussian
beam at 70 mW at the focal plane were used for optoinjection, taking advantage of the
power-efficiency of the Gaussian beam. This allowed other experiments using the same
laser to take place simultaneously because the Gaussian beam required only 6 % of the
power required for the Bessel beam.
The increase in intracellular fluorescence was observed using a confocal microscope
to eliminate background fluorescence. Unlike PI, calcein possesses high levels of fluores-
cence even when not bound to a target. Calcein cannot pass through the cell membrane
so the interiors of viable, non-porated cells will be dark. When using epi-fluorescence,
the optical sectioning is very low so light will be collected from above and below a cell.
When using a fluorophore like calcein, fluorescence emitted from the calcein surround-
ing a cell will be collected when attempting to image a cell, this will increase the level of
background observed for a cell which should appear dark. Using confocal microscopy,
light is collected only from a thin section so the contrast between a dark cell and highly
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fluorescent solution is increased. The contrast could be further enhanced by using
more stringent optical sectioning techniques such as structured illumination, standing
wave or 4pi microscopy [7] but confocal microscopy could be easily performed using an
attachment to the current microscope, making it ideal for the following experiments.
For each solution osmolarity a least squares fit was performed in order to determine
the asymptotic value for the maximum fluorescence (the value reached if we could
observe at later time-scales, given by Imax). This strategy avoids selection of spurious
maxima and gives an accurate estimate of the late time behaviour. The asymptotic
value of the maximum fluorescence reached has a direct correspondence to the volume
of extracellular medium taken up by the cell as a fraction of the cell volume. Using
these fitted curves also allows us to establish the time taken to reach 50 % of that value
(t1/2), which gives an indication of the rate of medium uptake.
It can be seen from Figure 5.5A that for each solution, the average fluorescence
increases relative to the background and shows a sharp increase in the first few minutes
followed by a trend towards a horizontal asymptote. The curve is similar to that seen by
LeBlanc et al. [151]. The 1.0 Osm/L curve decreases once a maximum point is reached,
which could indicate the onset of cell death caused by the large physiological changes
discussed in the previous section. Data for the first 200 seconds only are used to perform
the fit for the 1.0 Osm/L curve and thereafter extrapolated to accurately fit the initial
rapid increase. This allows more appropriate values for Imax and t1/2 to be determined
that are independent of the observed decrease.
In Table 5.1, the asymptotic maximum fluorescence for the different molarity solu-
tions is compared. As the molarity increases, Imax also increases, more than doubling
between 0.4 and 1.0 Osm/L. From inspection of the time taken to reach half of the
maximum fluorescence (t1/2, Table 5.1), we can gain an insight into the rate at which
calcein is taken up by the cell. Each of the curves appears close to saturation after
three minutes (Figure 5.5A) but Table 5.1 shows that higher molarity solutions induce
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Figure 5.5 – Uptake of calcein during photoporation in hypertonic medium. Solid lines in
(A) show the mean increase in intracellular fluorescence relative to background for n = 20
cells with error bars representing 0.5 SEM for clarity. Each curve shows a sharp increase
in fluorescence in the first few minutes after photoporation, which plateaus after around 3
minutes. The higher molarity solutions show a quicker increase in calcein uptake and reach
a higher level of maximum fluorescence than the lower molarity solutions. Dashed lines
denote fitted saturation curves. (B) and (C) show a cell (arrowed), in negative contrast
for clarity, before and 60 seconds after photoporation in 0.4 Osm/L medium containing
calcein. The nucleus, indistinguishable from the rest of the unporated cell in B, becomes
filled with calcein along with a cytosolic strand (just visible at arrow tip) but none enters
the large vacuole surrounding it.
a greater uptake rate. The variation of t1/2 with osmolarity is less pronounced than for
Imax, with a decrease of less than 20 % occurring between 0.4 and 1.0 Osm/L.
An example of calcein optoinjection before and after photoporation is shown in
Figures 5.5B and C. The confocal image is shown in negative to better highlight the
entry of the calcein (dark) into the cell (light). Prior to photoporation, the protoplast
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Osmolarity
(Osm/L)
Imax t1/2 (s)
0.4 0.291(7) 37(1)
0.7 0.468(3) 36.3(3)
1.0 0.521(9) 30.8(5)
Table 5.1 – As the osmolarity increases, the asymptotic maximum fluorescence value,
which the saturation curve tends towards, increases. The time taken to reach 50 % of the
maximum fluorescence decreases as the molarity of the solution increases. The increased
pressure difference caused by higher molarity solutions induces more and quicker uptake
of medium to balance it. Brackets denote the error in the final digit; uncertainties were
calculated from the R-squared value of the fitted curves.
interior is free of calcein and surrounded by strong background fluorescence. After
photoporation, the nucleus and a thin cytosolic strand are filled with calcein as they
turn dark. The arrow highlights where a cytosolic strand has become filled with calcein.
Although the cell was not porated at this point, the cytoplasmic streaming that occurs
in plant cells allows movement of molecules throughout the cell also causes movement
of the injected fluorophore, causing it to spread throughout the cytoplasm.
5.3.5 Effect of biomolecular size on cellular uptake
Although biomolecules with a molecular weight of less than 1 kDa are useful for inves-
tigating and optimising the optical injection process, biologically-relevant compounds
are usually much larger than this, with proteins and DNA reaching up to hundreds of
kDa in weight. The presence of the cell wall might therefore present a problem in the
delivery of these molecules. To investigate this, fluorescently-labelled dextrans of vary-
ing sizes were optoinjected into both intact BY-2 cells and BY-2 protoplasts. Dextrans
are non-ionic polysaccharides available in specific weights that are frequently used in
membrane exclusion studies. Cells were optoinjected using the same irradiation param-
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eters as the preceding experiment. Confocal images were taken prior to irradiation and
3 minutes afterwards to monitor how cellular uptake changes with optoinjectant size.
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Figure 5.6 – Effect of molecule size on cellular uptake. As the Stokes radius increases,
the amount of dextran taken up by the cell decreases (A). The protoplasts take up fewer
dextrans than the intact cells for Stokes radii smaller than 5 nm. Beyond 5 nm, the
cellular uptake by the intact cells decreases to practically zero and more is taken up by
the protoplasts. Data points shown are for n = 30 cells with error bars representing the
SEM. (B) Representative images (those depicting uptake most comparable to the average
uptake) of intact cells and protoplasts before (1) and 3 mins after (2) photoporation in the
presence of small and large dextrans. The larger dextrans show less (though still visible)
entry into the cell than the smaller dextrans.
The effect of dextran size on cell uptake can be seen in Figure 5.6. The Stokes
radius (or hydrodynamic radius, RH) is calculated from the molecular weight (MW)
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using the empirical formula RH [nm] = 0.81(MW [kDa])0.46[199, 200]. Both intact cells
and protoplasts display decreased cellular uptake as the Stokes radius increases. For
Stokes radii equal to and smaller than 4.42 nm (corresponding to 40 kDa dextrans),
the protoplasts show less cellular uptake than the intact cells. At 3.2 nm (20 kDa), the
cellular uptake for intact cells is three times greater than for protoplasts. At 5.71 nm
(70 kDa), the cellular uptake is severely reduced in both cell types, although four times
more dextrans are taken up by the protoplasts than the intact cells.
5.3.6 Delivery of oligonucleotides into cells
The availability of dextrans in a variety of sizes make them a useful molecule for studying
uptake into cells but they have limited use in plant biology. The successful intracellular
delivery of a biologically important molecule, such as an oligonucleotide, could help to
elucidate the viability of femtosecond photoporation as a relevant plant biotechnology
tool.
The size exclusion limit of the cell wall allows small oligonucleotides, such as siRNA,
into the apoplast, making them a suitable target for intracellular delivery. Fluorescent
siRNA has previously been used as a marker for cellular uptake into BY-2 cells using
nanoparticles [123] and therefore was used in this study to identify successful uptake into
both photoporated plant cells and protoplasts. The injection of fluorescently-labelled
morpholinos, highly RNase resistant synthetic oligonucleotides that are popular in gene
expression studies in embryos but relatively underused in plant studies [201], was also
investigated. The photoporation and imaging protocol used for this study was the same
as described in the previous section.
The degree of intracellular uptake of both siRNA and MOs can be seen in Fig-
ure 5.7A in red and green respectively. All datasets showed some severe outliers (greater
than 3 times the interquartile range [202]). Positive outliers showed cellular uptake up
to 1, equivalent to the background. These were assumed to be caused by cell death
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and were removed from the study. Some negative values are expected due to statistical
noise (some cells displaying no uptake might show a very slight decrease) but large
negative values were assumed to be caused by environmental changes during the study
and therefore undesirable. The number of severe outliers was never more than 4 out of
30 cells. Data before removal of severe outliers were plotted using dotted (siRNA) or
dashed (MOs) for comparison to the cleaned-up data.
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Figure 5.7 – Delivery of synthetic oligonucleotides into plant cells. The fraction of
extracellular oligos taken up by the cell varies depending on cell state and oligo type (A).
Injection of MOs (green) into intact cells shows four times higher uptake than siRNA (red).
Injection of both oligo types into protoplasts displayed similar effects. Dotted and dashed
lines show data for siRNA and MO injection respectively with severe outliers included.
The data show the average intracellular fluorescence normalised to the background level
for n = 30 with error bars denoting SEM. (B) Example cross-sections of cells before and
3 minutes after irradiation in the presence of an oligo. Before irradiation the cell is black
as no oligo has entered. After irradiation the irradiated cell (centre) increases in intensity
as fluorescent oligo enters the cell. siRNA adheres to the plant cell wall (bottom left of
intact cell) and accumulates in cell debris (middle right of protoplast). This is unlike the
MOs, where the cell wall (intact cell) and cell debris (just seen, bottom) are free from
fluorescence.
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The greatest degree of cellular uptake was seen when injecting morpholinos into
intact plant cells (7.7 ± 2 %). The uptake of siRNA was approximately 4 times lower
than this (1.8 ± 0.7 %) but was similar to the uptake of both molecules in protoplasts.
Figure 5.7B shows example cells before and after laser irradiation. Cells that displayed
an intracellular increase of around 10 % were chosen to enable visualisation of the
molecular uptake. siRNA and MOs localised differently in both cell types. While both
molecules were able to access the apoplast, siRNA accumulated both at the cell wall
and in cell debris (seen in intact and protoplast examples respectively) whereas MOs
showed no cell wall affiliation and were also excluded from cell debris and dead cells
(just seen at the bottom of the protoplasts).
5.4 Attempting optical transformation
One of the projected goals of this study was to obtain femtosecond optical transforma-
tion of single plant cells. Optical transformation of tobacco BY-2 cells was not observed
at any point during this project and attempts were made to elucidate the reason be-
hind this. This chapter has demonstrated the optical system was capable of injecting
extracellular substances into plant cells and its suitability for mammalian cell optical
transfection is demonstrated in Section A.2.2. Here, the functionality of the DNA and
the addition of a nuclear-delivery reagent was tested to determine any problems with
the specific constructs or if a lack of nuclear targeting caused these issues.
5.4.1 Testing common methods of transformation
Common plant transformation techniques were employed to test the suitability of the
DNA (and mRNA) for plant cell transformation. Three different nucleic acids were
used in experiments, all using various fluorescent proteins as the gene of interest.
• The pRTL2 vector contains a modified 35S transcriptional promoter from the
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cauliflower mosaic virus, the 5’ non-translated region sequence from tobacco etch
virus, a multiple cloning site, and the 35S transcriptional terminator or polyadeny-
lation sequence [203]. Both GFP and RFP reporters were used in two different
plasmids.
• 30B.∆CP: A hybrid vector containing a GFP gene of interest based on TMV
strains U1 and U5. A derivative of 30B in which the U5 derived sequences have
been replaced with the 3’ untranslated region of strain U1 [204]. The DNA plasmid
encodes for an RNA virus. A single plasmid entering the nucleus is enough to
initiate the replication process and cause large amounts of fluorescence expression.
• PVX and TMV viral mRNA constructs expressing mCherry and GFP respec-
tively. mRNA does not require delivery to the nucleus for protein expression.
Agrobacterium, biolistics and rub inoculation all showed positive results when used
to transform tobacco leaves (Figures 5.8C,D and E). This ruled out the possibility of
a lack of optical transformation due to the viral DNA being non-infectious in the cell
line, or not being of transformation quality.
Transformation of protoplasts was also successfully tested using electroporation of
viral DNA and PEG transformation of viral mRNA [115] (Figure 5.9, made using in
vitro transcription). The protoplasts and purified nucleic acids were therefore amenable
to transformation, suggesting another reason for the lack of transformation (sponta-
neous or otherwise) seen during this study.
5.4.2 Use of a nuclear targeting reagent
For DNA transformation to occur, the injected DNA must pass through the nuclear
membrane to enter the nucleus. Praveen et al. [57] demonstrated that it was possible
to conjugate DNA with a nuclear-localising signal molecule (Nupherin-neuron, Biomol
Research Labs, Inc., USA) prior to optical transfection to enhance delivery to the
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Figure 5.8 – Effect of Nupherin on plant transformation by biolistics (A) and rub in-
oculation (B). The addition of Nupherin showed no apparent increase in transformation
efficiency. (C) GFP-transformed cell using rub inoculation. (D) Four separate infections
at a single bombsite from biolistics. (E) Confocal image of GFP-transformed epidermal
cells (magenta), chloroplasts are shown in blue.
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Figure 5.9 – Brightfield (A) and fluorescence (B) image of GFP-expression in a tobacco
BY-2 protoplast 12 hours after PEG transformation of TMV-mRNA.
nucleus and increase transfection efficiency, enhancing transfection in slowly dividing,
and even post-mitotic, cells. The addition of Nupherin was tested in other mechanical
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transformation techniques (rub inoculation and particle bombardment) to see if it was
effective in plant cells.
The addition of Nupherin was not seen to enhance the transformation efficiency
by either rub inoculation or biolistics (Figure 5.8), suggesting that the nuclear localisa-
tion sequences exploited by Nupherin are not present in plant cells. Future experiments
could help determine if other nuclear-targeting agents, such as histones [205] or Agrobac-
terium virulence proteins [206, 207] that have been previously been shown to increase
transformation efficiency, could increase the opportunity for optical transformation.
5.5 Discussion and conclusions
This study has demonstrated the potential for femtosecond lasers for the optical delivery
of membrane impermeable molecules into intact plant suspension cells. By varying
the optical and biological parameters, the optoinjection efficiency and dynamics vary
greatly.
By increasing laser intensity, the optoinjection efficiency was maximised for both
beams because a larger disruption to the cell membrane occurred. The more severe
the disruption to the membrane, the more likely that the cell will be non-viable post-
irradiation as the membrane permeability may become permanently compromised. The
maximum optoinjection efficiency achieved with either beam was over 10-fold higher
than reported for FEL laser photoporation of intact BY-2 cells [157] and similar to
when using a femtosecond Gaussian beam in Arabidopsis epidermal stem cells [151].
The fluence per dose applied (4-6.4 x 109 Jm−2) was around ten times smaller than the
fluence per dose applied by LeBlanc et al. (5-5.8 x 1010 Jm−2, [151]). This variation
could be due to the increased effects of aberrations when targeting through tissue and
absorption when irradiating cells that contain thicker cell walls and chloroplasts, re-
quiring more energy for successful photoporation. The > 40 % viability of successfully
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optoinjected cells was high when compared to other molecule delivery techniques such
as bombardment (1-2 % [208]).
When considering the application of a single dose, using the Bessel beam over the
Gaussian beam provided a higher efficiency of optoinjection, producing nearly 50 %
more viable optoinjected cells, shown in Figure 5.2D. This could lead to an increase in
throughput in plant cell optoinjection as the total number of cells that require targeting
to achieve a certain number of usable cells is reduced. The most time-consuming part of
the optoinjection process is aligning the membrane with the focal plane of the focused
Gaussian beam. With plant cells this is made even more challenging as (along with the
difficulty of the cell wall) plant cells are much larger, barrel-shaped, non-adherent and
relatively less homogeneous in morphology than mammalian cells. The long propaga-
tion invariance of the Bessel beam makes it easier to target the membrane without the
necessity for precise focusing beforehand, reflected in the higher optoinjection efficien-
cies achieved. The time spent focusing is then reduced and the number of cells that
can be photoporated in a given time is increased.
Figure 5.2D shows that it is possible to increase the efficiency of Gaussian beam
photoporation to match that of the Bessel beam by using multiple doses. This pho-
toporation protocol, however, increases the time taken to target cells due to the extra
time required to apply the doses and manually align the stage above and below the focal
point, making the cell throughput using the Bessel beam at least three times higher
than with the Gaussian beam. The power required for injection, however, is 15 times
lower with the Gaussian beam, making it a useful compromise in power-poor systems.
Using the Bessel beam, approximately 300 cells could be irradiated per hour, which
is three times higher than an automated protoplast microinjection system [209]. This
frequency could be further increased with the inclusion of automated cell targeting [59],
raster-scanning [16] or microfluidic technology [17, 18]. The long axial propagation of
the Bessel beam and the self-healing properties may also prove useful when considering
other plant cell types that might possess different cell wall thickness and composition.
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A higher power may be required to counteract any aberrations introduced to the beam
by passing through the cell wall. Another option to bypass a thicker cell wall could
be to employ wavefront shaping [210] to correct for aberrations introduced by the cell
wall.
External osmotic pressure was critical to be able to inject cells with the compound
of interest. At low osmolarities, the cell is fully turgid and the cell membrane is pushed
against the cell wall by osmotic pressure (Figure 5.4B). Therefore, breaching the mem-
brane allows cytosol to flow from the cell, reducing the pressure within the cell and
ultimately rendering it non-viable. At higher osmolarities the opposite effect occurs,
with the difference in pressure caused by the osmotic gradient that draws material into
the cell. Higher osmolarity media induce larger voids between the cell membrane and
cell wall (Figure 5.4D), which are then partially refilled as medium enters the cell upon
photoporation. Higher osmolarities, however, also caused increased cell death as the
amplitude of physical changes induced in the cell was increased. A compromise between
greater uptake and higher levels of cell death needs to be made. Low cell viability fol-
lowing photoporation in high osmolarity media has also been seen in mammalian cells
[56].
The crossover between optoejection and injection occurring at 320 ± 2 mOsm/L
could represent the approximate internal molarity of the average BY-2 cell. Figure 5.4A
shows the point of incipient plasmolysis (taken to be where 50 % of cells are plasmolysed
[56]) occurs between 279 and 320 mOsm/L. Incipient plasmolysis is the point at which
the cell membrane just starts to pull away from the cell wall, the surrounding medium
will therefore be isotonic. This is also supported by looking at the void fraction, which
increases the quickest around 279 and 395 mOsm/L. It appears that the fraction of cells
plasmolysed is a more sensitive measure of the cell osmolarity whereas determining the
void space better represents the plasmolysis effects at higher osmolarities, where the
first method saturates. The primary mechanism of molecule delivery at an isotonic
osmolarity will be via diffusion, akin to mammalian cell optical injection [16].
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Complementary effects were seen when temporally monitoring cell uptake for dif-
fering osmolarities. The increased Imax at higher osmolarities is due to the larger
osmolarity gradient between the intra- and extracellular medium producing a greater
plasmolysing effect that creates a large pressure differential across the cell membrane.
This is also supported by the larger void space at higher osmolarities, as measured in
Figure 5.4A. A greater volume of the highly osmotic solution must be taken up by the
cell to balance the pressure, hence we see a greater uptake of calcein. The reduced
t1/2 is also caused by the larger pressure differential induced by higher osmolarity so-
lutions creating a higher inward flux of extracellular medium in accordance with mass
conservation laws and has been observed in mammalian cells too [56].
The changes in cellular fluorescence upon photoporation initially seem problematic
because the time taken for the fluorescence signal to saturate could identify the time
taken for the membrane to reseal [49]. Membrane resealing should occur over short
time scales to maximise cell viability post-photoporation. An increase in fluorescence
followed by saturation after approximately 200 s was also seen by LeBlanc et al. [151],
who monitored photoporation of cascade blue dextran into Arabidopsis tissue. This
large time delay until saturation was attributed to movement outside the volume mon-
itored and could account for the effects seen here too.
This study also evaluated the effect of changing the biomolecule to be optoinjected.
While PI and calcein freely diffused into the cell upon photoporation, using dextrans of
increasing MW adversely affected the amount of dextran that could enter the cell. In-
creasing the Stokes radius of the molecule decreases the diffusion coefficient, decreasing
the likelihood of molecules entering the cell during the transient pore opening; this effect
was seen in both intact cells and isolated protoplasts. Intact cells showed higher intra-
cellular concentrations of dextrans at low MW than isolated protoplasts. This is most
likely due to the osmotic pressure present in the plasmolysed intact cells actively draw-
ing more extracellular medium into the cell upon photoporation. Isolated protoplasts
rely solely on diffusion to optically inject the dextrans because they were porated in a
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close-to-isotonic solution to maximise viability (hypertonic solutions induce protoplast
shrinkage and hypotonic solutions cause protoplast bursting) [147].
For higher MW dextrans the cell wall begins to affect the number of molecules that
can be porated into the intact cell protoplast. Even before photoporation has taken
place, as the size of the dextran added to the medium increases, the fluorescence within
the apoplast decreases until at 70 kDa almost no fluorescence is seen in the apoplast, this
will limit the dextran concentration next to the cell membrane and therefore the number
of molecules that can be photoporated into the intact cell protoplast. Attempts to
directly target the cell wall saw no increase in fluorescence in the apoplast, implying that
photoporation only affects the cell membrane. The reduction in cellular fluorescence
beyond 40 kDa suggests that the exclusion size of the cell wall for dextrans is between
4.42 and 5.71 nm (although partial exclusion occurs at lower Stokes radii). This limit
supports previous experiments that put the dextran cell wall exclusion size at between
4.6 and 5.5 nm [211]. This limit may be representative only for polysaccharides and
other similar molecules though because cell wall permeability has been shown to vary
for differing molecule types e.g., globular proteins and ionic DNA [158].
The isolated protoplast data suggest that it could be possible to use photoporation
to inject molecules larger than 70 kDa past the plant cell membrane, although with
very low intracellular concentrations achievable. For injecting larger molecules, isolated
protoplasts might prove to be a more useful receiver vessel, although the number of
molecules entering the protoplasts will still be low and protoplasts have limited use in
research due to the difficulty in regeneration from them. For comparison, in animal
embryonic cells dextrans of up to 500 kDa have been optoinjected [53].
Delivery of small fluorescent oligonucleotides into both intact cells and protoplasts
was also demonstrated, paving the way for possible gene silencing experiments. A large
difference in the capacity of intact BY-2 cells to uptake siRNA and morpholinos was
seen. This is possibly due to the difference in charges between the two molecules;
siRNA is negatively charged whereas MOs are neutral [212]. Whilst the cell wall has
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an overall negative charge that should repel the siRNA, proteins within the cell wall
are positively charged, which could cause an attraction, or perhaps the presence of
an intermediate ion. Charge difference, however, would not account for the similarity
seen in the protoplast uptake for both oligos, given the negative charge on the plasma
membrane.
Differing sizes between the molecules could also account for some differences seen
in the oligo studies. MOs are around 8.9 kDa in size whereas the siRNA weight is
not explicitly known but can be calculated to be approximately 14-17 kDa. This is,
however, less than twice the size of the MOs and could not account for a four-fold
reduction in uptake alone.
The working concentrations and degree of nucleotide labelling also differ between
the oligos. The working concentration of the siRNA (the manufacturer’s maximum
recommended concentration) is 15 times less than the working concentration of the
MOs (taken from a similar study [213]). If the density of fluorophore labelling is simi-
lar for both oligos then this could significantly increase the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio)
for the siRNA data. The data suggest that morpholinos are the most suitable oligonu-
cleotide for injecting into intact cells for gene expression studies. Even though the larger
size, lower concentration and possible nuclease activity could reduce cellular delivery
of siRNA in this study, the protoplasts still display comparable uptake of both siRNA
and MOs. siRNA might therefore be considered the most suitable oligo for delivery
into protoplasts.
Despite the positive steps taken towards optical transformation of plant cells in
this chapter, optical transformation was not observed during this study. Reasons for
this were found to not be due to poor quality DNA or cells and protoplasts, because
these were successfully transformed by other methods. Possible barriers to optical
transformation are considered below:
• The cell wall could limit DNA entry into the apoplast. Investigation of
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uptake of fluorescently-labelled DNA could identify this as a problem but this
does not explain the lack of transformation in protoplasts too.
• Minimal entry of DNA into cells or improper localisation once inside.
Fluorescently-labelled DNA injection could help elucidate on this possibility. It
should be noted, however, that mRNA, which does not require nuclear transloca-
tion, was tested without success too.
• Limited long-term viability. The experimental protocol used in this chapter
did not allow long-term viability to be monitored. Results from other studies [151]
suggest that long-term viability is acceptable but slight modifications in protocol
could cause different results. Long-term viability monitoring would be possible
for cells in tissue.
The reasons behind the lack of transformation are probably a mixture of the issues
identified above combined with other problems not yet realised. Also, some methods
used to aid understanding have their own problems, for instance mRNA does not re-
quire translocation to the nucleus to be expressed but is much more easily degraded
than DNA, possibly preventing transformation by other means. Experiments in tissue
and investigating injection of fluorescently-labelled DNA are suitable starting points to
investigate this further.
The size of the oligonucleotides for injection might also affect their delivery into
the cell and movement to the nucleus, hampering transfection. A comparison of sizes
of both successful and proposed optoinjectants is listed in Table 5.2. The successfully
injected biomolecules were at least 200 times smaller than the desired mRNA and DNA
sizes. This suggests that the molecular size might prevent successful transfection. In
mammalian cells, however, this has not been the case. Sea-worm embryos were only able
to be injected with up to 500 kDa dextrans [53] but, in other studies, it was possible to
transfect chick [52] and zebrafish [50] embryos with up to 5500 bp plasmid DNA. This
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may be due to the different mechanisms involved in transfection and optical injection,
discussed later in Section 6.4.
Biomolecule Size (bp) Size (kDa)
Dextran NA 2-70
MO NA 8.9
siRNA 20-25 14-17
mRNA 6400 (ss) 2000
plasmid DNA 4600 3000
Table 5.2 – Comparison of sizes of biomolecules for injection into plant cells. ss =
single-stranded.
In conclusion, when compared to the current molecule delivery methods, optoinjec-
tion can provide increased cell throughput (which reduces the time required to inject
large numbers of cells) while still maintaining high efficiency and single-cell selectivity.
The Bessel beam was shown to provide a more effective optoinjection method than with
Gaussian irradiation, although the Gaussian beam is more power-efficient and simpler
to implement. The delivery of a wide variety of fluorophores was facilitated by the
application of an osmotic gradient. Optical transformation was not achieved owing to
a number of possible reasons; further experiments could help elucidate these issues.
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6 | Ultrashort broadband pulses for
photoporation
6.1 Introduction
Ultrashort pulsed lasers are an invaluable tool in biophotonics. Pulse duration is in-
versely proportional to peak power [214], allowing shorter pulses to initiate important
multiphoton processes at lower incident average energies, reducing collateral damage
and maximising cell viability. Shorter pulses (< 30 fs), however, also suffer significantly
from dispersion when passing through an optical system, limiting their usefulness unless
complex dispersion compensation systems are employed.
The previous chapter investigated many optical parameters in the context of plant
photoporation. A parameter that was not covered, however, was the role of pulse dura-
tion. As discussed in Section 2.2.3, the high precision and increased injection efficiencies
provided by femtosecond pulses (when compared to more destructive nanosecond or
picosecond pulses) have made them an unrivalled method for gentle, single-cell photo-
poration [2]. Primarily, pulses on the order of hundreds of femtoseconds long are used.
These longer pulses do not broaden as much passing through optical systems (although
they can exceed 1.5 ps in length after passing through highly dispersive medium such as
optical fibres [215]), negating the need for expensive and complicated dispersion com-
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pensation systems, but also do not possess the extremely high peak powers of < 30 fs
pulses.
This chapter discusses some important characteristics of ultrashort pulses. A tech-
nique that can measure and compensate pulses known as MIIPS is used to create 22 fs
pulses at the microscope focus for optical injection of mammalian cells and, for the first
time, plant cells. 22 fs photoporation behaviour is compared against the high-powered
and simple, longer pulse duration laser employed in Chapter 5.
6.1.1 The role of pulse duration in biophotonic applications
Multiphoton microscopy exploits multiphoton processes to enable higher penetration
and optical sectioning of biological tissue. Typically, a NIR ultrashort-pulsed laser is
focused into the sample. At the microscope focus, photon density reaches a critical
value and multiphoton absorption can occur, causing fluorescent emission only within
a limited focal volume. As the pulse duration is decreased, the peak power of the
incident pulses increases, causing higher photon densities and increased fluorescence
emission. Decreasing the incident pulse duration from 500 to 20 fs can increase the
two-photon fluorescence emission intensity 15-fold, potentially decreasing the required
exposure times to obtain an image and increasing penetration depth [216].
Bringing pulse durations into the sub-30 fs regime allows better than diffraction-
limited precision in cellular laser surgery. Uchugonova et al. [217] investigated nuclear
dissection using pulse durations ranging from 3 ps to 12 fs. Not only did surgery with
12 fs pulses require reduced incident energy to elicit an effect, the lines etched into the
nucleus using these broadband ultrashort pulses could be less than 100 nm in diameter.
This precision can only be afforded by very short pulse durations.
The high precision demonstrated in cellular surgery also has implications for optical
injection and transfection of mammalian cells. Lower incident energies and more tightly
confined damage volumes can increase the cellular viability post-irradiation. The tech-
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nical difficulties of fully exploiting the useful properties of sub-30 fs pulses have limited
their use in photoporation to a handful of papers. Uchugonova et al. [47] were able
to efficiently transfect human stem cells with powers of 5-7 mW using 12 fs pulses,
much lower than 70 mW typically used with the 100-200 fs lasers usually employed for
femtosecond optical transfection [183]. The number of cells targeted was low, however,
preventing rigorous statistical analysis.
A more detailed study of optical injection of mammalian cells for varying pulse
durations (from 17-140 fs) was performed in Rudhall et al. The fixed nature of the
dispersion compensation employed in Uchugonova et al. [47] (using chirped mirrors)
prevented detailed investigation of photoporation at different pulse durations. Rudhall
et al. [172] used the MIIPS system (employed in this chapter) combined with optical
flats to controllably stretch and compensate pulses from an ultrashort pulsed laser
and investigated optical injection under a variety of laser parameters including pulse
duration, pulse energy and number of pulses. Decreasing the pulse duration was found
to increase the achieved optical injection efficiency and reduce the required number of
pulses applied (irradiation time) to initiate injection. Also, saturation of multiphoton
effects were observed at very short pulse durations and higher pulse energies, leading
to linear photon absorption dominating the observed behaviour in these conditions and
breaking the linear dependence on pulse duration.
6.1.2 Dispersion
The minimum possible size of a laser pulse is inversely proportional to the laser band-
width [218]. CW lasers will typically have bandwidths ranging from kHz to GHz but
broadband ultrashort pulses can have THz bandwidths. The large number of frequen-
cies required to form these short pulses make frequency-dependent effects, such as
dispersion, particularly problematic.
The classic example of dispersion is the formation of a rainbow after white light
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Figure 6.1 – Dispersion of light. (A) Angular dispersion of white light incident on a
prism. The refractive index is dependent on frequency, causing each frequency to refract
at a different angle, resulting in a frequency-separated output. (B) Temporal dispersion
in normally dispersive medium (vg > vphase). The input pulse is temporally broadened
as different frequencies travel at different speeds through the medium when the group
velocity is frequency-dependent. The peak power decreases correspondingly as the pulse
energy is spread over longer time.
passes through a prism. This angular dispersion is caused by a frequency-dependent
refractive index of the material the light passes through, n(ω), where ω is the angular
frequency. The refraction angle then varies for each wavelength according to Snell’s law
(Figure 6.1A).
Dispersion can also cause temporal broadening in a laser pulse [219]. The spectral
phase, φ(ω), of a pulse as it passes through a dispersive medium varies as the spectral
phase of the medium is added to it. We can perform a Taylor expansion around ω0, the
central frequency [220]:
φ(ω) = φ(0)(ω0) + φ
(1)(ω0)(ω − ω0) + 1
2
φ(2)(ω0)(ω − ω0)2 + 1
6
φ(3)(ω0)(ω − ω0)3+
1
24
φ(4)(ω0)(ω − ω0)4 + ...+ 1
n!
φ(n)(ω0)(ω − ω0)n (6.1)
where φ(n)(ω0) = d
nφ(ω0)
dωn
, where the spectral phase at ω0 is denoted by φ(ω0). Each of
the derivatives of φ(ω) correspond to a different order of dispersion.
If:
φ(ω) = n(ω)kL = k(ω)L (6.2)
Where k is the k-vector and L is the length of the dispersive medium. Then the first
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term is a global phase [220].
φ(ω0) ∝ k(ω0) = ω0n(ω0)
c0
=
ω0
vphase(ω0)
(6.3)
vphase defines the speed at which the light travels through the medium where c0 is the
vacuum speed.
The second term:
φ(1)(ω0) =
dk
dω
L =
1
vg(ω0)
L (6.4)
adds a delay to the pulse and defines the group velocity, vg, the speed at which the
wave packet propagates, considered to be the speed at which information is carried by
the light [220]. When vg > vphase then dispersion is positive.
The group velocity can also be frequency dependent. For very large broadband
pulses, higher frequencies travel slower than lower ones, leading to a temporally broad-
ened pulse (Figure 6.1B). The pulse is now positively chirped as the frequency increases
with time [220]. Chirp is introduced in the third term:
φ(2)(ω0) =
d
dω
[
1
vg
]
L = k(2)L (6.5)
The variation of group velocity with frequency is known as the group velocity dispersion
(GVD, k(2)(ω)) [219]. This is measured in units of fs2cm−1 and varies between different
media. The GDD (group delay dispersion, φ(2)) is the total GVD encountered by the
pulse as it traverses a medium of length L. The larger the GDD a pulse encounters, the
more it will spread and become longer in time.
As shorter and shorter pulses are considered, the higher-order dispersion components
must also be considered. The effect of third order dispersion (TOD) is to add satellite
pulses to one side of a pulse, depending on the polarity of TOD. If the pulse is very short
(< 10 fs) then even fourth, fifth and sixth-order dispersion terms must be considered to
add phase distortion to the pulse [220]. The shape of an ultrashort pulse after passing
through highly dispersive medium can become very complex and measuring the pulse
or employing dispersion compensation can become highly complicated.
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6.1.3 Dispersion compensation
The dispersion of ultrashort pulses passing through any medium is unavoidable and can
be detrimental to studies utilising multiphoton effects because the peak power reduces
rapidly as the pulse broadens. The shorter the initial pulse, τin, the more it is affected
by dispersion. Figure 6.2 displays the effect of increasing GDD in an optical system on
the output pulse duration, τout, calculated according to:
τout = τin
√
1 +
16ln(2)2φ(2)2
τ 4in
(6.6)
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Figure 6.2 – Effect of GDD on an input pulse, τin, on output pulse duration, τout. The
solid lines (denoting τout) tend towards infinity as τin tends towards zero. There exists a
minimum, after which τout tends towards τin and the effect of dispersion becomes less for
larger pulses. Increasing GDD (100 fs2 - red, 1000 fs2 - blue, 10000 fs2 - green) changes
the shape of the curve, introducing more temporal broadening at the same τin. Dotted
lines denote the output peak power compared to the input peak power.
For a particular GDD applied, there exists a minimum output pulse duration, after
which τout tends towards τin. Before the minimum, τout becomes infinitely large as τin
tends towards zero. As the GDD applied increases, this minimum occurs at higher input
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pulse durations, increasing τin required to achieve minimal broadening. At low GDD,
when τin = 100 fs little dispersion is introduced but at GDD of 10000 fs2, even 300 fs
pulses broaden as they traverse the medium. An input pulse of 12 fs would broaden
to 26 fs, 231 fs and 2.3 ps respectively as the GDD increases, reaching more than 100
times the size of the input pulse.
This increase in pulse duration has a detrimental effect on the resultant peak power
of a pulse, the total energy remains the same but the pulse broadens, reducing the peak
power. An input pulse of 12 fs would have its peak power reduced to 46 %, 5 % and
0.5 % of the initial peak power after passing through the selected GDD respectively.
To retain the pulse duration, and therefore peak power, of a pulse after passing
through an optical system, it is possible to pre-compensate for dispersion before the
pulse enters the optical system. For example, pre-applying a negative chirp to a pulse
equivalent to the GDD of the optical system would cancel out the chirp and would
achieve transform-limited pulses at the desired point.
A set of prisms can act as a pulse compressor because angular dispersion leads to
negative GDD [221]. A positively chirped pulse has wavelengths separated in time, as
each wavelength will take a different path through the prism, they can then line up
again in time, but spatially separated. A set of four prisms (or two prisms and a
mirror) at the correct angles and distances can recombine all the wavelengths spatially
at the output, creating a transform-limited pulse (Figure 6.3).
A similar alignment of gratings can also apply negative GDD [222]. The amount of
negative GDD created is larger with gratings than with prisms but the losses can be
higher. Whilst both gratings and prisms can apply negative GDD, they both apply
TOD too. A grating compressor applies a large positive TOD whilst prisms apply
negative TOD. When designed correctly, it is possible to use both compressor types
together to cancel out TOD and GDD [223].
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Figure 6.3 – Using sequences of prisms and or gratings for pulse compression. The
angular dispersion introduced upon hitting a prism or grating causes different wavelengths
to travel different pathlengths. In the case of prisms, more glass is traversed by more red
wavelengths and in grating compressors, more distance is covered. The longer wavelengths
(in front in a positively chirped pulse) take longer to pass through the system than the
shorter wavelengths. All wavelengths are recombined at the final optical component with
all wavelengths in phase, creating a pulse compressed in time. Moving prisms parallel
to the beam path or changing the separation of prisms/gratings changes the amount of
negative GDD introduced.
6.1.4 Pulse measurement
The shorter an event becomes in time, the quicker a detector must be to accurately
measure it. Once pulses entered the femtosecond regime, they became shorter than any
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other known event and therefore difficult to measure. The only possible event that can
be used to measure the pulse is the pulse itself.
The most basic method employed is autocorrelation [220]. This is performed by
creating a replica pulse using a Michelson interferometer set-up, the delay between the
pulses can then be varied, causing a different amount of overlap between pulses, leading
to a variation in measured signal with delay. The signal obtained is a characteristic
autocorrelation trace. The pulse width can be extracted from the shape of the envelope
but a pulse shape (e.g. Gaussian, sech2) must be assumed so it is not possible to extract
accurate information for a complex pulse.
Complete characterisation of a pulse using an altered replica of the test pulse as the
reference pulse has been developed with two methods: FROG and SPIDER.
For frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG), the pulse is interfered with a gated
version of itself. This can be performed by overlapping pulses into a second harmonic
generation (SHG) crystal (nonlinear signal is only created when the pulses overlap,
creating optical gating) and measuring the SHG spectrum with a spectrometer (SHG-
FROG). The phase from the resulting 2D-spectrogram of SHG at each time delay
can be extracted using iterative methods [220]. SHG-FROG is simple but contains
time ambiguities (negative and positive chirp appear the same) [220, 224]. Polarisation
gated FROG (PG-FROG) uses fused quartz (a 3rd order non-linear medium) to induce
birefringence when the gated pulse is incident and changes the polarisation of the probe
pulse, which can be detected with an analyser. Spectrograms created by PG-FROG
are intuitive (orders of dispersion can be identified by eye) and non-ambiguous [224].
In SPIDER (spectral phase interferometry for direct electric field reconstruction),
spectral interferometry is performed with a time-delayed and spectrally shifted replica
pulse. Spectral shear is applied by sum frequency mixing the replica pulse with a highly
chirped pulse (acting as a quasi-monochromatic pulse whose frequency changes slightly
over time), each delayed replica is shifted in frequency by a different amount [220].
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6.1.5 Complete measurement and control of ultrashort pulses
The complications of compensating and measuring ultrashort pulses have been high-
lighted in the above sections. The insertion of an SLM between two gratings can control
the spectral phase of a pulse for complex pulse shaping [225]. If the phase applied by
the SLM is the negative of that applied by the optical system, then the SLM can be
used to compensate a dispersed pulse. MIIPS uses an SLM pulse shaper configuration
to apply a reference phase and extract the spectral phase (characterising the pulse),
which can then be used to perform subsequent pulse compression [226].
Detailed theory and optical set-up of a MIIPS system can be found in Appendix B.
MIIPS provides a simple single-beam method to characterise and compensate for in-
troduced dispersion. It should be noted, however, that it suffers from some limitations
when the GDD and/or higher-order dispersion in a system is very high. To apply a large
phase (φ < −2pi, φ > 2pi), phase-wrapping on the SLM must occur. Crosstalk between
pixels can introduce phase and amplitude distortions into the pulse at the boundaries
where the phase crosses ±pi [227]. The MIIPS algorithm considers the second-order
derivative of the spectral phase, this works well for minimal higher-order dispersion
but is less accurate for highly distorted pulses, reducing the accuracy of measurement
and compensation. Additional pre-compensation using prisms or use of slower genetic
algorithms can be used for compression of very highly distorted pulses (large GDD and
large higher-order dispersion respectively), possibly combined with an external FROG
or SPIDER pulse measurement system for accurate pulse characterisation [227].
This chapter will evaluate MIIPS as a tool for measuring and compensating broad-
band ultrashort pulses within a reconfigurable system, containing more optics than a
simple Gaussian photoporation system and therefore harder to accurately compensate.
Photoporation of mammalian cells is then investigated to compare against previously
obtained results [172] and assess the suitability and reliability of the optical system and
compensation to reproduce similar results. This is then applied to tobacco BY-2 cells,
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the first time that broadband ultrashort pulses have been tested in a plant cell line. An
comparison of photoporating plant and mammalian cells, photoporated with the same
optical system, is then drawn from the obtained data.
6.2 Materials and methods
6.2.1 Implementation of the MIIPS system
The MIIPS system corrects for dispersion by measuring a non-linear optical response
and the effect on this response when changing the phase of individual pixels (wave-
lengths) on the SLM. A MIIPS detection unit (MDU) is placed at the focal point where
the dispersion-compensated pulses are required. The MDU consists of an SHG crystal
and a mirror, which directs light onto a fibre spectrometer, allowing the measurement
of IR or SHG signal at the microscope focus (Figure 6.4).
MDU 
MIIPS 
16 fs 
laser 
optical 
system 
obj. 
fibre spectrometer 
PC 
Figure 6.4 – Schematic of MIIPS operation. The laser (red) passes through the MIIPS
before entering the optical system (described in Section 4.3.2). Upon passing through the
microscope objective (obj.), the laser is tightly focused. The MDU is placed so the SHG
crystal (green) is aligned with the microscope focus. The SHG light (blue) is then focused
onto a fibre spectrometer. The SHG spectrum is fed into a PC, which monitors the change
in SHG intensity as the phase on the SLM in the MIIPS is varied.
The MIIPS runs multiple iterations to converge on the shortest possible pulse du-
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ration. The process is exponentially fast and was often able to compensate down to
within 3 % of the transform-limited (TL) pulse duration (τ/τTL = 1.03, where τ is the
measured pulse duration and τTL is the predicted transform-limited pulse duration),
which, depending on the input pulse, could be under 13 fs. The software could be run
in either ‘coarse’ or ‘fine’ mode. Only three iterations were performed in ‘coarse’ mode
and took approximately one minute to run. The more accurate ‘fine’ mode performed
six iterations and took approximately six minutes to run. The alignment and set-up
of the software of the MIIPS took up to ten minutes between runs, making it more
time-efficient to run fewer iterations of the more accurate ‘fine’ mode.
6.2.2 Determining the Chameleon pulse duration
For direct comparison with the 22 fs pulse laser, it was necessary to determine the pulse
duration of the longer pulse duration laser at the microscope focus. This was calculated
given the pulse duration of the laser at its output, estimating the amount of GDD within
the optical system from manufacturer’s specifications. As seen in Table 6.1, the total
estimated GDD for the system was 31938 fs2. The largest contributors to the system
GDD were the dielectric mirrors, whose GDD depended on incident polarisation, and
the thick polarising beam splitters (PBS) and objective. Dielectric mirrors were used
despite their high GDD owing to their higher reflectivity (better than 99 %) than silver
mirrors (around 96 %) to minimise losses in the system. Mirrors that possess both high
reflectivity and low-GDD are available but are very expensive.
Once the GDD has been estimated, the pulse duration at the microscope can be
determined from τin. The manufacturer’s specifications list the output pulse duration
as < 140 fs, leading to a pulse duration at the focus of 647 fs using Equation 6.6.
An autocorrelator (FR103-PD, Femtochrome, USA) was also used to corroborate the
manufacturer’s specification; placed after a single half wave plate and polarising beam
splitter to allow a variation in power incident on the sensitive autocorrelator (intro-
ducing 3975 fs2 of GDD). The pulse duration measured at this point was 200 ± 20
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Optical
component
Number Information GDD (fs2) Source
PBS 2 25.4 mm SF1 7951 Thorlabs (w)
Mirror (s) 3 S-polarisation 23700 Thorlabs (pc)
Mirror (p) 2 P-polarisation -2400 Thorlabs (pc)
200 mm lens 2 8 mm BK7 714.4 Thorlabs (w)
150 mm lens 1 7.5 mm BK7 339.3 Thorlabs (w)
300 mm lens 1 6 mm BK7 267.9 Thorlabs (w)
Dichroic mirror 1 Max. value 20 Semrock (w)
Objective 1 Estimated 1350 [228]
Table 6.1 – Determination of GDD of optical components in the system encountered
by the long pulse duration laser. w = website, pc = personal communication. All GVD
values for materials were taken from [229]. Total GDD is 31938 fs2.
fs, implying an original pulse duration of approximately 192 fs, much larger than the
specified pulse duration.
This pulse duration is larger than the transform-limited pulse duration (148 fs as-
suming Gaussian pulses), requiring an adjustment to Equation 6.6 to include chirp:
τout = τin
√(
1 + C0
4ln(2)φ
τ 2in
)2
+
16ln(2)2φ2
τ 4in
(6.7)
Taken from Cannone et al. [230], where the chirp coefficient C0 can be determined
from the bandwidth and output pulse duration using ∆ντin = 0.315
√
1 + C20 , assuming
Gaussian pulses. Using Equation 6.7 with an input pulse duration of 192 fs, the pulse
duration at the focal plane becomes 734 fs.
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6.2.3 Mammalian cell culture and optoinjection
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO-K1) cells were cultured as described in Section A.2.1.
Cells were plated onto glass-bottomed dishes (World Precision Instruments, USA) 24
hours prior to optoinjection experiments. Just prior to optoinjection, cells were washed
twice in 1 ml OptiMEM (Life Technologies, USA) before the addition of 300 µl Opti-
MEM with 3 µM PI, using PI as a marker for successful optoinjection. Cells were then
placed on the Nikon microscope system described before and exposed to a single 40
ms dose of laser radiation and observed under mercury arc lamp illumination using a
TRITC filter. If optoinjection was successful then fluorescence within the cytoplasm is
observed 2-3 minutes after irradiation. After photoporation, medium was replaced with
2 ml normal MEM (minimum essential medium). Viability 1.5 hours post-shooting was
determined by staining for 20 minutes with 300 µl of 2 µM calcein-AM (Life Technolo-
gies, USA) in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA).
6.2.4 Plant optoinjection protocol
Plant culture and PI optoinjection was performed as described in Section 5.2.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 MIIPS implementation
The results of an example MIIPS compensation for the Gaussian beam at the micro-
scope focus are shown in Figure 6.5. The IR spectrum (A) after compensation varies
minimally, reducing in bandwidth slightly. The SLM possesses some dead pixels, which
appear as dips in the spectrum. The presence of these dips will affect the compensa-
tion slightly but the total number of non-working pixels (approximately 20) is small
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compared to the total number of pixels on the SLM (640) so the reduction in efficacy
is minimal.
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Figure 6.5 – Typical results from a MIIPS compensation. (A) Minimal change in fun-
damental spectrum before (blue) and after (red) compensation. (B) Dramatic increase in
SHG spectrum intensity from before (blue and dotted black) to after (red) compensation.
The black dotted line shows the SHG spectrum before compensation multiplied 50 times
to highlight the substructure. (C) Spectral phase applied by SLM, the negative of the
phase introduced by the system. (D) Residual phase after compensation. (E) Temporal
profile of the pulse after compensation.
The SHG spectrum (B) changes dramatically in shape and intensity as the com-
pensation is measured and applied. Prior to compensation the SHG spectrum shows
structure caused by higher order dispersion introduced by the optical system. After the
compensatory phase is applied, the intensity increases 50-fold and the spectrum now
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shows a smoother, single Gaussian-like peak as the higher-order phase distortions are
reduced.
The phase applied by the MIIPS to achieve compensation is shown in Figure 6.5C.
The maximum phase applied is 600 radians over the whole spectrum (or 130 radians over
the FWHM), requiring significant phase-wrapping on the SLM because the maximum
phase that can be applied is ±2pi. The residual phase after compensation (D) was
minimised to less than 2.5 radians over the whole spectrum and less than 1.15 radians
over the FWHM. The temporal pulse shape (Figure 6.5E) shows a smooth structure
without any significant distortions. The pulse duration is 18.475 fs in this example
compensation, giving τ/τTL = 1.084.
6.3.2 Optical injection
Mammalian cell optoinjection
Preliminary comparative experiments were performed on mammalian cells, namely
CHO-K1 cells, a model cell line that has been thoroughly investigated for optical injec-
tion studies. Cells were targeted on the membrane with a single 40 ms laser dose with
a focused Gaussian beam of either 22 fs or 734 fs in the presence of PI using the optical
system described in Section 4.3.2. Successful optical injection of a cell was confirmed
by imaging cellular fluorescence five minutes post-irradiation using a cooled CCD (Fig-
ure 6.6B). Cell viability was confirmed by staining with calcein-AM 90 minutes after
optical injection, viable cells contain esterases that cleaves calcein from the AM group
and causes it to fluoresce (Figure 6.6C).
Photoporation was performed at three different laser powers for each pulse duration.
The back aperture powers used were empirically determined to maximise injection effi-
ciency while not reducing viability significantly. At low powers, the injection efficiency
is low, although the viability might be high. Above a certain applied power, the via-
bility decreases very quickly so increasing the power beyond this will not maximise the
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A B C 
Figure 6.6 – Example optoinjection of PI into CHO-K1 cells in brightfield (A) and fluo-
rescence (B) 5 minutes after laser irradiation. Successfully injected cells show fluorescence
in the nucleus after targeting with the laser. Calcein-AM stains the viable cells 90 min-
utes after injection (C). Injected cells are highlighted with arrows. Injected and viable
cells (solid arrows) display lower PI fluorescence than cells that subsequently die (dashed
arrows).
number of viable optically injected cells any further. The range of powers applied (11
mW for 734 fs and 14 mW for 22 fs) was similar.
As the power is increased, the optical injection efficiency increased whilst the viabil-
ity decreased (Figure 6.7A and B). When using 734 fs pulses, the viability and efficiency
showed a large decrease at 102 mW where the low efficiency probably caused statistical
effects. When few cells are successfully injected (10 %, 3 per dish when 30 cells are
irradiated) then if one cell dies the viability is reduced significantly (66 %).
Comparatively, for 22 fs pulses (Figure 6.7B), the viability was never less than 50
%. Even though the powers required to inject mammalian cells were smaller for 22 fs
than for 734 fs (approximately 50-56 % smaller), the fraction of viable injected cells
were significantly higher. This behaviour is confirmed in Figure 6.7C, which shows a
comparison of the fraction of viable optically injected cells (the product of viability and
efficiency, N , defined in Section 5.3.2) obtained at different powers and pulse durations.
The average N for 734 fs was 7 ± 2 % and for 22 fs was 29 ± 4 % (p = 0.001); over
four times higher.
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Figure 6.7 – Optical injection of mammalian cells with 734 fs pulses (A) and 22 fs pulses
(B). The viability and injection efficiency were both higher overall when using 22 fs pulses,
even though lower input powers were used. The fraction of cells that were both injected
and viable (N) is shown in (C) to compare the different pulse durations. Results are for
n = 3 with 30 cells dosed per dish. Errors bars denote the SEM.
Plant cell optoinjection
Whilst the effect of changing pulse duration on optical injection in mammalian cells
has been well investigated [172], in plant cell injection, only pulse durations on the
order of hundreds of femtoseconds have been employed. To investigate if similar highly
precise effects can be elicited in plant cells too, the same laser system was employed to
photoporate tobacco BY-2 cells. Three axially-separated 40 ms laser doses (as described
in Section 5.2.1) with a focused Gaussian beam of either 22 fs or 734 fs were employed
for plant optical injection.
Overall, the same trend for increasing efficiency and decreasing viability as the inci-
dent power is increased is observed for both 734 fs and 22 fs pulse durations (Figure 6.8A
and B respectively). Looking at injection with the same back aperture powers but dif-
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ferent pulse durations (Figure 6.8D), N is significantly different at 78 mW, 20 times
lower and 12 times lower for approximately 68 mW. Using the 734 fs laser, the highest
efficiencies were achieved (47 ± 3 %) but with very low viabilities (40 ± 3 %) whereas
viability with the 22 fs laser was always greater than 80 %.
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Figure 6.8 – Optical injection results for plant cells. Optical injection and viability
fractions for 734 fs (A) and 22 fs (B). Comparison of viable and optically injected cells is
shown in (C). Higher efficiencies are achievable with the lower pulse duration but results
show a less dramatic variation than for the mammalian cells. (D) Direct comparison of
for similar BA powers (# - p = 0.084, ? - p = 0.006, both Student’s t-test). Results are
for 30 cells per dish with n = 3. Error bars denote the SEM.
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6.4 Discussion and conclusions
This chapter has demonstrated the use of broadband ultrashort pulses, combined with
a pulse dispersion compensation system to achieve 22 fs pulses at the microscope focus,
for optical injection studies of both plant and mammalian cells, comparing with a longer
pulse duration laser (734 fs at the microscope focus).
The MIIPS could accurately measure and compensate pulses after passing through
a complex optical system involving highly dispersive optics such as polarising beam
splitters, dielectric mirrors and high NA objectives, achieving 22 fs pulses at the mi-
croscope focus. The highly dispersive nature of the system was indicated by the large
phase applied by the SLM to compensate for this system (Figure 6.5C). The inverted
quadratic shape of the applied spectral phase indicates the dominant phase distortion
introduced by the optical system is positive chirp, with a small amount of TOD (cubic
curve). The residual phase distortions after compensation were more than four times
larger than the residual phase distortions measured in Xu et al. [231], which is consis-
tent with the system in this chapter being more complex than the simplified systems
tested in that study, and therefore difficult to compensate effectively.
The uncompensated pulse duration of the longer pulse duration laser was calcu-
lated to be more than 30 times larger than the 22 fs pulses. Incorporation of a pulse
measurement set-up into the optical system would further increase the complexity but
could also help to avoid making assumptions about the temporal broadening (Gaussian
pulses and application of only second-order dispersion), making the comparisons drawn
between different pulse durations more accurate.
When optically injecting mammalian cells with different pulse durations, the effects
seen corresponded well with those in Rudhall et al. [172]. For shorter pulses, the power
required to inject the mammalian cells efficiently was reduced by a factor of two, even
though the efficiencies obtained were higher. Larger pulse durations tended to show
lower efficiencies of injection than shorter pulse durations. The range of pulse energies
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considered are similar to those in Rudhall et al. [172] where pulse energies of 0.26-1.8
nJ were applied, compared to pulse energies of 0.6-0.78 nJ for 22 fs pulses and 1.21-1.35
nJ for 734 fs pulses used in this chapter.
The pulse energies employed for this chapter were nine times higher than those
used in Uchugonova et al. [47] to achieve transfection of stem cells (66-92 pJ). It is,
however, difficult to compare this study directly because optical transfection works by
different mechanisms. Optical injection and transfection often concentrate on injecting
biomolecules with different properties. Small molecules generally require a single site of
irradiation (as performed here with mammalian cells) using a higher power, whereas nu-
cleic acid transfection can be achieved with multiple spatially-separated sites using low
powers [183]. These differences reflect the possible different mechanisms by which the
membrane is porated and the biomolecule is taken up, although the precise differences
are not well understood. It should also be noted that the extremely low pulse energies
required in Uchugonova et al. have not been replicated elsewhere in the literature.
This chapter also applied broadband ultrashort pulses to plant cells for the first time.
Similar effects of reducing pulse durations providing higher efficiencies and viabilities
were in effect but not as pronounced. By reducing the pulse duration from 734 fs to 22
fs, the fraction of viable optically injected cells was increased by more than an order
of magnitude for the same input powers (68 and 78 mW). The 1.45 times decrease in
power required for optoinjection of plant cells for 22 fs was less than for mammalian cells,
possibly testament to the ease with which mammalian cells can be targeted or an effect
of the cell wall spatially and temporally aberrating the beam. That plant cells required
higher powers than mammalian cells to inject using 22 fs pulses is probably due to the
aberrating effect of the plant cell wall on the laser because the chemical composition of
the plant and mammalian cell membranes is very similar. Spatial aberrations are more
likely to affect the photoporation efficiency than temporal aberrations; a 22 fs pulse
would only stretch by 0.01 fs upon passing through 0.1 µm of cellulose (GVD = 59.7
fs2/mm [232]) according to Equation 6.6.
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The increasing efficiency and reduced levels of cell death experienced for both plant
and mammalian cells when using shorter pulse durations are expected from previous
theoretical and experimental studies [20, 172]. The shorter pulse durations allow for
fine-tuning of the low-density plasma formation, minimising collateral damage and pro-
ducing very precise multiphoton effects.
The higher powers required to photoporate the plant cells used the maximum pos-
sible output power of the 22 fs laser once passed through the optical system. It would
therefore not be possible to stretch the pulse because the peak power would be reduced
even further. It was not possible to initiate photoporation using the Swift without
compensation applied. In this uncompensated case, the pulse duration would be ap-
proximately 4 ps using Equation 6.6, more than five times longer than the Chameleon
and therefore greater input powers than used in this study would be required to ini-
tiate photoporation. This power deficiency confirms the necessity for using another
laser (with four times higher output power) for the longer pulse duration comparison
experiments. Using two different lasers rather than changing the pulse duration at the
focus of the same laser could introduce some discrepancies between photoporation ef-
fects caused by small variations in beam spot size and central wavelength, which needs
to be taken into account.
The comparatively alignment-free structure of the Bessel beam when compared to
the Gaussian beam makes it an interesting proposition for broadband ultrashort photo-
poration. Using the MIIPS system, it was possible to compensate a Bessel beam system
down to 18 fs (τ/τTL < 1.03) at the microscope focus, the intensity profile of which is
discussed in Section 4.3.3. The power available at the BA was only 120 mW and not suf-
ficient to induce photoporation of either plant or mammalian cells, even when the length
of the Bessel beam was reduced to 12 µm by reducing the size of the incident beam
waist on the axicon (intensity profile of this short beam not shown). Using different
dispersion compensation techniques such as gratings or chirped mirrors might provide
the necessary high transmission but at the cost of reduced efficiency in compensation.
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Applying an amplitude modulation to the MIIPS during a phase-scan to create a gated
effect [227] could increase the effectiveness of the compensation by correcting more fully
for higher order dispersion and increasing the efficiency of multiphoton interactions at
the focal point.
In conclusion, this chapter has demonstrated that by reducing the pulse duration
incident on the cell membrane, multiphoton effects could be precisely controlled, min-
imising cell death and maximising the number of viable, injected cells obtained. This
effect was confirmed for mammalian cells and shown to be present for plant cells too,
where the strength of this effect is smaller but still significant, possibly due to laser-
cell wall interactions not affecting mammalian cell photoporation. A higher achievable
power at the focus for the 22 fs pulses could extend this study in two ways - by allowing
a range of very short pulse durations at the point of photoporation for a more thor-
ough study akin to Rudhall et al. [172] in plant cells, or by allowing investigation of
ultrashort Bessel beam photoporation, possibly receiving the benefits of highly precise
multiphoton effects but achievable over a larger axial range.
6.5 Chapter acknowledgements
The author implemented the MIIPS system with assistance and advice from Nicola
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7 | Optical trapping and
super-resolution microscopy
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we turn away from plant photoporation to concentrate on different bio-
photonic techniques. Optical trapping provides precise and non-invasive manipulation
of cells and other microscopic objects. When combined with functional fluorescence
imaging, many opportunities for interesting studies arise: single-molecule studies [86,
233], understanding cell-cell interactions [81, 82, 234], cell tomography [88, 235–237]
or manipulating an object for optimal imaging [238, 239]. Developing novel ways to
effectively combine these optical techniques is therefore imperative.
As previously highlighted in Section 2.3.4, one of the major barriers to combining
optical trapping and fluorescence microscopy is decoupling the trapping and imaging
planes. If the imaging objective is also used to introduce the trapping laser, additional
optics are required to decouple these planes. This increases the system complexity and
can introduce aberrations into the optical system. We therefore concentrate on trapping
from the opposite side to imaging. This method also allowed free rein to choose optimal
wavelengths for both trapping and fluorescence individually, avoiding photobleaching
and leakage of trapping light by judicious choices of filters [240].
To this end, this chapter describes the use of a novel optical fibre-based trap that is
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fully compatible with any inverted fluorescence microscope. Optical fibre traps possess
many benefits over free-space trapping systems but usually require complex and precise
fabrication techniques to create high intensity gradients. By using a high-NA GRIN
(gradient refractive index) lens micro-objective (0.8) to focus the light from an off-the-
shelf optical fibre, it is possible to reduce the complexity of fabrication while retaining
optical fibre advantages. These advantages include eye safety, input angle tolerance
(allowing bi-directional imaging [241]) and alignment-free integration into different sys-
tems.
Super-resolution (SR) microscopy uses advanced fluorescence imaging to see beyond
the diffraction limit. By spatially and temporally varying fluorescence emission and de-
tection, it is possible to gain access to higher spatial frequency information, where
interesting biological phenomena and structures lie. SR microscopy, however, places
stringent limits on the incorporation of other optical modalities. This chapter will be
primarily concerned with structured illumination microscopy (SIM) as a SR technique,
a microscope available in the laboratory that is quick and easy to use and works with
standard fluorophores. SIM projects a sinusoidal excitation pattern and detects spa-
tial fringes in emission. Optical aberrations can therefore affect imaging and severely
reduce the achievable resolution, making additional optics within the imaging path
highly undesirable. SIM also possesses SR axial sectioning capabilities, making decou-
pling imaging and trapping planes important for 3D SR imaging of optically trapped
objects. SR microscopy is swiftly becoming more standard practice, necessitating the
development of suitable optical traps.
This chapter will initially review super-resolution imaging. The development of a
novel GRIN lens optical trap for fluorescence microscopy of cell-cell interactions is then
discussed and used to induce an immunological synapse under epi-fluorescence. We
then turn back to plant cells, testing a commercial SIM microscope for its suitability
for imaging plant cells.
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7.1.1 Super-resolution microscopy
To form an image, light diffracted from the sample must be captured by the imaging lens
(Figure 7.1). The angle of the diffracted light from a periodic structure is proportional
to the spatial frequency of the structure. There exists a spatial frequency, above which
the emerging angle of the diffracted light is too large to enter the lens and an image can
no longer be formed. We can decompose any sample we wish to image into multiple
overlapping spatial frequencies so this limit holds true for all samples using standard
linear microscope systems and defines the Abbe limit [242]:
dmin =
λ
2NA
(7.1)
where dmin is the smallest distance between two points before they can no longer be
distinguished [243]. We can also imagine a point source emitter as containing all spatial
frequencies and so define the same limit for fluorescence microscopy, which this chapter
will be primarily concerned with. To exceed Abbe’s limit, we must find a way to access
higher spatial frequency information within the sample.
Many techniques can be employed to go beyond this fundamental limit, although
they increase the optical system complexity and acquisition time. The advances in bio-
logical imaging made using these microscopy methods, however, have proven invaluable.
Before the development of optical SR, electron microscopy was the only routinely
used sub-diffraction imaging technique. Electron microscopy provides very high resolu-
tion of structures but no functional information and require detrimental sample fixation
and prohibitively expensive equipment [7]. Functional imaging of electron microscopy
samples is possible using immunogold labeling. Antibody-tagged gold nanoparticles
bind to the protein of interest and increase contrast in the vicinity. The penetration
of the nanoparticles into fixed tissue is low, however, allowing labelling of superficial
layers only and the distance between the target and tag is close to the size of the tag
itself [244]. These problems can be minimised by using optical microscopy imaging of
genetically-encoded fluorescently-tagged proteins instead. Although optical microscopy
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Figure 7.1 – The Abbe limit defines the smallest spatial frequency that can be captured
by an imaging system. A low spatial frequency causes low-angled diffraction, which enters
the objective and combines at the imaging plane (A). The image formed is then the sample
convolved with the point spread function (PSF) of the imaging system, discussed further
in Figure 7.2. If the spatial frequency is high, the diffraction angle will be too great for
the imaging lens to capture the higher diffraction orders. Only the zeroth-order will pass
through the imaging system, resulting in no spatial information, only a constant term (B).
If we instead consider a point source emitter (fluorescence) then the Abbe limit still holds
because there is still a loss of information as higher-angled emission cannot pass through
the objective. Rather than seeing a perfect point source at the imaging plane, we can
instead see the PSF of the imaging system (C). Imaging a point source is a useful way of
measuring the PSF of a system. Figure adapted from [243].
can only reach resolutions 103 times worse than electron microscopy, it can also provide
invaluable real-time, 3D, functional information about a sample.
By spatially varying the illumination, it is possible to extend the achievable resolu-
tion two-fold. Confocal microscopy tightly focuses an excitation laser onto the specimen
and passes emitted fluorescence through a pinhole in the confocal image plane before
collection at a PMT; the pinhole rejects out-of-focus light and creates optical sectioning.
The laser focus is then scanned across the sample to build up an image. The confocal
PSF (point-spread function - see Figure 7.2) of the system is then a convolution of the
emission and detection PSF, creating a smaller PSF than a standard epi-fluorescence
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Figure 7.2 – The point-spread function (PSF) is the image of a point source at the sample
plane obtained from an imaging system (A). The PSF can be thought of as a paintbrush
that paints all points in a sample passing to the sample plane with the PSF shape, a
convolution that creates a lower resolution approximation of the image. If we consider a
sample distribution (B), then the image obtained from our imaging system in (A) would
be (C). A typical PSF is an airy disc.
microscope. The theoretical lateral resolution of a confocal microscope is twice the
Abbe limit but cannot be reached in practice because the pinhole should be infinitely
small [245]. Confocal imaging can be extended to SR by using a CCD detector rather
than a PMT [246], providing extra information about the sample. Structured illumina-
tion microscopy (SIM) uses a spatially varying illumination to bring higher resolution
information in the sample into the passband of the objective [247]. A thorough de-
scription of the theory behind SIM imaging can be found in Appendix C.2. SIM is a
wide-field technique that requires ≥9 exposures per image to achieve up to 2 times the
lateral resolution limit with increased axial sectioning at rates of approximately 1 Hz.
By breaking the linear dependence of excitation and emission, it is possible to extend
beyond the theoretical limit. STED (stimulated emission depletion) microscopy was the
first SR technique proposed, using dual illumination to exploit non-linear properties of
fluorophores [248]. The STED beam possesses a central point of zero intensity (usually
a Laguerre-Gaussian beam). The wavelength of the STED beam is chosen to induce
stimulated emission (red-shifted photons that are filtered out) in sample fluorophores.
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A second beam induces normal fluorescence emission only in the point where the beams
do not overlap (usually 10-70 nm in extent), the other fluorophores are depleted [249].
The necessity for point-scanning limits STED acquisition speed. Single-molecule local-
isation techniques, such as PALM and STORM [250, 251], rely on switching on and off
individual fluorophores in a field of view. Low-intensity illumination causes a subset of
molecules in the field of view to emit. If the PSFs of each fluorophore lit up at any one
time do not overlap then each can be localised individually. An image is reconstructed
using the knowledge of all the fluorophore positions, many images are taken to collect
information from all present fluorophores. Non-linear SR techniques can achieve up to
20 nm resolution but require slow acquisition times and specialised fluorophores.
Owing to accessibility to standard fluorophores and relatively fast acquisition times,
combined with modest resolution increase, SIM has been successfully used for many
biological scenarios. A commercial SIM (N-SIM, Nikon, UK) is therefore used as a
platform to test the suitability of our fibre-based optical trap for combination with
fluorescence imaging.
7.2 Integration of optical trapping with a structured
illumination microscope
An optical fibre attached to a high-NA (0.8) gradient refractive index (GRIN) lens
micro-objective was employed for optical trapping experiments. The continuously-
varying refractive index within a GRIN lens causes the light entering to move along a
curved trajectory and thus can be focused without the curved facets of conventional
lenses [252] (Figure 7.3A). GRIN lenses are favoured for endoscope imaging because
they can be made small both axially and radially while maintaining large NAs.
The optics required for fibre coupling is bench-mounted away from the SIM to ensure
stability of the coupling beam. The GRIN lens can then be brought into the microscope
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and mounted above the stage in an upright format for trapping purposes. This does
not interfere with the imaging set-up and, by use of a removable mount, can be easily
switched out when not in use.
785 nm 
CW 
laser 
SM fibre 
4. GRIN lens 
SMA 
3. Custom mount 
M M 
L1 
2. SMA connector 
1. SM fibre 
B C D 
A 
Figure 7.3 – Schematic of GRIN lens microobjective and optical system coupling light
into the fibre and from the fibre to the GRIN lens. (A) The curved path of light passing
through the micro-objective. Reproduced with kind permission from GRINtech. [253]. (B)
The laser light (red) was coupled into a SM fibre (green) using steering mirrors (M) and
an aspheric lens (L1). The SM fibre had SMA connectors at either end. (C) Close-up
view of the GRIN lens assembly. A custom mount was used that screwed into the SMA
connector and allow the end of the fibre to lie close to the back of the GRIN lens. (D)
Mount connected to the condenser lens by optomechanics, the fibre can be seen in yellow.
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7.2.1 Optical system
A 785 nm continuous wave laser (TA100, Tui Optics, USA) with output power up
to 300 mW and beam diameter 2-4 mm was coupled into a single mode (SM) fibre
(Thorlabs, USA) using an aspheric lens (Thorlabs, USA) with a NA close to that of
the fibre (Figure 7.3B). The efficiency of coupling was up to 21 %. The other end of
the fibre was screwed into a custom mount into which the GRIN lens micro-objective
(GT-MO-080-018-488, GRINtech, Germany) could be fastened. The working distance
of the GRIN lens is 200 µm so the mount was designed to separate the end of the fibre
and the GRIN lens by this amount (Figure 7.3C). The GRIN lens was optimised for
488 nm incident light but was found to focus well with 785 nm, the transmission of 785
nm light through the GRIN lens was 95 %.
A custom mount for the GRIN lens assembly was used to attach it to the micro-
scope. The condenser lens mount was chosen as the anchor because it provides coarse
axial and lateral movement and the mount was easily removable from the SIM when
standard imaging was required. Optomechanics providing finer axial and lateral reso-
lution (Thorlabs, USA) were used to connect the GRIN lens assembly to the condenser
lens mount. A white light source was jointly coupled into the same fibre by a band-
pass dichroic mirror (Semrock, USA) to create scatter from trapped particles to enable
tracking of non-fluorescent beads.
7.2.2 Trap calibration
The motives and methods of calibrating optical traps were outlined in Section 2.3.2.
Owing to a moderate NA preventing axial trapping and use of a high-speed camera
rather than QPD for position detection, the GRIN lens trap was calibrated by the
equipartition method, using Equation 2.10.
Videos of trapped beads at varying powers were taken using a high speed camera
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(piA640-210gm, Basler AG, Germany). Three different sizes of fluorescent polymer
beads and 5 µm silica beads were trapped and imaged. Five separate videos of 3000
frames each at 400 fps were taken for each data point. The average and standard
deviation of the five videos provided the value and uncertainty in α for each power and
bead size. If any obvious noise occurred during an exposure, the current exposure was
discarded and a new one taken.
A custom Python program (Appendix D) was written to determine the centre of
mass (CoM) of the bead in each frame. α could then be determined from the standard
deviation of the bead’s displacement for the duration of the video. Fluorescent beads
were thresholded prior to CoM determination. The 2 µm beads showed very noisy
fluorescence due to the low exposure times required to achieve high frame rates and
that contributed to an increased standard deviation of displacement. The 10 µm beads
were inhomogeneous in fluorescence and rotated in the trap (shown in Figure 7.4),
thresholding reduced these effects with the added benefit of suppressing any possible
background fluctuations too. The level of thresholding was determined empirically to
best represent the whole bead while not allowing any background noise past the filter.
Figure 7.5 shows an example bead’s displacement.
A B 
Figure 7.4 – Rotation of a 10 µm bead when optically trapped. The bead is inhomoge-
neously fluorescent and fluorescent spots on the edge of the bead are observed to move
around the circumference between times t = 0 (A) and t = 7.5 s (B).
The trap stiffness for fluorescent polymer beads was proportional to trap power
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Figure 7.5 – Position of a single bead trapped for 7.5 seconds. Images were collected
every 2.5 ms and the centre of mass (CoM) of the bead was determined for each frame.
(A) Lateral position of the bead’s CoM during a single exposure of 3000 frames. (B) The
x (black) and y (red) CoM changing with time. (C) and (D) are histograms of the bead’s
position from the average (set to 0 nm) and overlaid Gaussian curves with variance equal
to that calculated from the data. Data are for a 10 µm bead at 60 mW.
(Figure 7.6). α for smaller beads was also generally smaller than for larger beads with
α = 1.46 pNµm−1 at 33 ± 1 mW for a 1 µm bead and 11 pNµm−1 for a 10 µm bead.
The 2 µm data, however, show some very different effects that vary from the trends
seen in the 1 µm and 10 µm data. All the data showed different α values for the x- and
y-axes, this is expected because the laserM2 value will be different in orthogonal direc-
tions, this affects the focusing capabilities of the laser in either direction and therefore
the trap stiffness of the trap. The x- and y-axes for the 1 and 10 µm beads do not vary
very much; the y-axis being no more than 1.4 times that of the x-axis (apart from the
60 mW data points for the 10 µm beads, which could be due to a noise floor). The
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2 µm data, however, show the x-axis to be around three times stiffer than the y-axis,
with αy levelling off at 20 mW.
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Figure 7.6 – Trap stiffness measurements at varying powers for fluorescent polymer
beads of different sizes ((A) - 1 µm, (B) - 2 µm and (C) - 10 µm) in the x (blue) and y
(red) directions. Generally α increased as the power increased. α for the 10 µm beads
was approximately 10 times greater than for the 1 µm beads. The 2 µm beads show
anomalous behaviour compared to the other two, with the appearance of a large noise
floor in the y-axis. Data represent 5 videos of 3000 frames each per point. Error bars
show the standard deviation.
Fluorescent beads could absorb and re-emit the trapping beam at different wave-
lengths, which could introduce non-linear effects into the optical trapping and affect
determination of α. Fluorescent beads were used to quickly obtain data using the fluo-
rescent capabilities of the microscope but it was necessary to trap non-fluorescent beads
too to measure α without any possible introduced fluorescence effects.
To observe non-fluorescent beads, a white light source was coupled into the optical
fibre to illuminate the beads from the top. Light scattered from the beads was collected
by the imaging objective and passed to the high-speed camera. The illumination ob-
tained using this method was quite inhomogeneous and many image processing steps
were required to obtain an easily trackable representation of the bead. Figures 7.7A-D
show the image processing steps taken before the CoM was determined. Firstly, adap-
tive thresholding was applied to correct the inhomogeneous illumination. This left a
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dark ring that was the basis for tracking. The image was inverted, dilated and the
centre ring was filled to create a bright spot in the centre. The image was then closed
to remove the unwanted bright areas surrounding the central bright spot. This bright
spot was used to track a CoM for the bead.
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Figure 7.7 – Trap stiffness determination for non-fluorescent silica beads images using
scattering from a brightfield source. (A-D) Example of the image processing steps to allow
the extraction of the centre of mass of the bead from the image. (A) - initial image, (B)
- after adaptive thresholding, (C) - after inversion and flood fill of the centre ring, (D) -
final image after clean-up by closing. (E) Trap stiffness values extracted from the images
in both H2O (closed circles) and D2O (open circles) in the x (blue) and y axes (red). Data
represent 5 videos of 3000 frames per point. Error bars show the standard deviation.
Figure 7.7E shows α for 5 µm silica beads in both H2O and 80 % heavy water,
D2O. The absorption coefficient of H2O at 785 nm is at least three times higher than
for D2O [254] so there will be more absorption of the laser light by the surrounding
medium occurring and subsequent increases in temperature. The equipartition calcula-
tion used here assumed room temperature (293 K) but if absorption is occurring then
this assumption is no longer valid. The trap stiffness in H2O was therefore compared to
that in D2O to test the effect of absorption. Silica beads were used for this calibration
because polymer beads are less dense than D2O and do not sink to the bottom for easy
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trapping. The beads in H2O show higher α values than beads in D2O, peaking at 13.1
and 4.8 pNµm−1 respectively.
7.2.3 Beam profile
Images of the beam profile were captured using the N-SIM TRITC filter to block out
most of the laser light and avoid saturating the camera. 25 slices were taken every 0.5
µm either side from the point of highest intensity to capture a 25 µm stack.
Figure 7.8 shows a slice through the stack at the point of highest intensity (A) and
orthogonal projections (B(i) and C(i)) through the centre of the focus. The focal spot
was 1.1 by 1.2 µm in diameter from Gaussian fits. The axial views (B(i) and C(i))
of the beam show a significant skew to the beam. This skew has been exaggerated
by the aspect ratio of these views, with the z-scale being eight times shorter than
the lateral direction, the actual angle of skew is around 10 % from perpendicular. To
properly view the axial beam profile, intensity values were plotted from lines drawn at
the correct angle along the beam (B(ii) and C(ii)). The measured confocal parameter
(b = 2zR) is 3.2 µm.
7.2.4 Trapping and moving cells
Optical trapping of murine hybridoma T cells (B3Zs) was performed in optically-flat
glass-bottomed dishes (World Precision Instruments, USA) with a 10 mm diameter
well to minimise reagent use. Trapping was intermittent with some cells completely
immovable, some seemingly anchored to a specific point (they could be moved by an
amount but not beyond a certain point) and some picked up and moved relatively
easily. The longer the cells were in the dish, the more they appeared to settle down
and become stuck and untrappable. The application of both Sigmacote and 1 % bovine
serum albumin in phosphate buffered saline (all Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) increased
the frequency of trappable cells by providing a hydrophobic surface. Using a substrate
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Figure 7.8 – Beam profile produced by the GRIN lens. (A) Focal spot of the GRIN lens,
with (B(i)) and (C(i)) showing orthogonal views through the beam. White lines depict
the slice positions. Red lines represent the line from which the (ii) intensity graphs are
taken. (D) Lateral intensity of the focal spot in the x and y directions, with the Gaussian
fits overlaid. Scale bars denote 1 µm.
to decrease adhesion caused cells to move more in undesirable ways too; moving a cell
towards another cell on 1 % bovine serum albumin caused the other cell to move away as
momentum was exchanged. Once a cell was trapped, optical trapping could be achieved
with as little as a few mW of power.
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7.3 Monitoring cell-cell interactions by optical
trapping
With optical trapping of cells demonstrated, the next important step was to demon-
strate manipulation of biological events during fluorescence imaging. Here, we turned
to the induction of immunological synapses, an important immune event within the
body that mediates immune function.
7.3.1 The immunological synapse
Regulation of the body’s immune response is through cell-cell interactions. Antigen-
presenting cells (APCs) capture antigens from their environment, process them, and
present them on their membranes in a readable format for T cells. T cells will junction
to an APC and act depending on the familiarity of the presented antigens. If a pathogen
is detected then the T cell can turn cytotoxic and kill the cell or secrete cytokines to
recruit pathogen-killing cells to the area [255].
The junction between a T cell and an APC is known as an immunological synapse
(IS). A synapse is initiated when a T cell receptor (TCR) is stimulated by an epitope
(fraction of the captured antigen) and major histocompatibility complex molecule pair
on an APC membrane in the presence of a co-factor [255]. During a synapse, the T
cell will polarise. Actin within the cell remodels to form a ring at the periphery of
the synapse to stabilise the synapse. The microtubule organisation centre (MTOC)
remodels close to the IS, which brings the Golgi and cytotoxic granules (in the case of
Natural Killer cells) proximal to the IS to allow for polarised secretions of cytokines or
granules [256]. ISs also mediate exchanges of proteins, nucleic acids [257] and vesicles
(which also polarise to the IS [258]) and are thought to regulate gene expression within
the immune system, making the IS much more multifunctional than previously thought.
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A typical IS experiment uses a population of synapsing cells; by scanning the field
of view, it is possible to infer temporal information from the proportion of synapses
at each stage. Not only is this process laborious, it also has poor temporal resolution.
The manipulation of individual cells to induce ISs allows us to follow the synapse
from induction to termination. Micro-manipulators have been used for IS induction
and subsequent force measurement [259] but this is slow (only 3-5 cells were used for
each experiment) and requires experienced users. Ease-of-use and the potential for
automation and computer control makes optical tweezers an attractive method for IS
induction. Indeed, optical tweezers have been used for a variety of cell manipulation
experiments [81, 82, 260].
SR imaging of actin and lytic granules at Natural Killer cell ISs has been well
investigated using fixed cells [261, 262] with both STED and SIM. The majority of
these studies involved imaging fixed cells synapsing with an antigen-coated substrate
or lipid bilayer, while this brings the IS close to the imaging interface for better optical
imaging, it does not adequately represent a synapse in 3D space in an in vivo setting.
The mechanisms behind the MTOC and endosomal remodelling to the IS is poorly
understood, developing a protocol to induce ISs at will and perform live-cell imag-
ing, using an integrated optical trap and SR microscopy, would greatly advance our
knowledge of this important process.
7.3.2 Immunosynapse induction by optical trapping
One of the markers for the start of an immunological synapse is an increase in calcium
in the T cell. This is an almost instantaneous effect, which makes it a useful marker for
the onset of an IS, remodelling is a more subtle and slower effect (at least ten minutes),
which might be difficult to observe during an experiment. A calcium fluorophore, Fluo-4
(Life Technologies, USA), which increases in fluorescence when it binds to calcium, was
used to detect changes in cytosolic calcium. An optical trap was employed to induce
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a single bead-cell IS and the calcium response was monitored. 3 µm polymer beads
(Spherotech, USA) were conjugated with mouse antibodies (eBioscience, USA): anti-
CD3 bypasses the TCR and directly activates the B3Zs, and anti-CD28 is a co-factor
to ensure sustained synapse induction (unlike in Wei et al. [234] and Tam et al. [81]
where beads coated in anti-CD3 only are used) [255, 263].
The antibody conjugated beads adhered to the coated-glass surface. It was therefore
easier to move the cell towards the bead than the bead towards the cell. The imaging
and trapping planes were co-aligned so the cells were in focus when trapped, improving
imaging of the cells when trapped. Epi-fluorescence images using the FITC filter were
taken every 50 ms for 160 s using a 20x objective. Region of interest intensities were
measured at each time point using ImageJ and background corrected. Photobleaching
correction was performed by fitting an exponential curve by least squares optimisation
to the normalised control cell signal and dividing the normalised activated response by
the fitted curve.
An optical trap-induced immunosynapse and subsequent calcium increase is shown
in Figure 7.9. (A) shows a bright cell (B3Z) with a polymer bead attached to it to
the left of the field of view and a dark cell (right) that is yet to be activated (low
fluorescence), with a bead present not currently visible. The dark cell was brought
towards a bead adhered to the bottom of the dish using the optical trap (B). The bead
becomes visible as the cells begins to increase in fluorescence intensity (C). Between
10 and 160 seconds, the fluorescence increases six-fold, signalling the creation of an
immunosynapse as the T cell is activated (D). No increase in calcium levels were seen
when trapping cells in the absence of beads.
While it was possible to demonstrate cell trapping and the induction of an im-
munosynapse with the trapping system described above, the next step of incorporating
super-resolution imaging to formation of an IS was not achieved during this study. The
adhesion of cells and beads to the dish made trapping and moving difficult. Coating the
dishes made cells tend to move away from each other even when placed close together,
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Figure 7.9 – Use of an optical trap to induce an IS by moving a Fluo-4 loaded B3Z
towards an anti-CD3 anti-CD28 coated bead. (A) Unactivated T cell (right) prior to
synapse formation with an antibody coated bead. (B) Slight increase in fluorescence as an
IS is initiated. (C) Larger increase as the synapse matures. (D) Increase in fluorescence of
the activated cell (red), where every point plotted represents the average of ten measured
points. The activated cell’s fluorescence was corrected for photobleaching by dividing by
the PB line (dashed) fit to the control cell (blue).
as performed in McNerney et al. [82]. Adherent target test cells (HeLa) displayed in-
visible protrusions, preventing close contact with the trapped suspension cell. When
adding antibody-coated beads to a dish of cells, no tubulin, mitochondrial or endosomal
remodelling was observed. The stains [264] and beads [265] used should be sufficient
to induce remodelling so the reason behind this behaviour is currently unknown. More
experiments with other cell types and different incubation protocols would perhaps
extricate the reasons behind this failure to polarise.
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7.4 Super-resolution imaging of plant cells
With the novel optical trapping and fluorescence imaging system demonstrated to work
with mammalian cells, attention was then turned back to plant cells. The highly inho-
mogeneous nature of plant tissue makes it a challenging imaging target. The presence
of high refractive index thick cell walls and low refractive index intercellular airspace
introduces many aberrations in light passing through plant tissue [266, 267]. Lignin
within the cell wall and chlorophyll both produce auto-fluorescent signals, leading to a
broadband autofluorescence that dominates most standard imaging wavelengths [268].
Liu et al. [269] demonstrated that the cell wall can cause distortions in confocal imag-
ing and lead to spurious effects such as the appearance of fluorescent doublets when
only one spot is present. Super-resolution techniques rely on aberration-free imaging
to achieve the best possible resolution so this could have deleterious consequences for
SR imaging of plant cells.
7.4.1 Previous SR imaging of plant cells
Fitzgibbon et al. [270] first applied super-resolution imaging to plant cells, using 3D-
SIM to image the various plasmodesmata throughout a tobacco leaf. Plasmodesmata
(PDs) are connections between plant cells; pores through the cell walls that consist
of plasma membrane bounding a cytoplasmic cavity. Desmotubules pass through the
PD and connect ER between cells [271]. PDs are around 50 nm in diameter and up to
1-2 µm in length, making it difficult to resolve any structure with standard confocal
microscopy; electron microscopy is routinely used to image PDs. PDs are relatively
static and their dimensions make them a useful target for SIM, with the relatively
modest extension in resolution (compared to other SR techniques) providing enough
to resolve sub-PD localisation. PDs can either occur as single or branched pores, with
some having many pores connecting to a single, large central cavity.
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3D-SIM has proven able to resolve plasmodesmatal structure unavailable to conven-
tional widefield and confocal microscopy [270, 271], making it possible to distinguish
between the central cavity and pore necks and identifying highly-branched structures.
The axial sectioning provided by SIM also aided in optically resolving the complex and
branched nature of mature PDs.
The enhanced resolution and optical sectioning provided by 3D-SIM has been ex-
ploited in a number of other plant studies, imaging the structure of viral replication
complexes [272, 273], identifying different configurations of synaptonemal complexes
[274] and following microtubule dynamics [275].
As long as the sample type, fluorophores used and imaging modalities are chosen
correctly, plants are not inaccessible to SR imaging. Conflicting information has been
cited in different studies, for instance Liesche et al. [276] chose not to use STED because
the deletion laser is absorbed strongly by chlorophyll, making STED difficult in green
tissue but Kleine-Vehn et al. [277] employs STED effectively. The SNR also dramatically
affects whether a technique can be used e.g., Liesche et al. [276] imaged microfibrils
(within the highly autofluorescent cell wall) and found the SNR too high to utilise
SIM effectively (finding dSTORM more effective) but successful imaging of PDs and
microtubules have been achieved using this SR technique.
7.4.2 3D-SIM imaging of plant cells
To evaluate the N-SIM to image plant cells, plant tissue was imaged for comparison
to published data. A detailed description of N-SIM imaging protocol can be found in
Appendix C.2.
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 are SIM images taken from epidermal peels of fixed tobacco
leaves expressing a GFP-tagged protein that targets the ER running through the PD.
Figure 7.10 is a transverse view between two epidermal cells (bottom left and top right),
with PD connecting the two. The white lines indicate the approximate curve of the
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Figure 7.10 – N-SIM image of plasmodesmata (PD) in a fixed epidermal peel from a
tobacco leaf (A). The dashed lines follow the curve of the cell walls of both adjoining
epidermal cells. The pore shows two strands of ER membrane in the cavity between the
walls, indicating the presence of two adjacent pores. An intensity profile (black diamonds)
was taken along the arrow position and plotted in (B). Two Gaussian peaks (red and blue
dashed lines, black dashed line denotes addition of two peaks) were fitted to the data to
determine the FWHM and separation of the peaks. Scale bar denotes 1 µm.
cell walls, but are offset to avoid covering important information. The PD displays two
sections of fluorescence, caused by ER membrane accumulating just outside the PD.
Between these two areas two lines of fluorescence are seen. These are strands of ER
passing through the pore (or more likely two adjacent pores) and are only 20 nm in
diameter [278]. The N-SIM can resolve these into two separate strands. Fitting two
Gaussian curves allows us to place the FWHM of the ER to be 206 nm and 293 nm.
The distance between the peaks is approximately 150 nm.
Figure 7.11 shows an en face stack of a collection of pores, known as a pitfield, and
illustrates the highly complex nature of some PDs. Pitfields are dense regions of pores
connecting the epidermal cells to the mesophyll layer [271] and offer another imaging
angle for PDs. Using structured illumination can help to increase the achievable lateral
and axial resolution to resolve more structure within these highly complicated arrange-
ments of interconnecting pores. Orthogonal projections of the stack are displayed here,
with yellow lines indicating the displayed sections. The interleaving nature of the pores
can be easily seen here, in particular, the white arrows show a pore that (from bottom
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Figure 7.11 – Orthogonal views taken from a SIM stack of a GFP-labelled pitfield con-
necting the epidermal layer to the mesophyll layer (A). The solid arrowheads highlight
the two pores on the epidermal side, which join at a branching point (open arrowhead)
to form a single pore at the mesophyll side, akin to what has been seen previously [270].
All scale bars denote 1 µm. The white dashed box is shown enlarged in (B) with white
lines denoting the positions where intensity profiles in (C) and (D) were taken (black di-
amonds). Gaussian fits were performed (dashed lines) to determine the achievable axial
resolution.
to top of the stack) starts out as a single pore (open arrowhead) and branches out into
two (closed arrowheads). The point at which the yellow lines cross also shows significant
structure and PD connections that would be lost under confocal microscopy.
The axial resolution was determined by taking line profiles of the branched pore.
Gaussian fits of the pore necks were taken. The FWHM of the necks were determined
to be 339 and 229 nm respectively.
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7.5 Discussion and conclusions
This chapter has demonstrated the development of a commercial microscope-friendly
optical trap using a fibre-fed GRIN lens used to induce immunological synapses at will,
with the eventual aim to image MTOC remodelling at super-resolution. The capacity
of a commercial structured illumination microscope to readily obtain images beyond
the diffraction limit even in a notoriously challenging sample like whole plant tissue
was also evaluated.
To pave the way towards developing an optical trap integrated with structured illu-
mination microscopy for all-optical manipulation and SR imaging of biological samples,
an optical fibre-based trap using a high-NA GRIN lens, the first of its kind, was in-
corporated onto the N-SIM and characterised. The restrictions of working within a
highly specialised system were somewhat circumvented by the use of an easily remov-
able, upright trap but still imposed some strict limitations on the achievable quality of
the optical trap.
The optical trap was characterised by measuring the trap stiffness and beam param-
eters. By observing the trap stiffness measurements for fluorescent beads, the 10 µm
beads showed higher α values than 1 µm beads. The Brownian motion for a smaller
bead will be larger, reducing α as rmax increases. The trap stiffness was overall propor-
tional to laser power P at these beads sizes following:
α =
Qn
rmaxc
P ∝ P (7.2)
Derived by substituting Ftrap = αrmax into Equation 2.3 where rmax is the maximum
bead displacement [279].
The 2 µm beads displayed unexpected behaviour that could be attributed to the
axial position of the trap, which was altered slightly for each bead size so that the
trapping was optimised. Whilst the bead was checked for movement between each
exposure to ensure it had not adhered to the surface, the bead or position on the
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coverslip could affect the trapping; something causing the bead to stick in one place
would artificially increase the trap stiffness to the high levels seen in the x-axis. The
saturation observed in the y-axis data is caused by a noise floor, when movement of
the system is greater than the displacement caused by the Brownian motion in the trap
and could be due to the upright configuration introducing vibrations.
When using D2O to minimise laser absorption, (Figure 7.7) the data show up to 6.5
times higher trap stiffness for H2O than D2O, the opposite effect to what is expected.
If the temperature was higher than assumed due to absorption by H2O then we should
see a lower trap stiffness than with D2O as the bead moved around more due to thermal
fluctuations. This disparity could be due to the same issues suggested for the 2 µm
polymer beads. Both media show unreliable behaviour at powers > 30 mW, possibly
due to a noise floor at this point or unreliable bead tracking at smaller displacements.
The trap stiffness varies depending on input power, bead size and bead type. The
measured data was compared with other literature using optical fibre-based traps in
Table 7.1. To correct for the different powers used in each study, the trap stiffness per
unit power, ktrap, was determined from the trap stiffness and input power. The GRIN
ktrap was determined by lines of best fit. For data showing a strong noise floor (y-axis
2 µm and 5 µm data) only points up to the saturation point were fitted.
The measured trap stiffness per unit power varies over an order of magnitude from
60 to 633 pNµm−1W−1. For the published literature, ktrap covers 35-220 pNµm−1W−1,
generally lower than the GRIN lens values, implying the GRIN trap is an efficient fibre
trap. There is no evident proportionality between NA and ktrap, which is expected
as the gradient forces increase for a tighter focus, or between bead size and ktrap but,
given the differences in trap creation, environment and calibration of the traps a fully
quantitative review is not sensible. Comparing with standard objective-based optical
traps of a similar NA (∼0.8), the trap stiffness per unit power ranges from 100-600
pNµm−1W−1 [279, 282, 283].
No consistent z-trapping was observed for this optical trap. This is probably due
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Reference NA
Bead size
(µm)
ktrap
(pNµm−1W−1)
Axial
trapping
[280] N/A 2 220 Y
[281] 1.15 10 97 N
[281] 1.15 7 35 N
GRIN 0.8 10 330(50) N
GRIN 0.8 5 433(6) N
GRIN 0.8 2 633(6) N
GRIN 0.8 1 60(10) N
Table 7.1 – Review of typical trap stiffness per unit power, ktrap, for fibre-based optical
traps for comparison with the GRIN lens trap stiffness. Brackets denote the uncertainty
in the measurement.
to the low NA of the GRIN lens, when compared with usual NAs employed for axial
trapping of ≥ 1.0. At low NA, the gradient force cannot counteract the scattering
forces. Given the nature of the cell trapping being performed with this system, the lack
of axial trapping does not affect the experiments performed using the trap.
The produced trapping beam spot size (Figure 7.8) was 5 % less than a diffraction-
limited spot (1.2 µm). This small discrepancy is probably due to the use of a camera
for measurement, a knife-edge measurement would be a more accurate method. The
skew to the beam is caused by difficulty in aligning the GRIN lens orthogonally to
the microscope stage. A tip/tilt mount was tested to aid this matter but was found
to affect the stability of the mount. The predicted confocal range is 2.8 µm, slightly
smaller than the measured value.
Using an optical trap integrated onto the N-SIM allowed the formation and monitor-
ing of an immunosynapse in real time (within 3 minutes). Using a fluorescent calcium
indicator, it was possible to monitor the induction of a T cell-bead IS by optical trap-
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ping. The strong calcium increase indicates the formation of an IS but no remodelling
was seen after activation. The use of multiple traps or a higher gradient force could
help to induce an immunosynapse and follow the remodelling, in super-resolution, of
a sustained synapse by allowing 3D manipulation of multiple cells, providing more de-
grees of freedom to investigate. Wright et al. [284] optically trapped T cells and brought
them proximal to dendritic cells to measure interaction forces. Although trapping was
performed in brightfield so no functional fluorescence imaging was possible, an interest-
ing point was the use of overlapping Laguerre-Gaussian modes for trapping to prevent
cell roll and therefore increase the manipulation precision. This might be possible with
the GRIN lens trap if the SM fibre was swapped for a low mode fibre [285].
The N-SIM was able to demonstrate an increase in resolution over standard epi-
fluorescence imaging in plant tissue. Using the N-SIM in fixed tobacco leaves to image
PDs, it was possible to distinguish between two desmotubules of 200-300 nm width
that were 150 nm apart (Figure 7.10). The experimental resolution for structured
illumination at 520 nm emission is 110 nm [7] so the images obtained were close to
this limit and smaller than the confocal resolution limit of 182 nm. Fitzgibbon et al.
measured the width of ER in sieve plate pores to be 103 ± 3 nm [270], less than half
the width of the ER observed here. This disparity might be due to the width of the ER
changing in different parts of the leaf. The actual size of the desmotubules has been
measured to be 10-15 nm under electron microscopy. The resolution obtained using
the N-SIM was enough to distinguish between adjacent pores that would have been
classified as a single pore under normal epi-fluorescence or confocal microscopy.
The optical sectioning provided by the SIM also allowed imaging of the complex
nature of a pitfield (Figure 7.11) that would be unachievable with confocal or epi-
fluorescence (confocal axial resolution = 545 nm and SIM axial resolution = 280 nm
[7] for GFP). The axial resolution limit measured here was 229 nm, this is slightly
smaller than the theoretical limit but this is because the line profiles were not parallel
to the axial direction. PDs proved a perfect imaging target for the multiple exposures
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required for SIM imaging through their stationary behaviour over long time-scales.
The widefield, rather than point-scanning, image formation used by the SIM means
that even low-fluorescence objects, such as the PDs imaged here, can be imaged with
high SNR.
Whilst the images displayed here clearly demonstrate the super-resolution capabili-
ties of the N-SIM, further imaging would be useful to cement and expand on this result.
Low SNR can lead to imaging artefacts (seen in the background of Figure 7.10) that can
be reduced by choosing suitable reconstruction parameters or look-up tables. Reducing
the noise by altering the strength of the apodizing filter in post-processing also removes
possible interesting high frequency information. Secondary labelling by fluorescent pro-
teins (live samples) or antibodies (fixed samples) of a different colour targeting the same
protein or a complementary one could help to strengthen the conclusions drawn in this
chapter.
The PDs imaged in this chapter were within fixed samples. Fitzgibbon et al. [286]
developed a high-throughput imaging technique using a complex PD-targeting protein
and showed that it was possible to image PD development in detached leaves in a spe-
cialised chamber for up to 24 hours. Extending this technique to follow the development
of PD formation from simple to complex pores, or from single pores to twinned pores in
super-resolution in real time could provide useful insights into this poorly-understood
mechanism.
The benefits and limitations of the N-SIM for imaging plant cells and as a basis
for a trapping and super-resolution workstation are presented in this chapter. It was
possible to obtain truly super-resolution images of challenging plant tissue samples with
similar results to what had been previously observed on a different SIM system [270]. An
optical trap was developed for inducing immunological synapses between a T cell and
an antibody conjugated bead [81, 234] with the aim to combine with super-resolution
imaging. It would be interesting to adapt the trap for trapping and imaging plant cells,
either intracellularly or with whole protoplasts, requiring a dual beam system owing
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to their large size. The adoption of other SR microscopy techniques in this system
might also prove beneficial due to the higher resolutions possible, although for live cell
trapping and imaging, a technique such as STED might only prove fast enough in very
small areas [287]. Incorporating a femtosecond laser beam via the GRIN lens (using a
hollow-core fibre to reduce dispersion) could provide both trapping and photoporation
modalities, further enhancing the functionality of the system and its benefit in both
plant and mammalian cell research.
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8 | Conclusions and future work
8.1 Summary
This thesis has demonstrated some powerful optical techniques that can be used to
investigate and manipulate plant and mammalian cell biology. The novel aspects of
this thesis are listed below:
• Femtosecond optical injection of plant cell suspension culture (Chapters 5 and 6).
• Application of spatial beam shaping to enhance plant cell photoporation (Sec-
tion 5.3.2).
• Optical injection of morpholinos into plant cells (Section 5.3.6).
• Application of broadband ultrashort pulses to enhance plant cell photoporation
(Section 6.3.2).
• Development and characterisation of a GRIN lens optical trap (Section 7.2).
This thesis began by introducing photoporation as an effective tool for the investiga-
tion of mammalian cells, using light to introduce membrane-impermeable molecules into
mammalian cells. Optical trapping for sterile and non-invasive cell manipulation was
also introduced. The next step was to place biophotonics techniques into the context of
plant cell science, highlighting possible benefits, challenges and previous achievements.
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The next three chapters were concerned with the development of femtosecond pho-
toporation of plant cells. The design and characterisation of a highly reconfigurable
optical system was outlined in the fourth chapter. The system could change laser spa-
tial mode, incident power and pulse duration by using moveable optics, including flip
mirrors and half-wave plate and polarising beam splitter combinations, to compare the
effects of varying these optical parameters and utilising the benefits of each parameter
as required. The spatial mode at the laser focus could be changed to either a Gaussian
or Bessel beam. The central core size of the Bessel beam was the same as the Gaussian
spot size but the axial extent was 13 times longer to allow multiphoton effects to take
place over a larger axial distance, reducing the requirement for precise alignment on the
cell membrane during photoporation. Two different femtosecond lasers were coupled in
to allow for changing pulse duration at the microscope focus: a high powered but long
pulse duration laser and an ultrashort broadband laser combined with a pulse disper-
sion compensation system, the system could provide either 3 W, 734 fs pulses or 70
mW, 22 fs pulses with the same Gaussian spot size for direct comparison. An ultrashort
broadband Bessel beam was also created at the focal point and characterised.
The fifth chapter then utilised this system to investigate photoporation of tobacco
BY-2 cells. A small cavitation bubble was observed upon irradiation that initiated opti-
cal injection into the cells. By varying the incident power, it was possible to increase the
percentage of cells that were successfully injected with propidium iodide but reduced
the number of viable cells. Using a single 40 ms dose from the Bessel beam was equiv-
alent to using three axially separated shots using the tightly-focused Gaussian beam,
but the reduced time taken to perform the injection leads to an increased throughput
of injected cells in a given time. Osmolarity of the external medium affected, and in
some cases prohibited, optical injection. A slightly hypertonic solution was optimal to
introduce extracellular substances whilst reducing cell death, although the amount of
substance taken in by the cell is reduced. When injecting different substances, the size
of the injected molecule adversely affected injection efficiency, with dextran molecules
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larger than 70 kDa unable to pass through the cell wall. Synthetic oligonucleotides
were successfully introduced into cells and protoplasts; the smaller, neutral-charged
morpholinos were injected more easily than the larger, negatively charged siRNA.
The sixth chapter investigated the role of changing pulse duration in photoporation
of plant and mammalian cells by comparing the standard laser with a broadband ultra-
short pulse emitting laser. A pulse compensation system, the MIIPS, was required to
achieve close-to transform-limited 22 fs pulses at the focus by measuring the spectral
phase and applying the inverse phase to the pulse. In both plant and mammalian cells,
the shorter pulse duration was found to achieve significantly more efficient optical injec-
tion with increased viability. This effect was more significant for adherent mammalian
cells than for plant cells, possessing a thick cell wall.
The final results chapter considered two other important biophotonic techniques and
demonstrated steps towards integrating them into a workstation. An optical fibre-based
trap using a GRIN lens to focus the output beam was integrated onto a commercial SIM
microscope for potential trapping under super-resolution. As a proof-of-concept, the
trap was characterised and used to induce an immunological synapse between a bead
and a T cell using the epi-fluorescence attachment on the SIM, showing its suitability
for use on commercial microscopes. The SIM was used to image plasmodesmata of to-
bacco epidermal leaves, demonstrating better resolution than standard epi-fluorescence
imaging and resolution beyond the diffraction limit for these respective cell components.
8.2 Future work
The work presented within this thesis has demonstrated some interesting developments
in biophotonic applications to plant cells but has also highlighted avenues for future
work. The short-term goals for each section of this thesis are discussed below, followed
by a longer-term view of future prospects.
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The next steps for each chapter would involve:
• Chapter 4: Incorporation of a mirror galvanometer for multi-site Bessel beam
targeting.
• Chapter 5: Injection of fluorescent DNA to enhance understanding of DNA
localisation upon photoporation into plant cells.
• Chapter 6: Introduction of a more power-efficient dispersion compensation sys-
tem for broadband ultrashort Bessel beam photoporation.
• Chapter 7: Development of an aspheric lens system to introduce multiple traps
for highly reconfigurable dynamic trapping.
In the long-term, the optical system designed was power efficient and simple to im-
plement through the use of an axicon for Bessel beam generation. An SLM, although
power inefficient, could increase the reconfigurability of the system, allowing multiplex-
ing of both the Gaussian [16] and Bessel beam [288] for multiple irradiation sites or
even experimenting with other beam types, such as super-resolution beam spots [289].
It would also be possible to engineer the Bessel beam, varying the propagation distance
and intensity as well as the number of rings [290], potentially creating a more efficient
Bessel beam with a larger percentage of power carried in the central spot.
The obvious milestone when considering photoporating plant cells is to achieve
transformation of injected nucleic acids. The uptake of morpholinos, which are smaller
than DNA, suggests that the next step would be to demonstrate gene knockdown using
functional morpholinos. Not only is gene knockdown a useful technique in its own
right, it would also provide a stepping stone towards stable DNA transformation -
the ultimate goal. Attempts to optically transform BY-2 cells and protoplasts proved
unsuccessful and the steps taken to understand the reasons behind this can be found
in Section 5.4. Once demonstrated, femtosecond optical transfection of plant cells
could prove a powerful tool in the genetic modification toolbox, providing selective and
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highly viable means of transforming single cells, from which entire organisms could be
regenerated.
When considering optical injection, there are many molecules that are desirable,
but difficult, to deliver intracellularly into plant cells, such as RNA probes, calcium
indicators and actin dyes among many others. Demonstrating the versatility of this
technique by applying it to other cell types, such as in tissue and pollen grains would
also enhance the functionality of optical injection of plant cells, both of these cell
types provide easier viability monitoring than suspension cells. Further investigation of
the cell-laser interaction is also required, investigation of cell response to femtosecond
laser irradiation using calcium or reactive oxygen species dyes has been explored in
mammalian cells to great effect [291] and can help understand optimal environmental
conditions for photoporation.
Optoporation could be used to target large numbers of plant cells at a time by
shockwave or plasmonic effects. Laser-induced stresswaves have already proven useful
for gene silencing studies in suspension plant cell cultures so the shockwave created by
focusing a nanosecond laser onto a cell substrate [30] or an optically trapped nanopar-
ticle [35] might also be used effectively. This technique has the benefit of applying
different shear stresses at different distances from the focal spot, effectively testing a
range of different parameters at once. The lack of single cell selectivity and usually
lower injection efficiencies prevented the exploration of these techniques in the thesis.
Throughout this thesis, the cell wall interaction with molecules has suggested that
it is not breached by the laser but other studies using different laser parameters show
definite cell wall damage. Cell wall staining by calcofluor white could help identify
any cell wall damage induced by the femtosecond laser. A combination of nanosecond
irradiation for cell wall ablation combined with femtosecond irradiation for membrane
poration could increase the size of molecules that can be injected into intact cells.
When investigating the role of pulse duration, the ability to incrementally change
the pulse duration using the MIIPS while monitoring the effect on photoporation could
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provide interesting insight into the interaction of the plant cell with ultrashort pulses,
for full comparison with Rudhall et al. [172]. This would require more power at the sam-
ple plane, which would also allow for broadband ultrashort Bessel beam photoporation
- an interesting development for both plant and mammalian cells, potentially provid-
ing highly efficient and minimally damaging photoporation. Other pulse compression
techniques might provide greater power efficiency, but at the loss of precise control over
pulse duration and shape provided by the MIIPS system.
The final chapter explored several threads, all of which have many possible en-
hancements and developments. Given the success of SIM imaging of plant cells, an
interesting development would be to enhance the multi-modality of the system to cre-
ate a biophotonics workstation for imaging, manipulation and cell surgery of plant cells.
This was started with the integration of an optical trap but the design was not optimal
for plant cell experiments. Plant cells are large so a dual-focus trap could help in ma-
nipulating protoplasts and other single cells. Incorporation of a femtosecond laser beam
could allow photoporation, cellular surgery and optical trapping with a single beam for
a simple yet multifunctional system. Photoporation under super-resolution imaging
with suitable membrane and molecule dyes could also help to elucidate photoporation
mechanisms.
8.3 Concluding remarks
The incidences of applications of biophotonics to plant sciences is small but growing.
The development of newer and more sophisticated optical techniques can help to me-
diate the problems posed by these challenging cells and tissues. Temporal and spatial
beam shaping has been employed here to enhance the optical injection and imaging of
plant cells with potential applications in genetic modification and plant cell research.
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A | Tissue culture
A.1 Plant cells
A.1.1 Liquid culture
Liquid medium was made by the addition of 4.3 gl−1 Murashige and Skoog powder
(1x M & S, MP Biomedicals, USA) supplemented with 0.09 M sucrose (Sigma-Aldrich,
UK), 1 µM 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (MP Biomedicals, USA) and 25 nM KH2PO4
(Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) to water and adjusting to 5.6 pH with 0.1 M KOH (Sigma-
Aldrich Co., USA). The medium was autoclaved at 121◦C for 15 minutes.
Tobacco BY-2 suspension cells (kindly provided by the James Hutton Institute) were
cultured in 20 ml liquid medium in 50 ml conical flasks sealed with tin foil. Passaging
was performed weekly at a 1 in 20 ratio. Liquid cultures were incubated at 25◦C at 120
rpm on an orbital shaker (IKA Labortechnik, Germany). Liquid cultures were initiated
by placing 2 mm callus (described below) into 20 ml liquid medium and pipetting to
disperse.
Detailed BY-2 optical injection protocol is described in Section 5.2.
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A.1.2 Solid culture
Solid medium was made by adding 1 % w/v Agargel (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) to liquid
medium prior to autoclaving. The autoclaved solid medium was poured into 50 ml petri
dishes and allowed to set. Solid culture was initiated from liquid culture by pipetting
1 ml liquid culture onto the solid plate and leaving to dry. Passaging of solid culture
was performed monthly by excising approximately 2 mm of callus and transferring to
a new solid plate. Passaging was performed in triplicate. Petri dishes were sealed with
Nescofilm (Fisher Scientific, UK) and stored upside-down at room temperature.
A.1.3 Protoplast digest
5 ml of 2-5 day old BY-2 cells were collected by centrifugation or sedimentation and
resuspended in 5 ml digestion mixture (500 mM mannitol, 10 mM MES, 2 % w/v
cellulase, 0.25 % BSA (all Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA), 0.05 % pectolyase Y-23 (MP
Biomedicals, USA), pH 5.5 with 0.1 M KOH). The digest was incubated at 25◦C for
approximately 3 hours on an orbital shaker, checking the protoplast fraction every hour.
When 80 % or more cells were protoplasts, the protoplasts were washed three times in
digestion solution without enzymes before being resuspended in protoplast medium (1x
M & S medium, 0.4 M mannitol, 2.5 mM MES, 5 mM CaCl2.2H2O) adjusted to pH 5.7
with 0.1 M KOH. Protoplasts were kept in a 50 ml falcon tube at a concentration of 5 x
104 cells/ml until required. Protoplast viability was checked using fluorescein diacetate
(Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) staining.
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A.2 Mammalian cells
A.2.1 Cell culture
Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO-K1) and Human Embryonic Kidney (HEK-293) cells
were cultured in 5 ml MEM supplemented with 10 % Foetal Bovine Serum (Life Tech-
nologies, USA) and L-Glutamate, Penicillin and Streptomycin solution (Sigma-Aldrich
Co., USA) in T25 flasks (Nuncleon, Denmark) at 37◦C and 5 % CO2. Passaging was
performed three times weekly by bathing in 1 ml 0.25 % Trypsin-EDTA solution (Sigma-
Aldrich Co., USA) for 5 minutes to detach the cells from the bottom of the flask before
transferring a subculture to new medium.
A.2.2 Transfection protocol
Cells were prepared for photoporation by seeding detached cells onto 23 mm optical
quality glass-bottomed dishes (World Precision Instruments, USA) in 2 ml MEM and
incubated for ≥ 24 hours to allow cells to adhere to the bottom of the dish and grow
to 50 % confluency. The cell monolayer was washed twice with 1 ml OptiMEM be-
fore the addition of 10 µgµl−1 pCAG-GFP DNA plasmid in 300 µl OptiMEM. Cells
were irradiated with three, approximately 1 µm axially separated, 40 ms laser doses.
Approximately 50 cells per region of interest were irradiated. Afterwards, cells were
washed twice with 1 ml MEM and incubated in 2 ml MEM for 2-3 days. Transfection
was observed using a mercury arc lamp with a FITC filter.
The results from transfecting HEK cells is seen in Figure A.1. Uncorrected trans-
fection efficiencies of up to 140 % were obtained. The corrected efficiency (calculated
assuming a 24-hour doubling rate) of 9 ± 3 % is approximately half of that achieved
for CHO cells in Praveen et al. [57]. The rate of spontaneous transfection (monitored
in dishes prepared simultaneously with an irradiated dish) was quite high at 3 ± 2 %
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compared to most studies, which typically see 1-2 cells per dish but, from experience,
HEK cells tend to show higher rates of spontaneous transfection than the CHO cells
used in these experiments. The rate of spontaneous transfection was usually high if the
optical transfection efficiency was high. The average ratio of optical to spontaneous
transfection per pair of dishes was 4 ± 1, indicating the optical system was suitable to
optically transfect mammalian cells, although possibly not fully optimised.
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Figure A.1 – Mammalian cell transfection. (A) HEK cells were optically transfected using
55 mW and the efficiency of transfection (blue column) was determined 2-3 days later. The
red column shows the ratio of optical to spontaneous transfection per irradiated/control
pair. Data represents n = 4 irradiated dishes with approximately 50 cells irradiated
per dish. Error bars denote the SEM. (B) and (C) show brightfield and epi-fluorescence
images, respectively, of transfected cells.
B | The multiphoton intrapulse inter-
ference phase scan system
B.1 MIIPS optical set-up
A basic MIIPS optical system comprises an SLM bounded on either side by a grating and
lens (Figure B.1). The first grating separates the pulse into its constituent wavelengths,
which are collimated onto the SLM by a lens. Passing through the SLM, each pixel
(corresponding to a single wavelength) applies a phase change to vary the spectral phase
of the pulse. The pulse is then recombined with another lens and grating to form a
pulse with total spectral phase φout = φin + φSLM .
A commercial MIIPS system, such as the one used in this thesis, usually minimises
dispersion and losses within the system by using curved mirrors rather than lenses. A
double-pass through the SLM using an abutted mirror is also implemented rather than
two gratings.
B.2 MIIPS theory
Multiphoton intrapulse interference is a process whereby the interference of multiple
frequencies within a pulse can be affected by the phase of the pulse, this can focus
the spectral energy on a particular frequency and control multiphoton processes [292].
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Figure B.1 – Schematic of a MIIPS pulse shaper. A spectrum of an input pulse is
spatially separated using a grating. The lens then collimates the output and the SLM
adds phase to different wavelengths. The spectrum is recombined with a lens and grating
to form a shaped pulse with additional phase from the SLM.
MIIPS can find an unknown spectral phase of a pulse, φ(ω), by scanning a reference
phase, f(ω), across the SLM. The total phase, ϕ(ω), then changes as the reference pulse
is scanned. The SHG signal produced by the pulse varies according to ϕ(ω) [226].
S(2)(2ω) =
∣∣∣∣∫ |E(ω + Ω)||E(ω − Ω)| × exp{i[ϕ(ω + Ω) + ϕ(ω − Ω)]}dΩ∣∣∣∣2 (B.1)
Where Ω, the integration variable, is a detuning from the central frequency. This implies
that SHG signal will be a maximum when ϕ(ω + Ω) + ϕ(ω − Ω) is equal to zero. We
can perform a Taylor expansion about ω to gain [231]:
ϕ(ω + Ω) + ϕ(ω − Ω) = 2ϕ(0) + ϕ′′(ω)Ω2 + ...+ 2
(2n!)
ϕ2n
′
(ω)Ω2n (B.2)
To the first approximation, the second derivatives of this equation are:
ϕ′′(ω) = φ′′(ω) + f ′′(ω) = 0 (B.3)
or
φ′′(ω) = −f ′′(ω) (B.4)
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Where the second derivative of the reference function is known. The reference phase
that is usually used is a sinusoidal function, which does not require the SLM to phase
wrap (phase-wrapping occurs when the phase is outside −pi < φ < pi).
A function f(ω) = αcos(γω − δ) is scanned by varying the phase δ [226]. A 2D
MIIPS trace (Figure B.2) is formed of the SHG signal at different phases. The SHG
signal is maximised when ϕ(ω) = 0 and φ′′(ω) = −f ′′(ω) = αγ2cos(γω − δmax) so
φ(ω) can be extracted by double integration. If δmax is identified for each frequency,
ω, then φ(ω) is known for the whole spectrum. The MIIPS trace obtained can also
quantitatively inform about phase distortions in the pulse. Transform-limited pulses,
where δmax,TL = γω ± pi2 , appear as parallel lines separated by pi [226]. Chirped pulses
have different separations and higher phase distortions manifest as non-parallel lines.
Using the SLM, the negative of the introduced phase distortions can then be applied
to the spectral phase, cancelling out the phase distortions. The accuracy of the MIIPS
increases as the phase distortions are minimised so a number of iterations are applied
to achieve close-to transform-limited pulses (typically less than τ/τTL < 1.03).
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Figure B.2 – Spectral phase of applied distortions and corresponding MIIPS traces.
A-C show an example IR spectrum (blue) and spectral phase (red) for different order
distortions. A shows transform-limited pulses with zero phase. The MIIPS trace for TL
pulses (D) show parallel lines (coloured contours) separated by pi, the phase is varied from
0 to 4pi. B shows the spectral phase for positive chirp and the MIIPS trace (E) has parallel
lines with unequal separations. For third-order dispersion (C and F) the spectral phase is
cubic and the lines in the MIIPS trace are no longer parallel. Solid black lines on MIIPS
traces show the boundaries between which δmax is determined and the dashed black lines
show hypothetical values of δmax. From this we can intuitively discern dispersion orders
in a MIIPS trace.
C | Structured illumination
microscopy
The phenomena of Moiré fringes has been well characterised for many years. When
two spatial frequencies overlap, they produce a pattern with a third, lower, spatial
frequency. The application to SR imaging runs thus - considering a sample containing
spatial frequencies higher than the passband of the imaging objective, then applying an
illumination that varies by a known spatial frequency creates Moiré fringes of a suitable
spatial frequency to be easily observed using a camera. The unknown higher frequency
data can then be computationally extracted [247].
An interesting consideration is the use of the term "structured illumination" to
describe this sinusoidal illumination. Structured illlumination is principally a generic
term describing any illumination that has been shaped in any way but is often used
to describe a specific type of illumination. This can lead to potential ambiguities
when the term is used, for instance SIM [245] and MSIM (multifocal SIM) [293] are
both super-resolution techniques but the former applies sinusoidal illumination rather
than point-like illumination and thus can support the super-resolved spatial frequencies
with much greater SNR than the latter. The former is therefore a more powerful SR
technique, although more complex to execute. Structured illumination is also often
referred to for non-SR microscopy and manipulation, such as in Dal Maschio et al.
[294], where an SLM is used to only illuminate regions of interest in a field of view. In
this thesis, structured illumination microscopy will refer to sinusoidal SIM only.
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C.1 Principle of lateral resolution enhancement
The theory of imaging states that the observed image is a convolution of the sample
emission, E(r), and the point spread function, H(r) [245].
D(r) = (E ⊗H)(r) (C.1)
The Fourier transform of this is then a simple multiplication following the convolution
theorem:
D˜(k) = E˜(k)O(k) (C.2)
O(k), the optical transfer function (OTF, the Fourier transform of the PSF) has finite
support, outside of which it is zero. To observe beyond this, information outside the
OTF must be brought into the observable region. If an object has a structure S(r) then
the sample emission is dependent on S(r) and the illumination:
E(r) = S(r)I(r) (C.3)
E˜(k) = (S˜ ⊗ I˜)(k) (C.4)
If a homogeneous illumination is applied then ˜I(k) is simply a delta function. If,
however, I(r) is spatially varying then observed regions of ˜E(k) are dependent on
normally unobserved regions of ˜S(k) [245].
The application of a periodic pattern can extend the achievable resolution by a
factor of two laterally. By applying an illumination of intensity [295]:
I(r) = I0[1 +mcos(2pik0r + φ)] (C.5)
where k0 is the spatial frequency and φ is the phase of the applied illumination pattern.
I0 and m are constants, the Fourier transform is:
I˜(k) = I0[δ(k) +
m
2
eiφδ(k − k0) + m
2
e−iφδ(k + k0)] (C.6)
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so the observed image becomes:
D˜(k) = I0[S˜(k) +
m
2
eiφS˜(k − k0) + m
2
e−iφS˜(k + k0)]O(k) (C.7)
There are now three frequencies in this equation, k, k+k0 and k−k0, all of which are
within the OTF support. The first term is present under constant illumination whereas
the extra two terms now provide more information to the image. Any single obtained
image using this spatially varying illumination is a mixture of these three different
components and therefore one image alone is not enough to extract all the necessary
components. Instead, three different images are taken with the phase, φ, varied between
each one to ensure all the necessary information is available to construct the SR image.
The effective OTF is extended as visually described in Figure C.1. This, however, only
extends in one direction so more images are taken with the grating applied at different
angles to extend the effective OTF in all directions. Three different angles is usually
enough to adequately extend the observable region, resulting in nine images in total
required for one exposure: three phases for each of the three angles.
Physically, this sinusoidal grating is achieved by two beam interference [247]. A
grating is used to diffract the light and the first orders are sent through either edge
of the objective back aperture to create as high a spatial frequency as possible (better
lateral resolution) on the sample plane. This grating is then physically rotated and
moved to vary phase. Using an SLM to vary the pattern at the sample plane can speed
up acquisition times [296].
C.1.1 Extension to 3D-SIM
The form of SIM described above is only capable of extending the observable Fourier
space in the lateral region. The 3D OTF of a standard widefield microscope takes
the shape of a torus, with a “missing cone” at the lateral origin, leading to a lack of
accessible information in the axial direction and a significant reduction in the axial
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Figure C.1 – The lateral observable region in Fourier space (OTF support) for a standard
widefield microscope is a circle (A). If a periodic grating illumination is applied this
appears as three points in Fourier space (B). The distance of these points from the origin
is dependent on the frequency of the grating applied. The smallest grating that can be
applied is diffraction limited and therefore the points lie right on the edge of the original
OTF (limiting the resolution enhancement to two). Convolving these two patterns places
circles with their origins at the points m = ± 1, extending the observable region (C).
Applying the grating at different angles extends this region in all directions (D). Image
adapted from [247].
resolution compared to the lateral. If we use SIM to extend this torus laterally, we still
have this “missing cone” effect [245].
One way to increase the optical sectioning is to apply a coarser grating, this now
reduces the distance between the origin and the outside tori and overlaps the tori to fill
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in the missing cone and increase the optical sectioning capability of the microscope. This
technique greatly increases optical sectioning but at the expense of lateral resolution
[297].
It is also possible to use a spatially-varying total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) illumination to force optical sectioning by only collecting light from the small
section closest to the coverslip excited by the evanescent wave. Using TIRF, however,
sacrifices depth because the working distance is negligible and so less applicable for
large plant cells.
If an illumination pattern is employed that varies both laterally and axially, such as
that created by three-beam interference at the sample plane, then both axial and lateral
sectioning can occur at the same time [245]. The Fourier modes of the illumination
produced by three-beam interference are at seven points around the torus; looking
at a cross-section through the torus, the modes are at each vertex and at the top
and bottom of each lobe. When the OTF is extended by convolving this illumination
pattern, the observable region is extended axially as well. The presence of five lateral
spatial components in each image, however, now requires five different phase images to
obtain the full, super-resolution and axially sectioned, information from the sample, 15
images overall. This three-beam method, termed 3D-SIM, has also been extended to
achieve a cell volume in 5 s using an SLM [298].
C.2 Capturing a SIM image
When working with any microscope, the imaging target, mounting preparation and
imaging protocol must all be chosen carefully to achieve a meaningful image and working
with the N-SIM is no different. While this will change from sample to sample, there are
protocols that must always be followed when using the N-SIM to obtain high-quality
images.
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C.2.1 Choice of sample
To ensure an optimal SIM image, the decision of which sample to image, along with
the choice of staining is critical. Whilst the lasers and filters used by the SIM mean
that there is a wide range of standard fluorophores that can be used, unlike STED for
example, the fluorophore needs to be tagged to the correct target. Linear SIM can
achieve twice the diffraction-limited resolution, whilst this is better than a confocal or
epi-fluorescence and more than enough for a lot of biological applications, it cannot
achieve the resolution of STED or PALM, for example. The target for imaging, there-
fore, should possess some structure that can be resolved on these length scales e.g., SIM
is not suitable to image two targets spaced 30 nm apart.
The N-SIM uses fixed gratings that are designed to work with a single objective.
The N-SIM system used here possesses a grating suitable for use with a 100x TIRF
objective, which grants the highest possible magnification for this system but restricts
the field of view. Any target selected for imaging should occur on small enough length
scales to be easily observed within a 30 x 30 µm space. It is possible to tile images
together to increase the field of view but this increases the total exposure time.
Fast-moving specimens are unsuitable for SIM imaging because multiple exposures
are required to obtain a single SIM image. The SIM can image up to 1 Hz but low
fluorescence signal increases the required time for each exposure; when combined with
multiple colours, it can take up to a few minutes to obtain a single slice through a
sample. Objects that move between exposures induce artefacts in the image (seen in
Figure ??).
C.2.2 Sample preparation and mounting
Samples were always mounted on a number 1.5 thickness coverslip, any change in cov-
erslip thickness must be counteracted by changing the correction ring on the TIRF
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objective. The coverslip could either be a glass-bottomed dish (for live-cell imaging) or
cells sandwiched between a coverslip and microscope slide for fixed samples. Whichever
sample type is used, the corresponding sample holder was used to ensure the correct
mounting of the sample in the microscope. The N-SIM is highly sensitive to any source
of aberrations (much like any SR microscope) so care was taken to ensure high-quality,
flat coverslips are used. The coverslip also had to be clean, the presence of dirt, grease
or old immersion oil can cause unwanted aberrations.
Rigid mounting of the sample in the microscope stage is crucial to minimise drift
between exposures that would introduce artefacts into the final image. Clamps are used
to fix the sample in place. To provide easy selection of suitable regions for imaging,
immersion oil was placed on the 100x objective and initial imaging was performed with
a 20x air objective to access a large field of view. Once a suitable section was chosen,
imaging was performed after switching back to the 100x objective.
C.2.3 Setting up for a SIM exposure
Once the desired area for SIM imaging was selected, the imaging parameters were op-
timised in the N-SIM software prior to running the imaging protocol. The detection
camera (EM-CCD, Andor) only operates in a linear regime up to a certain incident
intensity, the camera exposure time and excitation laser powers are varied to max-
imise the emission intensity (to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio and reduce artefacts)
whilst not breaking this linear limit. Increasing the laser power reduces the exposure
time, reducing the overall acquisition time, but also causes more photobleaching. A
compromise must be found between these two parameters based on the photobleaching
resistance of the fluorophore being imaged and the required acquisition speed. These
parameters could be set individually for each of the excitation lasers.
z-stacks and time series can also be captured using the N-SIM. z-stacks were ob-
tained at intervals of 120 nm (or multiples thereof) for the SIM reconstruction algorithm
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(Nyquist sampling for the theoretical achievable axial resolution). Information between
stacks is estimated by interpolation. For multiple colour stacks, each slice should be
captured in each colour before moving to the next z-position, performing the acquisition
the other way round can increase drift between colour exposures.
Once all the necessary parameters have been set, the imaging could begin.
C.2.4 SIM exposure
phase 1 
angle 1 
phase 2 
angle 1 
phase 1 
angle 2 
phase 2 
angle 2 
Figure C.2 – Selection of images from a full SIM exposure demonstrating the grating
pattern applied to the sample. A full SIM exposure takes 15 images, three different angles
(the top and bottom images show different grating angles being applied) and five different
phases of the grating pattern (left and right images). Sample is an RFP labelled TGB1
protein aggregate within a tobacco epidermal cell from an epidermal peel.
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During the imaging process, the SIM projects a grating pattern onto the sample,
as seen in Figure C.2 and captures the resulting pattern (sample and grating) on the
camera. During the 15 exposures, the angle of the grating (three different angles)
and the phase of the grating pattern (five different phases) on the sample is varied.
Figure C.2 shows a subset of the full 15 exposures, showing two different angles applied
and two phases per angle, the change in phase is seen in the varying orthogonal positions
of the “stripes” on the sample.
C.2.5 Image reconstruction
Once all the exposures have been collected, the SIM image was reconstructed from
the multiple exposures. Image reconstruction is performed in Fourier space, with each
Fourier mode extracted from each exposure and replaced to the correct point in Fourier
space (from within the OTF to partially outside). Whilst the reconstruction within
the N-SIM software automatically optimises the reconstruction parameters, there is
the possibility to vary parameters prior to reconstruction to achieve the desired image.
There are three parameters that can be varied within the software and Figure C.3
shows the effects of varying each parameter. For demonstration purposes, these have
been varied widely to fully highlight the effect of changing each parameter, for obtaining
images for research purposes, the parameters were usually kept as the automatic ones
or tweaked slightly to improve the reconstructed image (mostly to reduce background
noise).
Illumination modulation contrast - Varying this parameter by large amounts
(A and B) does not affect the reconstructed image when compared to the other two
parameters. The illumination modulation contrast is usually measured from the image
but can also be input by the user. This is a factor that the OTF is multiplied by to
account for the fact that measured (or calculated) OTF will display a different contrast
to the current image (due to induced aberrations, scattering and absorption) [247].
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Figure C.3 – Reconstructed SIM images when the reconstruction parameters are varied.
Each column of images displays the effect of changing one parameter. A = Illumination
modulation contrast (images A and B), B = high resolution noise suppression (varied in
images C and D) and C = out of focus blur suppression (images E and F). Reconstructions
were performed from the full set of exposures for which a subset is displayed in Figure C.2.
Sample is an RFP labelled TGB1 protein aggregate within a tobacco epidermal cell from
an epidermal peel.
High resolution noise suppression - During the reconstruction, an apodizing
filter (A) is applied that helps to decrease ringing artefacts [247]. Increasing the strength
of the filter reduces high resolution noise but also removes high frequency information
from the image in the process. This can be seen in Figures C.3C and D where a
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high strength filter increases the "blur" in the image (C) and a low filter allows high
frequency information in the image but also increases the effect of high resolution noise,
appearing as a honeycomb effect within the aggregates.
Out-of-focus blur suppression - This removes low-frequency features and leads to
greater optical sectioning. When this filter is very low (F), the constant (low-frequency)
background that would usually be eliminated is visible.
Artefacts - Both movement and noise artefacts have already been discussed in
Chapter 7. The third artefact (also present in Figure C.3) is induced by residual stripe
pattern caused by changes in illumination and detection intensities during acquisition
[299].
D | Python code for determining the
centre of mass
#!/usr/bin/python
import cv2
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
sequence = [raw_input("Filename: ")] #Read in one or multiple
filenames
borf = int(raw_input("Brightfield? (1 if true , 0 if false/fluorescent)
: "))
if borf == 1: #brightfield data processing
for video in sequence:
cap = cv2.VideoCapture(video)
xCOM = []
yCOM = []
#Reading in all files in avi
while(True):
ret , img = cap.read()
if (type(img) == type(None)):
break
#image processing
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img = cv2.medianBlur(img ,5)
cimg = cv2.cvtColor(img ,cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) #convert to 8
bit single channel
th2 = cv2.adaptiveThreshold(cimg ,255,cv2.
ADAPTIVE_THRESH_MEAN_C ,cv2.THRESH_BINARY ,11 ,2) #apply
adaptive thresholding
kernel = np.ones ((3 ,3),np.uint8)
erosion2 = cv2.dilate(th2 ,kernel ,iterations = 1) #erosion
negative = 255 - erosion2 #inversion
h, w = img.shape [:2]
mask = np.zeros((h+2, w+2), np.uint8)
mask [:] = 0
central = (25 ,85) #set centre of circle for floodfill
cv2.floodFill(negative ,mask ,central , (255 ,255 ,255))
kernel = np.ones ((12 ,12),np.uint8)
negative = cv2.morphologyEx(negative , cv2.MORPH_OPEN ,
kernel) #opening
#finding the CoM
row_totals = [sum(x) for x in negative]
mass = sum(row_totals)
x = []
for i in range(0,w):
x.append(row_totals[i]*(i+1))
xC = sum(x)/float(mass)
xCOM.append(xC)
imgt = zip(* negative) #transpose matrix for y CoM
column_totals = [sum(x) for x in imgt]
y = []
for i in range(0,h):
y.append(column_totals[i]*(i+1))
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yC = sum(y)/float(mass)
yCOM.append(yC)
if cv2.waitKey (1) & 0xFF == ord(’q’):
break
elif borf == 0: #fluorescent data processing
print ’no’
k = int(raw_input("Enter threshold value: "))
for video in sequence:
print video
cap = cv2.VideoCapture(video)
xCOM = []
yCOM = []
#Reading in all files in avi and processing
while(True):
ret , img = cap.read()
if (type(img) == type(None)):
break
cimg = cv2.cvtColor(img ,cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)#convert to 8
bit single channel
ret ,cimg = cv2.threshold(cimg ,k,255,cv2.THRESH_BINARY)#
apply user -determined thresholding
h, w = img.shape [:2]
#Find the COM
column_totals1 = [sum(x) for x in imgt]
x = []
for i in range(0,w):
x.append(column_totals1[i]*(i+1))
xC1 = sum(x)/float(mass1)
xCOM.append(xC1)
imgt = zip(*cimg)
row_totals1 = [sum(x) for x in cimg]
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mass1 = sum(row_totals1)
y = []
for i in range(0,h):
y.append(row_totals1[i]*(i+1))
yC1 = sum(y)/float(mass1)
yCOM.append(yC1)
if cv2.waitKey (1) & 0xFF == ord(’q’):
break
else:
print ’invalid command ’
cali = float("112e-9") #calibration px -> m
xCOM [:] = [cali*(x - sum(xCOM)/float(len(xCOM))) for x in xCOM] #
centering
yCOM [:] = [cali*(x - sum(yCOM)/float(len(yCOM))) for x in yCOM]
constant = float("1.38e-23")*293 #k(b)T
conversion = float("1e6")
ktxCOM = (constant/np.std(xCOM)**2)*conversion #finding trap stiffness
ktyCOM = (constant/np.std(yCOM)**2)*conversion
#Writing to file
with open("test.txt", "a") as f:
f.write(’video :{}\n ktxCOM: {}\n ktyCOM: {}\n’.format(video ,ktxCOM
,ktyCOM))
#When everything done , release the capture
cap.release ()
cv2.destroyAllWindows ()
